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Macca's manager quits 
Paul McCartney's manager that Ogden, who has played a tor of Polydor Records, Ogden dating back to I Saw Her company, which is wholly Richard Ogden has quit after key rôle in organising the is refusing tp comment on the Standing There, it cornes to the owned by the singer, include more than five years as man- singer's affairs and was departure, apart from allowing UK in September. McCartney's wife Linda, her aging director of the former involved in renegotiating his MPL to say he is pursuing Last week promoter father John Eastman and com- Beatle's management and pub- contract with EMI last year, "new interests". Marshall Arts added an extra pany secretary Paul Winn. lishing company. departed after arguments over His departure cornes in the show to a string of dates at With annual turnover hover- A spokesman for MPL escalating tour costs. middle of McCartney's world Earl's Court in London. ing just under £6m, MPL - Communications confirms that "[Ogden] resigned because tour, which is sponsored by Ogden was appointed to the which changed its name from Ogden resigned last week dur- his contract had ended. The Grundig and started in MPL board in 1988, where his McCartney Productions Ltd in ing the US leg of McCartney's departure was quite amicable," Australie in March, arriving in responsibilities included man- 1976 - employs more than 20 spectacular The New World says the spokesman. No one the US the following month. aging McCartney's career as staff at its base in London's Tour. has been lined up to replace Using hi-tech spécial effects well as the artist's extensive Soho Square. Almost half the But he describes as him, he adds. and featuring a two-and-a- portfolio of financial interests. company's turnover dérivés "absolute bollocks" reports Previously managing direc- half-hour show with 32 songs Remaining directors of the from the US. 

EMI plaçâtes Shapiro 
Sixties singing star Helen Shapiro has struck an llth hour royalties deal with EMI after threatening to picket the annual meeting of parent com- pany Thom EMI. Shapiro, whose hits between 1960 and 1963 regularly fea- ture on reissue compilations, planned to distribute leaflets outside the meeting at London's Marriott Hôtel last 

Portraying her fight on the leaflets as "a real David and Goliath Battle", Shapiro and 
Music among top 
export earners 
The music industry is the UK's second highest invisible export eamer after tourism.' According to new figures just released by the BPI, invisible music-related exports such as publishing royalties totalled around £500m in 1991. The fig- ure is expected to have remained constant for 1992. Meanwhile, Government fig- ures show tourism contributed £7. Ibn and films and télévision £464ra during 1991. The Central Statistical Office fig- ures do not give a detailed breakdown for music exports. BPI director général John Deacon says, "The figure shows just how strong British music is abroad." 

manager John Williams para- phrased one of her hits to claim "EMI is Walkin' Back To Happiness with their £290m 
However, the picket was called off when an agreement was reached between Shapiro's lawyer, Russell Roberts of Sheridans, and EMI late on Thursday aftemoon. Speaking on behalf of the singer, Roberts says many of the claims made in the leaflets, such as the repeated charge that Shapiro's royalty rate was 

based on her 1960 deal, have now been withdrawn. EMI head of légal affairs Gareth Hopkins says, "This is a serious misunderstanding which has been resolved." Meanwhile, the major record company faces another légal duel with Sixties artists next 
Lawyers acting on behalf of The Pretty Things are due to serve an amended statement of claim on EMI alleging non- accounting of North American royalties. 

R Sony Music's Licensod Repertoir and UK distribution deal with leading UK dance label Network. Network, whose single Please Don't Go by KWS reached number six in the US chart, joins labels such as Création which are already licensed to Sony through the division. Picturod (from leftl are Sony LRD managing director Jeremy Pearce and Network directors Neil Rushlon and Dave Barker. Both Création and Network are clients o( sales and strikeforce 3MV, which entered into a partnership with Sony in May. 

16-1 
Music Vfeek is investing in an expanded charts service to strengthen its position as Europe's top music business magazine. Starting with its August 7 issue, MW is expanding Datafîle to 16 pages. Among the changes are: • the introduction of the new independent radio Network Chart, based on 

airplay and CIN sales data; • the inclusion of the Top 20 Breakers on the vital singles "order form" chart; • an improved airplay chart, reflecting the increasing importance of radio to music marketing; • an upgraded video chart including sales up to midnight on the Saturday before publication. 
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Miro joins Spotlight stable 
Spotlight Publications, pub- lisher of Music Week, has acquired the Miro music industry information service in a deal announced this week. Spotlight is pledging to invest in and develop Miro ser- vices which include: •Miro Silver, the weekly newsletter which includes a full range of information from management and publishing 
who's recording where and a 

full digest of industry news •Miro Gold, the monthly version of Miro Silver QSongplugger, the monthly newsletter for the music pub- lishing. industry •Promo, the monthly update for the promo video business •Tbur News, the weekly information service for the live 
Spotlight managing director Doug Shuard says,"We believe 

the Miro business is a good one. The combination of its existing staff and Spotlight's existing éditorial and manage- ment skills should enable us to give an even better service to the music industry." Key members of the Miro éditorial team - including Miro Silver editor Lee Fisher, Promo editor David Knight and Songplugger editor David Stark - are joining the remod- elled Miro team under the 

supervision of MW editor Steve Redmond. Miro publications will be run separately from MW. Miro's sister retail and radio trade weekly RPM ceased publication last week, however, after the publishers declared that subscription and advertising revenue had failed to reach targets. •Miro can now be contacted at Eighth Floor, Ludgate House, 245 Blackfriars Road, London SE1 9UR. Tel: 071- 620 3636. 
Dealers pledge 
support for 1993 
Mercury Prize 
The promotional material for the 1993 Mercury Music Prize will hit the printing presses on Thursday, just hours after the announcement of the 10 short- listed albums. Ail the multiples except Woolworths and Boots have already pledged %vindow space for the main posters which will be available from August 9. These will feature the sleeves of the nominated titles along- side the judges' citations. In total some 36,000 items are being produced for the campaign including posters, shelf strips, header cards, cen- tre boards and stickers. Around 2,000 shops are expected to use the in-store and window kits, which have been co-ordinated with Bard. The sampler album will be available from August 16. Mercury Music Prize direc- tor David Wilkinson says this year's promotion will be "big- ger and better" than that for the inaugural prize because retailers now have greater awareness of the award. 

4-Playto repay 

25p in the pound 
Major labels and distributors owed hundreds of thousands of pounds by stricken retail chain 4-Play are to be paid just a quarter of the money due. At a meeting near Heathrow last Wednesday 4-Play, whose debts total £1.9m, gained acceptance for a company vol- untary arrangement to avoid liquidation. The restructuring includes funding from a trust operated on behalf of Lancashire busi- nessman H A Caan and the appointment of a "superviser" to handle the 40-store chain's financial affairs. Major label représentatives were among creditors who voted for amendments to the business plan, which will now provide thera with a dividend of 25p in the pound within 30 

days, rather than the proposed 50p in the pound deferred until January next year. This will be paid from a cash injection of around £750,000 from the Caan trust, which includes payment of the £333,000 owed to preferential creditors HM Customs & Excise and the Tax Office. The Caan trust, which is owed £200,000 by 4-Play, is also providing "substantial" working capital, according to Gerald Krasner of accountants Bartfield & Co. He adds that the "superviser" will be in- stalled shortly to work along- side 4-Play founder Philip Ames, who is owed £65,000. Ames says that self-distribu- tion from the company's ware- house proved a big stumbling block to d-Plajfs £llm-a-year 

business. In préparation for the restructuring 4-Play returned around £280,000 worth of stocks to suppliers in May and June. Under the terms of the deal, neither Ames nor the Caan trust will be paid until the other credi- tors receive their money. After the Caan trust PolyGram is the biggest crédi- ter, owed a total of £188,480 according to the accountants. Others include: BMG (£112,291); Columbus Enter- tainments (£86,046); EMI Music Services (£108,842); Intervision (£113,121); Pick- wick (£70,899); Sony Music Opérations (£127,581); Tring International (£62,286); Thats Entertainment (£98,897); TBD (£161,623); and Warner Music (£23,013). 

EG threatens libel 

j writ in Fripp battle 
The légal battle between EG Music Group and guitarist Robert Fripp is gathering pace with the management group now threatening a libel suit against its former client. EG claims that the King Crimson founder libelled prin- cipals Mark Fenwick and Sam Aider in the hundreds of let- ters he has written since he left their management in 1991. "The Fripp Letters", which have been circulated widely around the industry to leading managers, lawyers, artists, and record companies, form the basis of the artist's cam- paign against EG, which has also involved the hiring of five groups of lawyers. 
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Confirming that he is await- ing instruction to sue for libel, EG's lawyer Steven Fisher stresses that the action is sep- arate from EG's response to Fripp's statement of claim. Served on July 2, Fripp's claim seeks compensation, damages and costs, for alleged misman- agement on behalf of the gui- tarist and more than 12 ex-rnembers of King Crimson. Also named in the writ are BMG and Virgin, who respec- tively acquired EG's publish- ing and record companies in 1991. EG has pledged to vigorous- ly defend itself against ail charges coming from the Fripp 

UK bosses line up for 
New Music Seminar Around 200 delegates from ail sectors of the UK industry will attend the New Music Seminar in New York this 

Among the UK speakers due to appear at the event are Boy George, who will deliver a keynote address, Beggars Banquet Records managing director Martin Mills and London Records chairman Tracey Bennett. William Booth of Sony Music Publishing and John Fogarty of Minder Music will talk about worldwide publishing, while former Happy Mondays manager Nathan McGough, now with EastWest Records, will appear on the panel billed How To Be An Effective Manager. 

Bennett: NMS speaker 
Most of the UK panellists are due to speak at Thursday's dance sessions, including DJ Graeme Park, Rob Manley of Virgin Records and Confusion Records' Tim Fielding. 

Last week it was possible to see one of the gods of soul music, one of the UK's most influential guitarists, a rising model-turned singer and one of the best UK pop groups of the past decade - and ail playing live in a west London venue little bigger than the stage at some stadiums. The venue was a small studio in BBC Télévision centre and the event was the recording of the last in the current sériés of Later...With Jools Holland. If you didn't see the wonderful Al Green, Richard Thompson, Efua and Squeeze do their stuff, you missed a treat. Later is precisely the music TV programme much of the industry has been demanding for years. It shows real musicians playing their instruments with no fancy caméra angles, no silliness, no attempt to make it something it's not. Just 
Unfortunately, there are currently no plans for any more shows before next 
That means the business and the public will miss out during the busiest musical period of.the year, the autumn. If the Birt régime is really committed to a BBC which offers a distinctive public service, it should reconsider this décision immediately. 

T TK executives travelling U across to the New Music Seminar in New York this week have more to talk about this year than for a long, long time. Just take a look at some of the names highlighted in our New Music issue this week, and it's clear that British music is on the move once more. From PJ Harvey to Take That, it seems the UK is producing strong new talent at a greater rate than at any time since the late Eighties. It ail leaves Tony Parsons and his tedious "pop is dead" punditry looking just a little bit sick. 



WEBBO 

So Pickwick ehairman Ivor Schlosberg reckons he made ,a mistake in recriiîting someone from outside the music industry (MW, July 17). I used to agree with this sentiment. Manythinkthe music industry is somehow spécial and impénétrable to outsiders, but why should that be the case? We are after ail an industry that sells software in a fast-moving environment which is not so différent to raany others. The strong influence of the charts, particularly the singles chart, and the fact that record companies usually have exclusive rights to an artist do however make us a bit différent. A few years ago I was involved in trade negotiations with a commercial director recently arrived from the DIY arm of a major chain. When the going got tough he stated that if we couldn't agree tenus then he would buy somebody else's Peter Gabriel album rather than Virgin's. He soon leamed. That I believe is the key to working in this business. It's not so différent from many others but neweomers must be prepared to look, listen andlearn. We are not selling soap powder; we have artists to deal with who can be as unpredictable, illogical and uncommercial as it's possible to be. But if the willingness to learn is there and pre-conceived notions can be put aside then who knows what benefits may accrue? After ail the very fact that we think we are unique can often lead to insularity - especially when it cornes to embracing new ideas. Outsiders can often question established practices that need reappraisal and that people from within take for granted. Just because it was OK five years ago doesn't necessarily mean it's OK now. 
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Murdoch buys 

into Mushroom 
Mushroom Records, the Australian label which pro- duced stars including Jason Donovan and Kylie Monogue, has sold a 50% stake to Rupert Murdoch's News Corp to finance its overseas expansion. The label is currently finalis- ing a European distribution deal with one of the majors and is on the verge of securing its first joint venture with a UK label to develop local talent. Two months ago it opened its first overseas office in London, headed by label co-owner Gary Ashley Ashley says Mushroom, which is Australia's largest indépendant label with gross sales totalling more than £22.6m in the last financial year, has been looking to expand intemationally for the past two years. Talks have been held with Murdoch, whose distribution subsidiary Festival Records handles Mushroom in Australia, for the past six months. 

Ashley: overseas expansion 
The total value of the deal is undisclosed, though News Corp will finance the label's expansion in addition to buy- ing the holding. Ashley says his partner Michael Gudinski will have the casting vote on the company's board, adding that News Corp will leave Mushroom to operate indepen- dently "The/re looking at us to get on with it," he says. Mushroom, founded 21 years ago, expects to release 

around 13 albums a year in the UK - where it will be distrib- uted by Total/BMG — and Europe drawn from its 50- strong Australian rester. Next year the label hopes to launch an opération in tbe US, where it currently licenses releases artist by artist. "l'm not in a big hurry to go run- ning into America. We have to have English artists and European successes first - we need to expand our talent base," says Ashley. He adds that News Corp funds will enable the label to develop its rester intemation- ally in a way it could never do through individual licensing deals. "We have been restricted not having the success here that some of our artists deserved," he says. While UK labels have been keen to sign acts such as Kylie and Dannii Minogue and Jason Donovan, they were less interested in artists such as Jimmy Bames, he adds. 

Stores slam Sunday plan 
Music retailers have criticised the Govemmènt's latest four- option plan to end the Sunday trading chaos. Prime Minister John Major has pledged support for scrap- ping ail restrictions to Sunday trading, but this is just one of four alternatives put forward last week by Home Secretary Michael Howard to overhaul the 1950 Shops Act. The House Of Gommons is to hold a free vote this autumn on the choices, which are: • total deregulation • unlimited opening for small shops and six hours for big stores • limited opening for small 

• opening for ail shops on four Sundays before Christmas 

Burke: government fudge 
Bard ehairman Simon 

"This is yet another fudge "... behalf of a Government which appears terrified of upsetting anybody." He says Virgin, which cur- rently opens six stores on Sunday, would have to abide by any reforms resulting from the latest proposais. 

But he adds, "Although r.c are in favour of the first two choices, there is a danger that one could be chosen by a nar- row majority, which would cause more problems than it would solve." Leading indie retailer Adrian Rondeau, who has opened his Wickford, Essex, store on Sunday for 12 years, says he favours the second option. "Seven-day trading is here to stay, but it is a sensi- tive issue. Sunday opening should take into account reli- gious sensitivities by maybe allowing just small ' trade," he says. •Virgin Retail opened its Pans Megastore last Sunday m a protest at the withdrawal of permission for it to trade on Sundays. 

Court orders 
Basseytopay 
£40,000 bill Shirley Bassey faces a £100,000 damages action over claims that she backed out of a recording deal. Last week the Court of Appeal overtumed an earlier High Court décision that the case brought against the singer and her record company Dreampace by producer Robin Millar and four session musi- cians be thrown out. Bassey was also ordered to foot the £40,000 légal bill which had been run up con- testing the claim so far. The case arose after 

and royalties, Bassey herself met Millar to discuss songs and schedule rehearsals. It is claimed she personally guaranteed the agreement with Dreampace through her management company SSM Productions Inc, but subse- quently withdrew from the Project. Lord Justice Beldam said that the facts in the case were in dispute and could only be resolved at a full trial. 
Menzies retains 
faith in music 
John Menzies remains opti- mistic about the music market despite a weak performance in that area of its business in the year to May 1. Wholly owned distribution subsidiary TBD saw profits fall year on year due to reduced music sales. In John Menzies stores, CD sales went up 8% but cassettes fell 12%, But group managing direc- tor Ranald Noel-Paton says the results were expected. "Music did suffer a bit but there is no gloom and despon- dency. Already July and August are looking a lot more encouraging," he says. Overall pre-tax profits for the Menzies group rose 17% to £30.1m on turnover up 6% to £1.17bn. 
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NEWSFILE 
RADIO ACADEMY FESTIVAL NEWS 

BBC rejects call 
for single body BBC executives shrugged off calls for a single regulatory body to oversee both BBC and ILR stations during the ses- sion on creating a level playing field. BBC régional broadcasting managing director Ronald Neil said that one body overseeing frequency allocation and moni- toring programmes could not serve both the BBC's public service obligations and the commercial demands of indé- pendant stations, "We ail want a level playing field but the ref- erees might feel there are two sets of rules," he said And BBC network radio managing director Liz Forgan stressed the BBC has différent obligations."BBC and indépen- dant stations have the same audience but we speak différ- ent languages," she said. Earlier AIRC director Brian West had argued a single gov- eming body would create a fairer frequency System, end- 
whereby new indépendant music stations can get only an AM licence while the BBC is free to launch a 24-hour FM 

AIRC chairman Stewart Francis said that the BBC receives a blank chèque from the public before it décidés how to spend the money, while indépendants must meet per- formance standards before they are granted a licence. Other delegates slammed the current System which lets BBC stations change formats at will while forcing indepen- dent stations to stick to their initial licence applications. 

Media tunes into radio 
A record 380 delegates attend- ed the llth Radio Academy Festival last week at Birmingham's International Convention Centre. The future of the BBC domi- nated the discussion sessions, two thirds of whose audiences were corporation staff. Vétéran reporter Mark Tully's scathing 

attack on director général John Birt's reforms earned him a standing ovation on the Tuesday, while Birt's reply the next day gave the festival unprecedented national média coverage, "Some delegates from inde- pendent radio came up to me and said that the festival cov- 

erage was dominated by the BBC, but I told them that any coverage gave radio as a whole a higher profile," says festival committee chairman Brian West. Next year's festival will be held in Birmingham on July 12 and 13. West says the event will remain at the ICC. 

Birt: it'stimeto 

modernise 1 FM 
Radio One FM is too old fash- ioned and must become more alternative and daring to get doser to its audience, says BBC director général John Birt. In his speech to the Radio Academy Festival in Birmingham last week Birt pledged to fight any attempt to sell off One FM. But he said the station has not yet got its programme mix "quite right". "Radio One's roots are set too far in the past and we must plant them doser to its younger audience," he said. "It needs to be more daring and more irreverent. It will always be solidly music-based but it needs speech content that is more demanding." Birt attributed the "unique" station's strength to the "lively 

Birt: seeks 'daring" changes 
and commanding leadership" of outgoing controller Johnny Beerling. One FM plays three times as many différent records a week as a typical commercial station and two thirds of ail new records are first played on the station, he claimed. 

But he added the BBC must face up to growing compéti- tion. "Virgin 1215 is now prowling after Radio One and Richard Branson is attempting to snatch our precious wave- lengths. To mix metaphors, we intend to shoot his balloon," he 
Birt said changes have also been made at Radio Three in response to Classic FM, which he admitted had successfully expanded the audience for classical music. While Radio Three broad- cast 14,000 works by 4,000 composers last year, commis- sioning a new work every fort- night, Classic FM has deraonstrated there is a wider music-loving audience not reached by Radio Three, he 

Park hails Take That as new Beatles Capital Radio's director of pro- grammes Richard Park hailed Take That as a modem day Beatles in an impassioned defence of pop radio during the Academ/s Top 40 debate. Park, the man who pio- neered the gold classic hits for- mat, was replying to a speech by John Revell, Virgin 1215's 

joint programme director. Revell claimed the singles charts do not represent the nation's musical tastes and are just marketing tools. "I listened to a sélection of radio stations this moraing and five of them played Pray by Take That. They played it because that is what their 

audience want to hear," said Park. "Take That are, whether you like it or not, the Beatles of 1993." UK radio stations have always followed the chart, he said, adding that even gold stations are just "cherry pick- ing" top chart hits from the 

Revell said that if the Top 40 is not dead then it is seriously ill. "As the UK radio market expands, the singles chart will not reflect what people lis- ten to," he claimed. "It already has no relevance to our programme schedule. There is a need for more spe- cialised charts," he said. 

Taylor Gotham, the accountant selling Rough Trade's remaining assets, is considering taking légal action to stop company founder GeoffTravis and his new backer Brain Bonnar from using the name Rough Trade Records. Offers for the group's assets including the name had to be submitted by the end of Friday. 
Paul Tomkinson's Boorskale has won the 1993 Vivian Ellis prize. Torakinson, 34, wins £1,000 for the musical, which was selected by a jury including Ellis, Don Black, and Sheridan Morley. 
Rondor Music has signed Léo Sayer for a five-year publishing deal covering future material as well as a catalogue that includes titles such as Moonlighting. 
Warner Classics International has appointed James Pitman, formerly UK sales manager at Pearson, as commercial manager and Mike Griffiths, previously marketing manager for Business Machines, as marketing consultant/analyst. 
Gramophone magazine is celebratingits 70th birthday in September with a new design and the launch of a Blue Riband scheme ranking more than 500 recommended dealers in four catégories. 
M8 Magazine is issuing a free tape with its August issue in conjunction with K Cider featuring 12 unsigned Scottish acts. A dance tape including a track by The Shamen will be on the September issue. 

If you wartiS^talk to The company that can offer , 
yoÏT-lhe besl service with the keenesl prices, from 
ail Independent labels jhen do call ùs. 

'' Whether your business'is in New Releases, 
Qyerstox or Deletipns, Video or Merchandising, 

CAROLINE INTERNATIONAL 
THE EXPDRT COMPANY WILL 

BE AUENDING THE N.M.S. 

i sta|ing g at the I | Michelle Grahame and Nigel Marshal 
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MARKET PREVIEW 

GEOFF KEEZER: Other Spheres (D.I.W. DIW 871). Yet another reason why Keezer is set to become one of the most important keyboardists of the Nineties. AU the material on Other Spheres is Ms, including We Are Dancing, sung by Dizzy GiUespie's daughter Jeanie Bryson, with lyrics by her mother. Apart from Keezer's constantly inventive playing, there are fine individual 
sidemen, especiaily trompeter Bill Mobley and vibist- maiimbaist Steve Nelson. 222 
CHARLIE CHRISTIAN: Guitar Wizard (Le Jazz CDU). This collection of 20 well-chosen tracks shovvcases Christian's undimmed artistry within the context of the Benny Goodman Sextet/ Septet, plus tvvo live performances of genuine excitement. Of these, Swing To Bop - taped privately at a jam session less than a year before his prématuré death - constitutes jazz guitar playing at its peak. Guitar Wizard is part of the second batch of releases on Charly's impressive economy Le Jazz sériés (dealer price £3.68). Other artists include Charles Mingus, Wes Montgomery, Coleman Hawkins and Wynton Kelly. EïS 
GONZALO RUBALCABA: Suite 4 Y 20 (Blue Note CP 7800642). This, Rubalcaba's fourth release in as many years, présents more than adéquate proof that the Cuban is far from being simply a formidable technician. Mixing original material with standard pop (Love Letters, Here, There And Everywhere), he and his coUeagues have produced an admirable addition to the plethora of piano releases. !ïi 
MILES DAVIS: The Complété Concert, 1964/My Funny Valentine, Four & More (Columbia 471246-2). A welcome CD reissue of two quality LPs, both stemming from a mémorable concert held at the Lincoln Centre's Philharmonie Hall 30 years ago. This is peak Davis, assisted splendidly by tenorist George Coleman, pianist Herbie Hancock, bassist Ron Carter and, especiaily, the extraordinary Tony Williams who, at 18, was a drummer of the highest calibre. Recommended. ES 
CHARLIE PARKER: Charlie Parker On Dial: The Complété Sessions (Spotlite SPJ-CD4-I01). This splendid four-CD boxed reissue comprises Parker's entire output for the former US indie jazz label - from some of his greatest 

n impressive début from Madonnci's Mauericks 

sell well to the informed punter. 33 
BLUE MURDER; Nothin' But Trouble (Geffen cat no n/a). Fronted by former Tygers Of Pang Tang, Thin Lizzy and Whitesnake guitarist John Sykes, Blue Murder produced a stormer of début and promptly vanished. The follow-up, however, veers doser to Whitesnake's bombast than Lizz/s éloquence. That said, Sykes clearly has a firra grip on the commercial, and Blue Murderis cover of the Small Faces' classic Itchycoo Park would be a fair choice as single to help flag the album. 333 

recordings to the depths, in the shape of the less than successful Lover Man session. It also includes a sériés of live recordings and two booklets covering the West and East Coast Sessions. Over four hours of music with a dealer price of £18.15. Its title alone is recommendation enough. raw Stan Britt 

CANDLEBOX: Candlebox (Maverick/Sire/Warner Bros 9362-45313-2). That Madonna's label has signed a rock band in the Pearl Jam mould does, on the face of it, smack of tokenism. Yet the American band clearly have talent; Candlebox's début is an impressive collection of trenchant, in-your-face rockers that places the four- piece among the frontrunners of those bands chasing the sizable pot of gold tapped by Soundgarden, Alice In Chains 

PETE T0WNSHEND: English Boy (East West 7567857332). Working almost as well outside the concept album Pyschoderelictas within it, Townshend's powerful return is a pace-changing juggernaut of a sang, lattacking vocal, rock instrumentation and literate lyrics. Not perhaps a big hit in its own right, but more than useful in directing attention to the album. 333 
THE G00MBAS featuring GEORGE CLINTON: Walk The Dinosaur (Capitol CDCL603). Not, as you might expect, a track from Jurassîc Park. In fact this remake of Was (Not Wasl's hit (produced by Don Was) fealures in the Super Mario Brothers movie. Given that the film itself is airaed at kids, and that, despite funk maestro t's best efforts, this is an inferior remake, don't expect too much. 323 
MARTHA REEVES & THE VANDELUS; Dancing In The Street (Motown TMGCD1418). This classic song makes a welcome return to tie- in with its use on the Citroen AX Salsa TV ad. There's an interesting 

et al. Play in store. 333 
PAW: Couldn't Know (A&M 580 345-2). The Kansas band's début single, Jessie, won acclaim aplenty but failed to make an impression on the mainstream charts. Whatever, breaking new - and genuine - talent these days is a slow process, and Couldn't Know is a step in the right direction. ' The band will have gamered some fans following their tour with Monster Magnet in May, so expect this to raise expectations for the début album, Dragline, which is due out next month. 33 
TYPE O NEGATIVE: Bloody Kisses (Roadrunner RR 9100 1/4/2). This apocalyptic, mind chumer of an album will probably inspire extremes of émotion among rock fans: theyll either love its intense, ferrous onslaught or hate it. It's certainly a vigorous and demanding record that should 

MANIC STREET PREACHERS: La Tristesse Durera [Scream To A Sigh] (Columbia 659477 2). Now the fey boyos are a careerist rock band, they appeared to have forsaken the vibrant sloganeering of their début album. Instead, this single shows the Manies are equally adept producing tuneful rock- pop songs, albeit with sufficient navel-gazing introspection, that is still winning them new fans. Stock 
Andy Martin 

BEETHOVEN: String Quartet Opus 130, Gross Fuge. Bartok Quartet (Hungaroton White Label/Conifer CHRC 136). Conifer has just acquired rights to manufacture White Label titles in the UK, ensuring more constant supply of this fast-moving 

super-budget sériés. Underlining that, Conifer relaunches 10 of the most popular titles, including this finely performed cycle of late Beethoven quartets. 333 
BACH: Brandenburg Concertos. Amsterdam Baroque Orchestra/ Koopman (Erato 4509 91935-2). The latest in a rush of classical twofers is Erato's Duo Bonsai range - slimline duo-pack versions of the popular Bonsai budget sériés. They are excellent value at a dealer price of £7.70 per pack, particularly with some strong Baroque titles among the ftrst 10 releases. 333 
MOROSS: Symphony No 1, The Last Judgment, Variations On Waltz. London Symphony Orchestra/FaUetta (Koch International 371832 Hl). Jerome Moross is not a name that leaps immediately to many lips, but Koch is continuing its contemporary music crusade with a big campaign for this appealing album, including full-page ads in the September issue of Gramophone. 33 
BRITTEN: Early One Morning. Sarah Brightman, Geoffrey Parsons. (Classics For Pleasure CD/TC CFP4636). Brightman's tone is not everyone's idéal for Britten's 

MAINSTREAM-SINGLES 

Janet Jackson: unusual 
bonus in the shape of I Can't Dance To That Music You're Playing - as sampled by Betty Boo's rap hit and sung not by Martha (then in dispute with Motown) but by Syreeta. IWW 
SARAH WASHINGTON; I Will Always love You (Almighly ALMY 033). The Dolly Parton song that becamo such a massive hit in the hands of Whitney Houston istransformed yet again. 

folk so ,s, but 

Washington's recording was first out in January sporting a Hi-NRG backing track. That is now relegated to the B-side, and is replaced by a sinewy garage groove with a powerful vocal from the Donna Summer school of disco divas. Capital Radio is already plugging away, and the record explodes on promo this week to enter the Club ChartatlS. 3333 
ULTRAMARINE; Kingdom(blanco y negro NEG 65), "It may be on the playlisl, but I don't have to like it," said Steve Wright on One FM recently, He may not like it but others will he beguiled by Robert Wyatt sweetly intoning lyrics adapted from the 150-year-old Song Of The Working Classes. A bizarre record with an outside chance of a Top 40 placing. 333 
THE LISTENING POOL; Oil For The Lomps Of China (Telegraph TLGCO 001). This is a likeablo, quitky and commercial song that is more (ailhful to the trio's 0MD roots than the 
current single by Andy McCluskey, who alone carries the torch (or the 

r aspects of the album are drawing média attention - it already has a Classic FM chart show Sure- Shot recommendation - and the songs themselves have instant appeal. 333 

group now. Had it been released as an 0MD single it may have made the Top 40, and still might. Eitherway ifs wellworth stocking. 323 
JANET JACKSON: If (Virgin VSCDT1474). This is kick-started by a howling rock guitar which subsides into a sample from Diana Ross & The Suprêmes' Someday We'll Be Together before Jackson embarks on a tribal chant verse and sweetly sung chorus against a jackswing backing. Numerous mixes fine tune it to a numhor of dance idioms. Certainly unusual, and certainly a hit. 3133 
MAD0NNA: Rain (Maverick/Sire W0190CD). One of the less inspired tracks from Erotica, but its Top 01 The Pops premier last week, the fact it is remixed and the inclusion of Open Your Heart and the previously unreleased U-minute dub track Up Down Suite are ail compelling roasons (or believing that it will continue her record sequence of consécutive Top 10 hits. 3333 Alan Jones 
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THE ESSENTIAL MW STOCKING GUIDE 

Michelle Gayle: a soap star with a crédible song 

BARBER; Knoxville, Summer Of 1915 plus othev Works. Dawn Upshaw, Orchestra Of St Luke's/ Zinman (Elektra- NonesuchAVarner 7559- 79187-2). Warner Ciassics believes Samuel Barber's dip into old American nostalgia bas the makings of anotber Gorecki Third, so bas repackaged this 1989 release and muII follow the same marketing plan it had for the Gorecki, with extensive press advertising. ES3 Phil Sommerich 
DANCE 

SPACE CADET: Third Wave EP (Sapho SAPH20). This EP brings together six tracks of tough techno and acidic madness created by Londoner Mike Ash. Only for the headstrong. lïâ 
MICHELLE GAYLE: Lookiug Up (RCA 4321 154531). Soap star in crédible record shock! The Eastenders actress has received a helping hand from Steve Jervier, who gives a funky edge to her optimistic soulftil vocals. Worth watching. 223 
FPI PROJECT: Come On (And Do It) (Synthetic SYNTH006). Already a club favourite on Italien import, this irrépressible funky house 

E2HH1 Guaranteed banker Shoulddo well Worth a punt rag Only for the brave 
3 SORonly 

track now gets a UK release with the added attraction of remixes by Mother's Lee Fisher. BË3I 
VARIOUS ARTISTS: Full On Edition 2 (deConstruction 74321153612/4). This compilation includes the Mother and Sub Sub hits plus a well chosen international sélection of underground club favourites from the likes of Van Basten, Rejuvination and XPress 2. It retails at mid- 

price, but, sadly, is only available on CD and cassette. 
ANNA ROSS WITH SNOWBOY: Where Love Lives (Soul Jazz SJ09). Not a cover of the Alison Limerick classic, but a similarly classy self-penned composition from Ross and Snowboy. The former provides the superb soulful vocal, while the latter is responsible for the cool jazzy production. It should sell well at a specialist level on the 

basis of Snowboy's formidable réputation alone. 23 
WOLFMAN: Deeper (Splish SPLISH7). Following on from last yeaFs cuit fave, Free, cornes another bold meeting of Wolfs heavy guitar riffs and thumping house rhythms from Bump's Steve Travell. There are mixes of varying grunginess to suit différent 
DJ KROME & Mr TIME: The Slammer (Suburban Base SUBBASE26). Following last year's This Sound Is For The Underground, The Slammer is a fast and furious, bass-heavy hardcore tune, dedicated to "ail ganja man" and lightened by chirpy synth sounds. 22 
MENTAL GENERATION; Cafe Del Mar (Effective). The two-year-old tribute to Ibiza's best chill-out spot has become a sought-after Balearic fave. It now gets a UK release with the original mixes joined by an appropriately mellow and drawn-out remix from Underworld, currently riding high with their own, very wonderful, Rez. 21 
SECRET LIFE: Love So Strong (Cowboy RODE018). This has ail the right ingrédients; a killer tune tbat is both cool and catchy; mémorable lyrics; a passionate vocal performance; .and top mixes from the Play Boys and Heller/Farley. It is shaping up to be even larger than As Always and should give Cowboy its first hit. 2323 Andy Beevers 

MAINSTREAM-ALBUMS 
BIG DADDY: Sgt Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band (Rhino 8122703712). Parodisls Big Daddy give a fresb vlew of the Beatles album; With A Utile Help From My Friends as if by Johnny Mathis, Jerry Lee Lewis on Lucy In The Sky With Diamonds, and Elvis tackling Lovely Rita. Vocally and instrumentally, they're spot on. So this is well worth pitching at Beatles fans, and useful for radio to jolt audiences. 2£9 
VARIOUS: Super Mario Bros Original Soundtrack (Capitol CDESTU 2201). Soundtrack albums can do big business, but the Super Mario Brothers spin off will struggle to succeed. George Clinlon's retake of Walk The Dinosaur |see singles) and the Divinyls' attempt at Roxy Music's Love IsThe Drug are less than stunning, os are Roxette's two new Uacks. And you wouldn't have thought the disparate talents of Joe Satriani and Tracie Spencer belonged on the same album. Facesavers include Oueen'sTie Your 

Billy Ray Cyrus: back to roots 
Mother Down, US3 's classy Cantaloop and I Want You, a likeahle Marky Mark rap. Stock with caution. 23 
BILLY RAY CYRUS: ItWon'tBeThe Last (Mercury 51475824-2). Whether Achy Breaky Heart proves to be a milestone or a millstone in the career of Billy Ray Cyrus remains to be seen. Here Billy Ray sticks much doser to the country mainstream though he does so in a mélodie and 

undemanding way. A fair album, though it lacks a big hit single and will accordingly sell farfewer copies than its predecessor, Some Gave Ail. 23 
DEBORAH HARRY: Debravation (Chrysalis CDCHR 6033 ). Time moves on. but the former Blondie singer seems trapped by her pasL and this slightly disappointing collection 
contemporary talent. She raps, but without the stylo she showed ail those years ago on Rapture; she sings sweetly, but without the strong songs lhat were Chris Stein's contribution, and she acts coy and girlish-at47. By and large, ifs ono for fans only - and there aren't as many of them as there used to be. 
ARMY Of LOYERS; The Gods Of Earth & Heaven (Stockholm/Polydor 5131332). Myriad Influences - opéra, cabaret, Hi-NRG, classical, pop and rap to name but a few - collide In a 

way tbat will endear few on The Gods Of Earth 8< Heaven. The camp Swedish-based group's single Israelism has attracted some attention, but this album you order al your péril. 2 
VARIOUS; Greatest Hits Of The Sevenlies: Get It On (The Hit Label AHLC012). This hits package is reloased to tîe in with UK Gold's admirable IS-week, 90-show re-run of classic Top 01 The Pops programmes. Of course, not ail the potentîal audience have satellite dishes, so this album will sink or swim on the strength of other promotional activity. That includes a lot of TV ads and window displays. The strong line-up of tracks includes The Tyraes' stately Ms Grâce, Rod Stewart's Maggie May and Mungo Jerry's In The Summertime, as currently used in the Governmenfs anti-drink/drive TV campaign. 2323 Alan Jones 

REISSUES: MID-PRICE 
THE YARDBXRDS: Train Kept-A-Rollin'-The Complété Giorgio Gomelsky Productions (Charly CDLIKBOX 3). A dealer price of £16.40 makes this four-CD boxed set a budget line. It cornes with an enamel badge, a superb 64- page booklet, a T-shirt and includes 89 recordings. Its completist nature makes it one for fanatics rather than casual buyers with previously unreleased, unfimshed recordings and as many as five différent takes of some tracks. That it contains some fine blues, R'n'B and pop almost goes without saying. 2323 
BOBBY WOMACK: Womack Winners: The Best Of Bohby Womack 1968- 1975 (Instant CDINS 5074). The compiler has selected some of the choicer tracks from Womack's spell with United Artists, during which time his talent was only erratically applied to making records. It's a better album than any Bobby hiraself put together in that period. 223 
BILL WITHERS: Still Bill (Collectors Choice/ Pickwick 9829482). A sombre-looking Withers on the sleeve may deter some, but this 1972 album is well worth the price of admission. Withers' unusual style struck a rare balance between folk and soul. Lyrically he's a bit of a martyr, as the titles Use Me and Lean On Me suggest, but much of this excellent album is both mélodie and soothing. 
PATTI LaBELLE: Patti LaBelle (Collectors Choice/ Pickwick 9829492). Prone to vocal gymnastics above and beyond the call of duty, LaBelle gets several opportunities to indulge herself here on this 1977 album that includes some dated disco workouts plus more leisurely and sophisticated soul like Do I Stand A Chance and You Are My Friend. A curate's egg of an album, but it's on CD for the first time and will appeal to LaBelIe's many fans. 223 
umiitiiàVMU VARIOUS: The Summer Of Love (Premier/MFP CDPR 108). The balmy, flower power days of 1967 are evoked via this sélection which carefully includes songs about 'Frisco - the Flowerpot Men's dippy Let's Go To San Francisco and Eric Burdon's more heady San Franciscan Nights - a bit of phasing (the Small Faces' Itchycoo Park) and any number of pop ciassics from the Beach Boys, The Marnas & The Papas, Donovan and the Walker Brothers. Many will want to trip on this. 2223 
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The Total Record Company is a U.K. based independent sales, marketing and distribution company, that in turn is distributed via BMG. The 20 strong staff offer everything from arranging artwork, pressing and manufacturing, the implimentation of marketing stratégies and campaigns to advice on promotion companies and strike forces. It's associate company General Overseas looks after the foreign licens- ing needs of the majority of Total's labels as well as making itself available to a select number of other independents that are not associated with Total but require a professional and efficient licensing service. To sell more of your records both in the UK and overseas contact Henry Semmence or Bob Cunningham on 071-978 2300 (FAX) 071-498 6420 or in New York on 212 581 1000. 



NEWMUSIC... 

It's what we're in this business for. 

Tasmin Archer 

Nothing beats the 6XCit6m6nt 

of hearing those first démos, seeing 

sudden flashes of sheer brilliance arcing 

off the stage of a grotty old club 

a brand new record by a brand 

happen 

orwatching 

newsigning 

straight out of the box! It's what makes the rest 

of it worthwhile. Fans of genuinely new music bave had it tough for 

afewyears. Butsuddenlythere'sa new spint in the air. From 

Jamiroquai to Suede; Dina Carroll to Lena Fiagbe; Apache Indian to Verve; The 

Auteurs toUS3: ipp^H RadioheadtoTakeThatand GabrielletoSunscreem, 

PJ Harvey and Tasmin Archer - there s suddenly a flood of new talent! UK music is 

buzzing . That's why, as thousands converge on this week's 

Uew Music Seminar in New York, Music kl/eekhighlightsallthe hot 

acts and labels poised to break out into the wider world. New music... LenaFia9b<! 

Made in the UK. Sold to the world..., 
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TOP 20 ALBUMS BY NEW UK ACTS 
The chart b esters 
The first half of 1993 has spawned possibly the most diverse range of new artists in 

Of course, the singles chart has oflen seemed like it's littered only with covers and reworked oldies. But it has not been short of genuinely exciting new artists either. As expected, the majority have been dance or club acts. But even in this arena the chart has seen a huge variety of styles from the pop of East 17, who were the biggest singles-selling new act in the first half of 1993, to the stylish jazzed-up funk of Jamiroquai. Simultaneously East 17 and Take That have captured the teen market by playing the pop star rôle to perfection with hits such as Deep and Why Can't I Wake Up With You. Other dance-based acts like Utah Saints, Sunscreem, Sub Sub, D:Ream and M-People have also made the grade with almost quintessential crossover records: tracks that go down just as well at the trendiest of clubs and the smallest school discos. But it hasn't just been the straightforward club tunes that have sold the best. As well as Jamiroquai - 

who, almost at a stroke, have probably made a new génération immediately more aware of jazz and funk music - there has been Asian rapper Apache Indian and his two singles, Arranged Marriage and Chok There. If these represent the beginnings of a whole new musical culture that has hardly ever graced the Top 40. then we have a lot to look forward to. Louchie Lou & Michie One's single Shout may have revived the old Isley Brothers classic, but with it they have helped bring dancehall reggae into the public spotlight. On the other hand, more traditional singers and singer/ songwriters have also 
Dina Carroll resurgence in the first half of 1993 - led by platinum album seller Dina Carroll and Tasmin Archer's follow-ups to last autumn's Sleeping Satellite smash. But Gabrielle's meteoric rise from nowhere, selling nearly half a million copies of Dreams in only five weeks, has put them both in the 

CONGRATULATIONS TO 
ALL OUR No.1 ARTISTS 

Q 
ALBUM 11/10/93 

l 
BLACK TIE, WHITE NOISE David Bowie 12/4/93 

a JanetJackson 29/5/93 

\ ils f 
EMERGENCY ON PLANET EARTH Jamiroquai ALBUM 26/6/93 

a 
CANT HELP FALUNG IN LOVE SINGLE 12/6/93 

POOLE EDWARDS P.R. 
SE 

FROM THE 
NO.1 PRESS AGENCY 

And if the industry is to 
anything from Gabrielle's triumph then it must be that no matter what the hype, trend or image, good songs will always win through. The same can be said of the album chart although here the successful musical styles have been more varied still. Of course, pop and dance are again heavily-represented with Carroll's phenomenally successful So Close by far the biggest sellei-, leaving East 17, Jamiroquai, Utah Saints, Félix, B M Ex and Apache Indian lagging way behind. But perhaps the more significant trend of 1993 so far has been the retum of the guitar band, seemingly revitalised after a couple of years playing second fiddle to sequencers and samplers. Suede scooped ail the honours on their way to becoming the second biggest- selling new act. In the run-up to the album's release, Brett Anderson and the crew received the sort of wide press coverage rarely seen since The Smiths first appeared. It was ail symptomatic of a nationwide search for "the next big thing". Luckily the album, and its sales, fiilfiUed everybody's expectations. And to prove Nude didn't have a monopoly on indie rock, the Virgin-affiliated Hut label took The Auteurs and Verve into the charts too. The success of Radiohead's Pablo Honey album proved a major like EMI still has the 

guitar band, 
Fiction's God | Machine, Ultimate's ——^ Ozric Radiohead Tentacles' offshoots Eat Static, Clawfist's Gallon Drunk, Creation's Adorable and A&M's Dodgy suggest it's still worth the time and trouble building a band's career from the grassroots up. That's always been the heavy rock way too. But so far only one band, Terrorvision, have scraped into the half yearly new music chart. So next time anyone leaps to criticise the lack of originality in today's music, make sure they take a doser look at the roots of new talent that are growing firmer and wider from the bottora of the chart ail the way to the top.Hi Nick Robinson 

10 

1 
Title/Artist 
S0 CLOSE - Dina Carroll 

Label/Distributor 
A&M/PolyGram 

2 SUEDE-Suede Nude-RTM/Pinnacle 
3 WALTHAMSTOW- East 17 London/PolyGram 
4 EMERGENCY ON PLANET EARTH - Jamin jquai Sony S2/Sony Music 
5 UTAH SAINTS- Utah Saints ffrr/PolyGram 
06 WRESTLEMANIA - THE ALBUM - WWF Superstars Arista/BMG 
07 PABLO HONEY- Radiohead Parlophone/EMI 
08 APPOLONIA-BMEX Union City/PolyGram 
09 NUMBER1-Félix deConstruction/BMG 
10 N0 RESERVATIONS - Apache Indian Island/PolyGram 
11 NEWWAVE-The Auteurs Hut/RTM-Pinnacle 
12 SUPERNATURAL FEELING - JTQ/Noel McKoy Big Life/PolyGram 
13 SCENES FROM THE SECOND ST0REY- God Machine 

Fiction/PolyGram 

14 ABDUCTION-Eat Static Ultimate/RTM-Pinnacle 
15 THE DODGY ALBUM-Dodgy A&M/PolyGram 
16 FROM THE HEART OFTOWN - Gallon Drunk Clawfist/Revolver-APT 
17 AGAINST PERFECTION - Adorable Creation/Pinnacle 
18 A STORM IN HEAVEN - Verve Hut/RTM-Pinnacle 
19 FORMALDEHYDE - Terrorvision Total-Vegas/EMI 
20 GREATEST HITS - Sheep On Drugs Transglobal/PolyGram | SaiesperiodJarvJuly 1993. ©CIN.CompiledbyEra 

TOP 20 NEW UK SINGLES ACTS 
Artist/Label Publisher/Oistributor 

i EAST17-London PolyGram/PolyGram 
2 GABRIELLE-Go! Dises Perfect Songs/PolyGram 
3 TAKE THAT-RCA EMi/BMG 
4 SUB SUB/MELANIE WILLIAMS- M( lA-WarnerChappell/Pinnacie Robs Records 
5 M-PEOPLE- deConstruction BMG-EMI/BMG 
6 JAMIROQUAI-Sony S2 EMI/Sony Music 
7 SUEDE-Nude PolyGram/RTM-Pinnacle 
8 LOUCHIE LOU 8. MICHIE ONE-Hrr Windswept Music-Global Music-Copyright Control/PolyGram 
9 D:REAM-Magnet Pumphouse/Warner Music 
10 TASMIN ARCHER-EMI EMI/EMI 
11 UTAH SAINTS-ffrr NTV/PolyGram 
12 DINA CARROLL-A&M PolyGram/PolyGram 
13 SUNSCREEM-Sony S2 BMG/Sony Music 
14 APACHE INDIAN - Island MCA-Copyright Control/PolyGram 
15 MARXMAN - Talkin Loud Island/PolyGram 
16 FRANK &WALTERS ■ Setanta Chrysalis/PolyGram 
17 EVOLUTION - deConstruction Copyright Control/BMG 18 BILLTARMY-Arista BMG/BMG 
19 UNDERCOVER-PWL International Skratch/Warner Music 20 PETER POLYCARPOU - Soundtrack Music Select TV-BMG/EMI 

| Sales periodjan-jpiv 1393 ©CIN.CompiladbvEra _J 
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How to spread your CD production over Europe 
without really trying. 

93 

Iropshi whble of Eur( le of Europe with your CD - effortlessly. You just send us your premastering material and we can fix the rest; from master production to finished CDs with four-color labels, printed matter and packaging, which we can distribute to your European license-holders. Which of the countries on this up-to-date map of Europe are you interested in? 1 Aibania. 2 Andorra. 3 Austria. 4 Belarus. 5 Belgium. 6 Bosnia- Hercegovina. 7 Bulgaria, 8 Croatia. 9 Cyprus. 10 Czech Republic 11 Denmark. 12 Estonia. 13 Finland. 14 France. 15 Germany. 16 Greece. 17 Hungaiy. 18 Iceland. 19 Ireland. 20 Italy. 21 Latvia. 22 Liechtenstein. 

23 Lithuania. 24 Luxembourg. 25 Macedonia. 26 Malta. 27 Moldova. 28 Monaco. 29 Netherlands. 30 Norway. 31 Poland. 32 Portugal. 

Do you want to cover the whole of Europe with your CD production and simultaneously avoid a multitude of worries about distribution and costs? The art lies in the use of our drop-shipping service! Ail you need to do is send your premastering material in a little package across the Atlantic to us, and we fix the rest, distributing the finished CDs to your license-holders in Europe. Since we are one of the pioneers of CD technology, having been active in the heart of Europe since 1986, we can ensure that your music is safely carried beyond the limits of production technology and over the geographical boundaries. Why not reap the benefits that we can offer you? You will be pleasantly surprised. Not just by our complété production compétence, our responsibility for quality, and our guaranteed and delivery. But also by the price. (The Swedish krona has become about 25% cheaper. This has made Sweden into a highly favorable country for production, a situation that many companies - such as ABB and IBM - are taking advantage of.) 

QUALITY IN TIME 
CD Plant Mfg AB, Box 9035 S-200 39 Malmô, Sweden Tel. +46 40 312400. Fax +46 40 949660. 

37 Slovakia. 38 Slovenia. 39 Spain. 40 Sweden, 41 Switzerland. 42 Turkey. 43 Ukraine. 44 United Kingdom. 



Mercury baromet 
• ,  i-:^^ A/Tnae nslrprl 91 

With 1993's Mercury Music Prize shortlist due out this week, Caroline Moss asked 21 ind^ 
When the Mercury Music Prize shortlist was annouuced last July one of the albums - Simply Red's Stars - had already sold more than 2m copies in the UK. No such blockbuster is set to grâce this year's list, Take That's double platinum Take That & Party being the biggest seller of those eligible for entry. Yet there are plenty of big names in the running, David Bowie (Black Tie White Noise), Sting (Ten Summoner's Taies), Eric Clapton (Unplugged) and Peter Gabriel (Us) among them. 

0 

New Order: Republic 
JEFF SMITH producer, Radio One FM 
New Order - Republic Blur - Modem Life Is Rubbish Stereo MCs - Cormected Kingmaker - Sleepwalking Therapy?-Nurse Suede - Suede The Prodigy - The Prodigy Expérience Radiohead - Pablo Honey PJ Harvey - Rid Of Me The Orb - UFOrb 

But more than 40% of the 127 albums entered are débuts which Mercury Music Prize director David Wilkînson describes as very encouraging. He adds, "The diversity of this year's entries shows that the British and Irish record industry is alive and well - popular music is not deadl" This diversity will no doubt be refiected in the shortlist of 10 albums due to be announced at London's Roof Gardens on Thursday. ; Simon Frith, Mark Goodier and the other eight officiai judges will 

BARRY ADAMSON musician, shortlisted last year C-Witch David Bowie - Black Tie White Noise Apache Indian - No Réservations 808 State - Gorgeous Jason Rebello - Keeping Time Val Doonican - Thank You For The Music Marxman - 33 Révolutions Per Minute Mica Paris - Whisper A Frayer Sultans Of Ping - Casual Sex In The Cineplex William Orbit - Strange Cargo III 

12 

MOIRABELLAS managing director, WEA 
Elvis Costello & The Brodsky Quartet - The Juliet Letters Eric Clapton - Unplugged Jamiroquai - Emergency... Terence Trent D'Arby - Symphony... World Party - Bang Mike Oldfield - Tubular Bells II New Order - Republic Radiohead - Pablo Honey Saint Etienne - So Tough Stereo MCs - Cormected 
HARRIET BRAND MTV director of talent and artists relations 
Depecbe Mode - Songs Of Faith & Dévotion Jamiroquai - Emergency... New Order - Republic P J Harvey - Rid Of Me Peter Gabriel - Us Saint Etienne - So Tough The The - Dusk Van Morrison - Too Long In Exile Waterboys - Dream Harder World Party - Bang 
PAULCONNOLLY creative director, MCA Music 

TAMZIN AR0N0WITZ manager, Right Said Fred Terence Trent D'Arby - Symphony Or Damn Lulu - Independence Mica Paris - Whisper A Prayer Jamiroquai - Emergency On Planet Earth New Order - Republic Stereo MCs - Connected Genesis - The Shorts Manie Street Preachers - Gold Against The Soul 

have benefited fromlisteningto ail the albums which have been entered before choosmg the huai 

PJ Harvey-Rid Of Me Stereo MCs - Connected Elvis Costello & The Brodsky Quartet - The Juliet Letters Therapy? - Nurse William Orbit - Strange Cargo III World Party-Bang The Orb-UFOrb Apache Indian - No Réservations Blur - Modem Life Is Rubbish Peter Gabriel - Us 

Rain Jamiroquai - Emergency On Planet Earth New Order - Republic 

But it seems likely that the favourite albums selected here by a broad sélection of industry r..vm'll nrovide a indication figures will provide a indicati of which titles running. , Ashley Newton, joint deputy managing director of Virgm Records, had no trouble in selecting 10 albums which encompass "impressive débuts, solid second or third albums and 

powerful statements from a couple of mature acts". D- Influence's Good 4 We, The Beloved's Conscience and Depeche Mode's Songs Of Faith & Dévotion are among his sélections. Among the year's neweomers rated highly by MWs own panel are Suede and Jamiroquai, both favourites for the officiai shortlist. But neither is as popular as the more established Stereo MCs' Connected, which polled 15 votes. "Exciting inspiring music 
Sting - Ten Summoner's Taies Suede - Suede The Shamen - Boss Drum World Party-Bang Eric Clapton - Unplugged 
MALCOLM DUNBAR managing director, Mother Records 
C-Witch D-Influence — Good 4 We Depeche Mode - Songs Of Faith & Dévotion Duran Duran - Wedding Album Julian Cope - Jehovahkill Radiohead - Pablo Honey Stereo MCs - Connected Suede - Suede The Orb - UFOrb William Orbit - Strange Cargo III 
ROS EARLS manager of producers Flood, Ed Buller, Adrian Sherwood 
Crânes - Forever Depeche Mode - Songs Of Faith... Elvis Costello & The Brodsky - The Juliet Letters The Auteurs - New Wave Therapy? - Nurse Verve - A Storm In Heaven Suede - Suede Stereo MCs - Connected Kingmaker - Sleepwalking Radiohead - Pablo Honey 
LINCOLN ELIAS A&R director, Sony Soho Square 
Vivienne McKone - Vivienne McKone 

JTQ - Supematural Feeling Stereo MCs - Connected Terence Trent D'Arby - Symphony- Mica Paris - Whisper A Prayer . Paul Weller - Paul Weller Blur - Modem Life Is Rubbish 

GORDON DICK HMV divisional opérations manager, north Depeche Mode - Songs Of Faith... Duran Duran - Wedding Album Hothouse Flowers - Songs From The 

STEVE ALLEN A&R manager, WEA 
The Roekingbirds - The Rockingbirds The Shamen - Boss Drum Manie Street Preachers - Gold Against The Soul St Etienne - So Tough Stereo MCs - Connected Suede - Suede East 17 - Walthamstow Gallon Drunk - From The Heart 01 Town The Orb - UFOrb Jamiroquai - Emergency On Planet Earth 
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îr points to débuts 

try figures to select their own top 10s - and the poil shows new talent is breaking through 
breaking down the barriers," comments D J Paul Oakenfold of Connected, while Radio One producer Jeff Smith says, "The album consolidâtes the Stéréos' years of working away at their own unique sound without this newly found commercial success." Close behind Stereo MCs were New Order with Republic, which polled nine votes. "It's great to dip into for one or two songs and then go back to later for more," says Jeff Smith who cites it as his définitive album of the year. Whisper A Frayer by Mica Paris 

meanwhile attracted four votes. "I was never a fan until I heard this album -1 think she's really come into her own," says Tamzin Aronowitz, manager of Right Said Fred. Aronowitz also reckons that Terence Trent D'Arby has got it right with his third album. "l'm really pleased he has come back with an album which easily matches The Hardline," she says. Steve Allen, A&R manager at WEA, chose St Etienne and East 17 "to keep the pop flag flying", while producer Stephen Hague, the only person to select Sinead 
KEVIN SIMPSON manager, Jamiroquai 
Stereo MCsConnected Sade - Love Deluxe Paul Weller-Paul Weller Mica Paris - Whisper A Prayer Vivienne McKone - Vivienne McKone The Tyrrel Corporation - North East Of Eden The Beloved - Conscience Neneh Cherry - Home Brew The Orb - UFOrb JTQ - Supernatural Feeling 
ASHLEY NEWTON joint deputy managing director, Virgin Records 
Stereo MCs - Connected PJ Harvey - Rid OfMe The Orb - UFOrb New Order - Republic Neneh Cherry - Homebrew Jamiroquai - Eraergency On Planet Earth Verve - A Storm In Heaven The Beloved - Conscience Depeche Mode - Songs Of Faith & Dévotion D-Influence - Good 4 We 

Sting - Ten Summoner's Taies Doctor Phibes - Hypnotwister The The - Dusk ' 
DON GALLAGHER manager PJ Harvey 
Verve - A Storm In Heaven Gallon Drunk - From The Heart Of Town Julian Cope-Jehovahkill Mary Black - The Holy Ground Stereo MCs - Connected The The - Dusk The Orb-UFOrb Depeche Mode - Songs Of Faith And Dévotion Suede - Suede 

Radiohead - Pablo Honey 
STEPHEN HAGUE producer, New Order, Pet Shop Boys 
Crânes - Forever Elvis Costello & The Brodsky Quartet - The Juliet Letters Morrissey - Your Arsenal Peter Gabriel - Us Radiohead - Pablo Honey Sinead O'Connor - Am I Not Your Girl Stereo MCs - Connected Suede - Suede Terence Trent D'Arby - Symphony or Damn The Auteurs - New Wave 

O'Connor's Am I Not Your Girl, says of it, "Phil Ramone did an outstanding job recreating a classic big band sound." A disappointment this year was the shortage of contemporary classical albums. Wilkinson attributes this to the withdrawal of the Arts Council grants which last year funded shortlisted classical entry John Tavener and Steven Isserlis' The ProtectingVeil. Classical musicians who were asked for their Top 10 consequently found it impossible 
J0KENNEDY product and marketing manager, BMG Ciassics& Jazz 
Balanescu Quartet - Possessed Dina Carroll - So Close Duran Duran - Wedding Album JTQ - Supernatural Feeling Jamiroquai - Emergency... Marc Ahnond - Twelve Years Of Tears Paul Weller-Paul Weller Stephen Dufïy - Music In Colours The Shamen - Boss Drum Vivienne McKone - Vivienne McKone 
STEVE LEWIS director of Chrysalis Music Division 
Gary Clark - 10 Short Songs... Van Morrison - Too Long In Exile Terence Trent D'Arby - Symphony... Peter Gabriel - Us Stereo MCs - Connected The Orb-UFOrb Jamiroquai - Emergency... P J Harvey - Rid OfMe Tasmin Archer - Great Expectations Saint Etienne - So Tough 
PAUL OAKENFOLD DJ/remixer/head of Perfecto Records 
Stereo MCs - Connected The Orb-UFOrb Utah Saints - Utah Saints Mick Jagger - Wandering Spirit William Orbit - Strange Cargo III World Party - Bang Marxman - 33 Révolutions Per Minute Sade - Love Deluxe New Order - Republic Neneh Cherry - Home Brew 
RICHARD SKINNER programme director, Virgin Radio 
Heidi Berry - Heidi Berry Blur - Modem Life Is Rubbish Eric Clapton - Unplugged Peter Gabriel - Us Manie Street Preachers - Gold... 

to choose from a list which consists mainly of rock and pop albums. Several top producers also declined to participa te as they didn't deem 10 albums worthy of 
Steve Lipson, who produced Annie Lennox's Diva, could only cite Sting, World Party and The Shamen as deserving of being shortlisted. And Avril MacRory, the BBC's head of music programmes, could only name seven albums that she was familiar with. 

lan McNabb - Truth And Beauty New Order - Republic Robert Plant - Fate Of Nations Suede - Suede Van Morrison - Too Long In Exile 

Deacon Blue - Whatever You Say ... Dina Carroll - So Close Jamiroquai - Emergency... Peter Gabriel - Us Stereo MCs - Connected Sting - Ten Summoner's Taies Sunscreem - 0" The Shamen -Boss Drum Therapy? -Nurse Van Morrison - Too Long In Exile 

Jamiroquai:Emergency On Planet... 
NICKANGEL head of A&R, Island Records 
Depeche Mode - Songs Of Faith & Dévotion Jamiroquai - Emergency On Planet Earth The Orb-UFOrb Therapy? - Nurse Utah Saints - Utah Saints Various - Ruby Trax Marxman - 33 Révolutions Per Minute New Order - Republic Radiohead - Pablo Honey Suede - Suede 

MORE NEW MUSIC ON PAGE 27 
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MONITOR 

Oleta Adams' Evolution is released next Monday through PolyGram which is focusing its campaign on retailers. The title will feature as HMVs album of the week and will be positioned on Virgin's secondary Windows as well as being an Our Price A-pack window display for two weeks. Other window displays will be carried by Tower stores in Kingston, Piccadilly and Whiteleys' shopping centre, and by 150 independent outlets. PolyGram plans to run counter browsers and display material in Boots stores and four-sheet posters will appear on national BR sites supported by solus ads in Q and Blues & Soul. Blues Brother Soul Sister Volume Two, Dino's compilation featuring Al Green, John Lee Hooker and Bonnie Raitt, Aretha Franklin and James Brown, continues a national TV roll-out from July 26 as part of its eight-week campaign. A two-week ad drive on Ulster TV kicked off on July 15. Cypress HilTs Black Sunday, released next Monday by Columbia, is backed by solus ads in NME, Echoes, Sky and The Face plus a co-op ad with Virgin Retail in Select. Display material is available to HMV and Virgin stores to promote the band, now on tour with House Of Pain. Deep Purple's The Battle Rages On featuring the band's Mk II line-up will be advertised in Kerrang'., Métal Hammer, Raw and Métal CD by RCA/BMG which releases the album today. A half-page co-op ad with HMV will run in the September issue of Q. A national poster campaign kicks off at the same time. John Menzies stores will carry a spécial display pack and 150 indépendants will receive in- store material including posters, mobiles, logo boards 

THEBUNCH 
CHUMBAWAMBA 

AD FOCUS 

Jammin', a new TV-advertised dance compilation from the Cookie Jar stable, will be pitched at young buyers with a hard-hitting 30-second commercial. Directed by Mark Arthurworrey of Cookie Jar, the ad will feature selected clips from the album. PolyGram is clearly banking on the number one success of Gabrielle's Dreams to boost sales. Other cuts indude Haddaway's What Is Love and Stereo MCs' Création. PolyGram is devoting most of its budget to TV. Record label: Cookie Jar Media AgencyrThe Media Business Media executive: Martin Cowie Product manager. Nigel Godsiss TV; national co-op ads with HMV (excluding Ulsterl plus one-week bursts on BSkyB, Channel Four, LWT, Carlton, Central, Meridian and Scottish TV régions. Radio; two-week campaign on Capital; one-week burst on.Kiss FM, Posters; co-op campaign with Tower (on London Underground and Street sitesl. In-store; nab'onal window display in HMV and key West End stores. In-store material available to about 100 independent retailers, Target audience; 16 to 25-year-olds. 
and window stickers. A second burst of advertising is planned for the autumn to coincide with a UK tour in November. Michelle Gayle's début single Looking Up is out next Monday on RCA, which has booked solus ads in Sky, Smash Hits, Mix Magazine, RM and. Echoes. The release from EastEnders' Hattie will feature as single of the week in Our Price and WH Smith 

NEW SIGNINGS 

stores, while HMV will be running C-pack material (every purchaser of the single will receive a promotional leaflet). A national poster campaign is also planned. Janice lan's Breaking Silence, her first album on the Morgan Creek label through PolyGram, is released next Monday and will feature on Virgin listening posts. A more intense marketing effort is 

planned later in the year to coincide with a UK David Morales & The Bad Yard Club's The Program, out next Monday on Phonogram, will be advertised in Q (within Our Price's recommended release section), ID, The Face and Select. The album will also feature on Virgin listening posts from the first day of release. Oui 3'e début album Oui Love You, released next Monday through MCA, is backed by ads in Melody Maker, The Face and Scotland's M8. Co-op partners are HMV in Vox, Our Price in Q and Tower in Time Out. About 145 independent stores will receive window displays. Ragga Heat Reggae Beat, Telstaris top five compilation of hits from artists including Inner Circle, Shaggy, Shabba Ranks and Snow, will be advertised on LWT, Carlton, Central. Granada, HTV, Meridian, Anglia, West Country and Channel Four's Big Breakfast from next week. Patti Scialfa's Rumble Doll will be advertised in the September issues of Q and Vox (the latter within the HMV sélection) as part of Columbia's campaign for the title, which is released next Monday. The album will feature on Virgin listening posts nationwide during its first week and a poster is also going out to retailers. Welcome To The Summer Of Love '93, a 16-track compilation featuring Undercover, Lindy Layton and Positive Gang from PWL, is being advertised on various radio stations including Kiss FM, Piccadilly, BRMB and Invicta Radio. The campaign will be backed by press ads in MixMag Update, DJ and World OfMixing. In-store material will be available to independent retailers (détails still to be conflrmed). 

ZOK RECORDS Hugh Phillimore 
: from Leeds ONE UTTLEINDIAN Doug Smith 

CREDIT TO THE NATION political bip hop duo from Waisall ONE UTTLE INDIAN SimonLanzon DISCOINFERNO alternative sampliog trio from llforti ROUGHTRADE MikeCoiilns NEWTROPIC north london house duo SUBROSA none 
production duo feat. Vivian Wray PROFILE 

singles with option 
four albums 

TRANSMISSION guitar-based duo from Liverpool 
CompitedbySarati Davis Tel081-9482320 

ZOK RECORDS none WARNER CHAPPELLlautieJay and Kevin McMannus P0LYD0R Marcus Russell 

Richard Ford - "They had an instrumental out last year with a great chorus. Il screamad out for a vocal remis." Zok Zoran - "I met them through Pete Lawton at Phonogram and liked the music." Derek Birkett -"We're putting out a joint single with Crédit To The Nation in September." Derek Birkett GeoffTravis Nick Harris - "1 met them in a distributofs foyer, got chatting and listened to their track." Richard Ford - "Their track was signed to Sub Rosa but when we heard il, we had to have it " Zok Zoran - "A producer called Razor introduced us." Gina Walters - "The band have Iremendous songs and longevity." John Lloyd - "Johnny Mart discoveted thom; Marcus is also his manager'. 

EXPOSURE 

/f 

Nakcd City, Friday July 23, Channel Four; llpm-midnight. With a mission to put the fun back into music over six weeks, Nnked City features celebrity buskers, performance, quirky interviews and wacky contributions from assorted oddballs. Presented by Caitlin Moran and Johnny Vaughan (above) the line-up tonight includes Evan 
MONDAY JULY 19 . 
gjjgjBt dng Session featuring ipsedLung, Radio One: 6.30-8.30pm a The Beat featuring Jésus And Mary Chain, Pharcyde and an interview with Michael Hutchence, ITV: 12.30- 1.30 am (régions vary) TUESDAY JULY20  

Dickson, BBC1:7-7.30pm Earshot featuring The B^HTime Frequency, Radio Five: XO.lOpm- midnight WEDNESDAY JULY 21 

Hit The North featuring the Boo Radleys in session, Radio Five: 10. XOpm-midnight THURSDAY JULY 22  

lortlist 
OS Wynette, 
Oh! 

lio One: 9ani-12.30pnî Bail featuring id Tammy ITV: 8.30-9.30pm n No StUettos featuring Eddi And The Patron Saints Of Imperfection, The Lemonhcads and Aztec Caméra. BBC2:11.15-11.55pm FRIDAY JULY 23 
IceTRockumenta profile of the controv ipper, MTV; ll-11.30pm SATURDAY JULY 24 

o1; 

mt Fifty features a ic RollingStones frontman, Radio One: 2-3pm aBPM from The Ultimate Night in Plymouth features Pharcyde and David Morales, ITV: 2,30-3,30am {régions vary) SUNDAY JULY 25  
m. Rockline uringKim I Appleby and Kurt Smith, .30-4pm 
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16 Simplythebest 18Wanted! 24 Doublefirst 26 Floor-filler Madonna's "bestofir Jon Secada takes on Bjork débuts at the I Johnny Gill keeps leads new releases F singles challengers top in indie albums clubbersjumpin' 

datafile 
The Information Source for the Music Industry 24 JULY1993 

CHART F0CUS 1 UPDATE 
Another léthargie Top 10 singles chart again this week, (a feature of i recent charts), with Take That comfortably retaining j the number one position they ! grabbed a week ago, when i they hecame the first RCA act to have a single début at number one since Elvis Presley placed It's Now Or Never at the top of the stack in 1960. The most impressive performance of the week belongs to Roxette, whose J 12th hit Almost Unreal débuts at number seven. Taken from j the soundtrack to the movie Super Mario Brothers, it far ! surpasses Roxette's previous i heighest entry. Almost Unreal ) is one of a trio of movie songs in the top tier, along with UB40's (I Can't Help) Falling ! In Love With You (number 10) and Michael Jackson's Will You Be There (number nine), which are featured in Sliver and Free Willy respectively. Sadly, the hottest movie in town, Jurassic Park, probably won't spin-off a hit, as its soundtrack consists entirely of 
CHART NEWCOMERS 

(Internai) UK 2nd hit. Producer: Diss-Cuss Publisher: MTV Writer: Zéro B Notes: Better known as Bill, Zéro B is a 22-year-old keyboard player from Durham. This single is the follow-up to last year's number 32 hit The EP. It features the voice of Kinky Gerlinky's Princess 
Album: none planned. 
PTilBREAKER i LENA FXAGBE: You Corne From Earth (Mother) UK début. Producer: Martyn Ware/ Lena Fîagbe/Michael Graves Publisher: Copyright Control Writer: Fiagbe/Graves Notes: Sometimes known as just Lena, Ms Fiagbe is a 24- year-old Londoner who "went down a storm" supporting Lenny Kravitz on his recent UK dates. Album: later this year 

itusieweek 

John Williams' incidental 
Another former movie favourite, You're The One That I Want, which was a number one for John Travolta and Olivia Newton John for nine weeks when Grease was ail the rage in 1978, re- appears in the chart this week in its new version by Debbie Gibson and Craig McLachlan, who take on the Newton-John and Travolta rôles in the West End stage version of the musical. It débuts at number 14 giving McLachlan his biggest hit since he reached number two with Mona in 1990, and 

Gibson her biggest hit since 1989, when Foolish Beat peaked at number nine. Meanwhile, at the top of this week's album chart, UB40 dethrone U2. According to reports, it was a close contest. UB40 have had only one previous number one album from 13 attempts, topping the list with 1983's Labour Of Love. Apart from UB40 and U2, most of the big selling albums in Britain at présent are compilations. According to record company sources, U2's Zooropa was the best selling album by a large margin last week, but sandwiched between it and Jamiroquai's Emergency On Planet Earth were no fewer than six various artist compilations ail consisting wholly of dance tracks. Alan Jones. 
•Due to an error at chart information supplier Era, last week's Top 75 singles chart carried incorrect information in the "last week's position" column. MW apologises for 

ALBUMS 

Versus same week last year Source: Gallup ^CIN 
LATEST SALES AWARD O Platinum Gold Enya; Shepherd UB40; Promises & Lies Various; The Blues Moons (x3) Expérience 9 Silver Jane'sAddiction:Ritua De lo Habituai Utah Saints; Utah Saint! 
NEXT WEEK'S HITS 

D:REAIVI: Unforgiven (Magnell GOOMBAS/GHORGE CLINTON: Walk The Dinosaur (Capitol) WHITNEY HOUSTON: Run To You (Ansla) JANET JACKSON; If (Virgin) M ADONNA: Rain (Maverick) MANIC STREET PREACHERS: la Tristesse Durera (Columbia) FREDDIE MERCURY: Living On My Own Prédictions compiled by Era. Last week' 

(Pa lophone) JULIET ROBERTS: Caught In The Middle (Cooltempo) SADE: Cherish The Day (Epie) PETE TOWNSHEND:Engiish Boy (Atlantic) 
DEBORAH HARRY: Debravation (Chiysalis) score:10 outofll. 

SSI SQUEEZE: Third Rail (A&M) UK 18th hit Producer: Pete Smith/ Squeeze Publisher: Virgin Writer: Difford/Tilbrook First hit: Take Me l'm Yours (19,1978) Biggest and last hit: Cool For Cats (2,1979; re-issue; 62, 1992). Line-up: Chris Difford (G), Glenn Tilbrook (V/G), Keith Wilkinson (B), Pete Thomas (D), Paul Carrack (K). Notes: This is the first Squeeze release since their return to A&M aller a stint on Reprise. Album: Sorae Fantastic Place (September 13). 
2 I BREAKËRl 

ULTRAMARINE: Kingdom (Blanco Y Negro) UK début. Producer: Ultramarine Publisher: EMI/Rough Trade Writer: Cooper/Hammond/ Wyatt 

Line-up: Paul Hammond (B/K), lan Cooper (G/K) Notes: Hammond and Cooper were formerly in the Essex- based band A Primary Industry, whose début album was called Ultramarine. They disbanded and the duo released two albums on Les Disques Du Crepescule before signing to Rough Trade and then to Blanco Y Negro. Album: United Kingdoms (August 23) 
5 I BREAKER"! 

ZERO B: Reconnection EP 

lee ritenour 
maxipnest 

/ 

waiting in vain (marley) 

"a damn 9°^record^ 
■ mestd 1921 la" - mest 1921 cass-mcsc 1921 order from BMG telesales; 021 500 ! 

MCA 
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NEW RELEASES ALBUMS 

HIGHLIGHTS 

Send new release détails to général manager ERA. Eighth Floor. Ludgate House, 245 Blackfriars Road, London SE1 9Ur' Tel: 071-620 3636. Fax; 071-928 2881 
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In The City: Britain's 
international music 
convention 

FIVE NIGHTS OF 
PEAGE, LOVE & MUSIC 

& NOTHING BUT 
PEAGE,LOVE & MUSIC 

& DURING THE DAY 
IT'S WAR 

In its first year, 1992, In The City proved itself a fascinating and 
successful alternative to the established markets, the music 
convention for the 1990s. 
Really getting down to it At the heart of In The City are the 
seminars, panels and performances which address directly 
and often controversially the vital issue facing pop, rock and 
dance, both in the UK, and also on the international scene. 

(M ™i ©nws 

rai 

By advertising in The Directory, you will naturally reach ail delegates attending the 
event over the course of the five days, but you will also reach ail regular subscribers 
to Music Week, as copies of The Directory will be distributed the week prior 
to In The City via Music Week, giving substantial extra value. Add the fact 
that this historié Directory will doubtless be kept as a point of reference, 
and you've got an advertising vehicle second to none! Standard Music 
Week rates apply — so ail the others benefits are free ! 

ISSUE DATE 11THSEPTEMBER 

AD BOOKING DEADLINE 18™ AUGUST 
CONTACT THE MUSIC WEEK AD DEPARTMENT ON : 

071 921 5939 

THE' "CITY 
IN ASSOCIATION 

WITH music week 



TOP 75 SINGLES 
THE OFFICIAI Biusicweek CHART 

; s J Artist (Producer) Publisher 

0 

| | I Artist (Producer) Publisher       

Interscope A8412C0/AB412C (W| 37 6 RUNAWAY TRAIN 
Go.Beat GOOCD S9/G0DMC 99 (F) 

6 Soul Asylum IBienhoml WCVIFR 
24 5 WEST END GjRLS 

l a 42 a East 17 IGfQQvn Corporation/Rilevl EMI SOMEWHERE Efua (Bailsy/Gamette) Hit & Run/Hybnd/CC rwrnv/onnV nAMPP n^^nrtn.r 

LondonLONCDSWLONCSWIFI  L0NP3W- ■qin VSCDT1463A/SC 1463 (F) s VS1463/VSTI463 
7«21148507/74321148501 

•ucdorVRCA74321152012^4321162014|BMGI 74321152017/74321152011 

RoxettB (Ofwerman) EMI EMICDEM268^CEM268(E)  EM268/12EMPD268 

Evolution (Evolution) WC    
44- 
A5 . .gdyqilMTSSTrr.^"'^^^ 

Polydor PZCO 27(yP0CS 270 (F) 46 EmiE&„ inel EMl/RoughTrade ICO Y Negro NEG 65CD/NEG 65C (Wl   NEG 65(11 Atco B 8396C0/B 8396C (Wl B 8396111 
ma 10 CAN'T HELP FALLING IN LOVE ★ DEP International IF) lu UB40IUB4Q1 Manor/Cartin DEPDG40/DEPC40/DEP 401121 |F|.S' A 11 15 2THISISIT MCA MCSTD1790/MCSC1790IBMGI ^ I 1 Dannii Minopue ILer/er/Percyl CC MCSR 1790;MCST 1790 

47 3 
IUM uarlin  " ' 1 Deconstruction/RCA 74321154602/74321154604 IBMGI 74321154607/74321154601 

49 - 
50 mil 

13 1er Bros W 0185CD/W 0185C (W) 

15' 
1 ZI rai YOU'RE THE ONE THATIWANT | 4 limj Craig Mclachlan & Debbie Gibson (Wright) WC 6595227-/ 

: 14 4 CANT G ET ENOUGH OF YOUR LOVE Arista 74321147852 (bmg) 1 Taylor Dayne (Clivilles/Cole) WC 1 

11 TWO PRINCES O Spin Doctors (Denenberg/Spin Doctors/La Rocka) Sony 6591457/- A 1 7 25 2 BREAK FR0M THE OLD ROUTINE MCAMCSTDI793/MCSCI793(BMG1 ^ I # Oui 3 (Oui 3) CC ^  -/MCST1793 Metronome/London 8612702/8612704 (F) > 

52 ' 
53 - 
54 m™ Internat UECD 6/UEMC 6 (RTIWP) 

A CR 59 2 NEW MISTAKE ^ J J Jellyfish (Galuten/Puig/S 
18 
19 = 57 

Kern y G with Pe JUSTASLt 
Puise 8 CDLOSE 48/CALOSE 48 (P) 58 - Î78Û/MCSC1780 (BMG) 59- Ensign CDENY 659/TCENV 659 (E) 

a 22 " 60 - 
23 EEnfî,1 Epie 6583562/5583564 (SM) 

62 - 
25 - 63 ma l 
26 « 64 - 
27miSJ

E 
28 » 
29 ma 

IWANNA LOVE YOU Jade (Benford) WC/MCA  GLASTONBURY SONG "le Waterboys (Scott/Price) Watermusic/Sony 
Giant 74321151662/74321151664 (BMG) 

65 65 3 (I DONT KN0W WHY) BUT I DO MCAMSCTD1797/MCSC1797IBMG1 Clarence Frogman"Henry|nocreddlJeweWC MCS1797/- Chrysalis CDCHSS 4900/rCCHS 4900 |E) •/12CHS4900 66 - 
SBK CDSBK 41/rCSBK 41 (El 

, I CAN SEE CLEARLY  Deborah HanvIBaker) Shakin' Baker/WC 67 54 7 CAN YOU FORGIVE HER? Pet Shop Boys IPet Shop Bovs/Hague) EMI Partophone CDR 6348/TCR 6348 (El 
68 ' 

31 ^ 
Deacon Blue (Osboume/Oakenfold (2)/Deacon Blue (2)) Poor Columbia 6594602/6594604 (SM) 

^ pm THE DRUMSTRUCK EP JJ Njoi (Franklin/Champion) FMI 
a 34 3c 

Deconstruction/RCA 74321154832 (BMG)  74321154834/-/74321154831 
70 5, 3SOONBEDONE Greensleev ' w Snaggy ILvingstonl Lnringstino JUSTADREAM 71 rn1?! „ #1 Donna de LorvIMadonna/Leonar 
72 « a fields of gold 

35 " 
3R rai TAKE A FREE FALL JQ IUAm Dance2TrancelDance2Tranc 

73 Logic/Arista 74321153602/74321153604 (BMG) 
Sting (Padgham/Sting) Magnetic ae 2 IT'S ALL OVEH NOW BABY BLUE The Miltown Brothers (Sheldon) Sony 

37 - 
m ^ „ FIVE LIVE IFPI •   ' "T 5803307/5803330 
75 ŒlSME , MotownTMGCD1417/-(F) 

As used by Top Of The Pops and Radio One 

Eng Li s h Boy 
New Single P 61 6 t O W 11 S H 6 H d 7" Cass CD Doublepack CD2 Ail formats include tracks not featured on the album Psychoderelict 

YZ7370/C/CD1/CD2 \ 
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TOP M AIRPLAY CHART 
  THF nFFirnT^k^kCHmZIIZ g™ 

10 B ; (I CANT HELP> FALUNG IN 11 « .i WEST END GIRLS Edsi 17 

IT CET ENOUGH OF YOUR LOVE Taylor Dayne 

)0 YOU SEE THE LIGHT (LOOKING FO 

^ 37caNEW MISTAKE 

44^3 DO 
46rniJusT 

N' (TEARS IN MY EYES) B.t M OF ME (BASED ON LOVE TH 

TOP 10 BREAKERS 
m - - 

REGIONAL CHOICE AIRPLAY PROFILE 

4 «ALMOST UNREAL 3 GREASE MEGAMIX 
IL ALWAYS BELIEVE IN YOU 

9 T» NIGHTSWIMMING 10 tsWAITING IN VAIN 

7 (I DONT KNOW WHY 11 
î MORE THAN LIKELY 

THIS WEEK'S CONTRIBUTORS: 

US TOP 50 SINGLES 
t W CANT HELP FALUNG IN UMO A26 x ONELASTCRY.Bri 27 s BYTHETIMETHlS...,KennvG/TBrYson 28 a G}RL, l'VE BEEN HURT, Sni . THAT'STtiEWAYLQVEGOES.JanelJi i KNOCKIN'DABOOTS.H-I ; SHOW ME LOVE, Robin S 
. l'LL NEVER GETOVER YOU,Ex, . E3 FMGOHNA86|50QMILES),Prt ]3 HAVE 1TOLD YOU... RodSlc-v/ 

A33 .1 INSANElNTHEBRAIN.CypfcssHill M „ FREAKME.Sil 35 is DONTWALKAWAY,Jade 
37 « l'MSO INTO YOU, S« A38 « SOMETHING'SG 

il E3 COMË UNDONE, Duran Oufati 
» RUMAWAYTRAIW, Soul As' 
il MORE AND MORE.Capia NOTHHR SAP LOVE SONG, Toi 
a EFIELDSOFGQLD.Siii 6ACK SEAT QEMY JEEP/..., I 

25 n B LOOKING THROUGH..., PMOswn 

US TOP 50 ALBUMS 
| Afl - QgZOOROPA.u; 



RECORD RIIRRDR 

DANCE DDCPCeZÎOTH 

COLDCUT DUO 

SIGN TO ARISTA Remixing and recording duo Coldcut have signed to Arista. The move follows the group's departure from Big Life earlier this year amid an atmosphère band member Jonathon Moore describes as "increasingly argumentative". Coldcut's relalionship with Arista dates from 1989 when they worked with Lisa Stansfield on 'People Hold On'. Since leaving Big Life, Coldcut have been concentraling on releases through their own NinjaTunes label and projects including computer graphie CDi and video soundtracks. Arista head of A&R Chris Cook 

cites Coldcut's history and status along with their diverse abilities as the reasons for signingtheact. Coldcut's career started in 1988 with the release of the Top 10 single 'Doctorin' The House', fealuring fellow Big Life artist Yazz. They had a second hit, 'Stop This Crazy Thing', prior to their work with Stansfield. Their début album for Arista, 'Philosophy', was completed before the new deal and will be released in October. It features newvocalist Janice. Two singles will précédé the album.The first, 'Dreamer', is outon August23. 

< 

r 

NETWORK BRANCHES INTO US 
Birmingham's Network label is the latest UK dance independent to break into the US with a major licensing deal. The label, home to Inner City and Nexus 21 among others, has expanded its UK distribution deal with Sony Music to cover the world. Network and subsidiary label Six6 will now be marketed and distributed through Sony's Licensed Repertoire Division. Label boss Neil Rushton is also setting up a new label, Network USA, atthe label's New York studio and office complex. 

Forthcoming albums which will now be distributed Worldwide include releases by Inner City, Nexus 21, The Reese Project, Groove Corporation and Ronni Simon. "Network has expanded rapidly in many areas and it was obvious this partnership made good sense," says Rushton. But he says the new deal does not mean Network is turning its back on the independent scene in favour of what he calls the "fat, bloated" majors. "Anyone who says we are selling out our indie ethics is talking ne 

SASHA ACTS OVER 
LIVE B00TLEGGERS Sasha and his management are considering légal action over a cheeky bootleg purportlng to be one of the DJ's live mixes. The 73-minute CD, 'Sasha Vol II', has been advertised in music magazines and even appeared in shops. But Sasha and manager Seven Webster claim if is not his work and are seeking to catch the culprits, They have reported the bootleg to the BPI and the MCPS. Sasha was the victim of CD bootleggers earlier this year but the DJ was unable to track down the makers of 'Sasha Vol T. 

OWN 
AL AND 
FRAZIER 

THE SUMMER SMASH . 
OU OOX IMh 

7" (74321 158 847) T2"-(74321 158 841) MC (74321-158 844) CD (74321 158 842) 
ORDER NOW FROM BMG TELESALES ON 021 5005678 
OR YOUR LOCAL BMG SALESPERSON. 
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CoOlT 

• MONIE LOVE 2) UNFORGIVEN D:Ream 
3) NEVER GIVE UP Monie I 
3) IF Janet Jackson 
3 SKINNY BUMBLE BEE Trancey garage groove - 
9) SLAVE TO THE VIBE Af 

3) ONE DROP/SURFER Sure Is Pure 
5) TO A BRIGHTER DAY Beat System 

_L ABOUT LOVE Analogue Gity 

Deep hypnotic Euro trancc 
2 DONT DESERT ME Lentil Lovecake iat brought you 'Disco 

hn Kelly & TI 
20 (17) PLEASURE Uno Clio 

let 4 Comms. 
Confus 

Go! Bang 
Hlgher State 

ï Luvdup Boys 
Thlrd Floor 

teatured on IFM's "Essenllal Sélection", with Pete long, broadcast every Friday belween 6.30-9pni. Compiled by OJ feedback and data collected i;.   Iront leading DJs and the following stores; Wwl,,, 

focus 

feljftfïfB Action Records, 47 Church Street, Preston, Lancs (dance area: 200 sq ft). fellS Mostiy 12-mch; strong on US hip hop imports, UK indie street soul, rave, progressive house and Euro techno. Hot labels inciude Ruff House, MCA, Limbo, Harthouse, deConstruction. Ticket agent; will mail out records on request. 'Jackie and Adelle are the other two buyers and we each have our speciality. We're finding everybody's moving to trance, there's an acid revival on and hip hop is selling a lot more than a year ago. Progressive and happy, uplifting Italo house are stili selling really well but jungle techno is dying." - Wendy Walmsley. 'You don't get many record shops with an all-female staff and they're very nice and poiite. One for the females! They shift mainly US garage, swingbeat, hip hop and Italian stuff. They take UK product across the board." - Sean Stewart, Great Asset. l'IfgtlEffAI "I work at many venues and Jackie goes out of her way to help - if I can't get to the shop sheTI corne to meet me or bring records to venues or mail them. It's very upfront." - Rob Tissera (Orbit, Ark, Angels). 

Unity at Global Village, 1-3 Park Terrace, Whitley Bay, Tyne & Wear. Saturdays 9pm-2am. 
hot 'n' sweaty cellar atmosphère. 
[j^nSSISBI Door staf' are P0"'® but 
they do body searches as a condition of the venue's licence.  Upfront progressive house and garage with dashes of Euro techno. "We vary the guests each week to get a cross-section of styles," - Steve Forster, co-promoter. Résident DJs - Scott & Scooby. Guests inciude John Kelly, Craig Walsh, Alistair Whitehead, John Digweed, Al McKenzie, Dean Thatcher and DOP. kWiil.'ll'.t.'B Cafe Lafino 'Esta Es La Musica'; Freaky Realistic 'Reach'; Hyper Go-Go 'Never Let Go'; Klatsh 'Oh Boy'; Roach Motel 'Transatlantic'. "I love it because it's small with a good atmosphère that carries right through the club. The sound system is good and easy to use. ITI go back any time they'Il have me!" - Gordon Kaye. It's packed - you get people from ail over the north of England and Scotland. There's nothing else up there near the coast that's so innovative; l'm always sending them product. They're well connected and get ail the top DJs." - Stefan Chandler, Moonshine Music. £5 in advance, £6 on the door. 

RM DANCE UPDATE 3 
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Vïsit the Acid Jazz offices, on the first fioor above one of the many musical instrument shops on Denraark Street near Centre Point in the heart of London, and you might well think that the label was in the process of moving out. The fact that it actually is moving - to bigger premises in the heart of Soho - is neither here nor there. The Acid Jazz HQ always looked this way. Acid Jazz is, after ail, quite unlike its big brothers in the music industiy whose desire for corporate efficiency has sometimes created a civil service atmosphère, At Acid Jazz, what you get is what you 

from James the post boy (38 not out for the Acid Jazz cricket XI the other Sunday ) to boss man Eddie Piller (38 not out the week after) seems to have something to say about everything. You'd call it organised chaos if it happened to be organised! To many in the music industry, this might seem like the ultimate nightmare. But to others it's alraost utopian, the Hollywood dream of "hey, let's do the show right here!" 

And you see everything as 18 full-time members of staff go about their daily duties, jumping over, under and around not just each other but an ail singing, ail dancing cast of musicians, mates and moochers too. There are meetings to be held, boxloads of records and CDs to be signed in and mailed out, phones to be answered - with plenty of time dedicated to updating die hard fans - new bits of merchandising to be blagged from the label's own highly de rigeur range, graphies to be critiqued, music to be listened to and ideas to be talked through. And at Acid Jazz, everyone 

The reality, of course, lies somewhere in between. As anyone concemed with Acid Jazz will tell you, the label has not lost sight of the ideals which fuelled it when it first started in 1988 . But five years on, Acid Jazz is now in a position to regard itself as a mover and shaker in the music business at large. And on its own terms too. For Acid Jazz is a label that has a deep love and affection not only for the music it releases but also for the people who buy it. And it has no intention of changing that philosophy one bit. In the five years since he started Acid Jazz , Eddie Piller has let only two things grow more steadily than his label. And that is his hair and his beard. Whether he feels there could be some Samson- like repercussions should he 
record. But it's well 

la ail 

at /êcid j 
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Martin G R E E N E R A V O E N 
C h a r t e r e d A c c o u n t a n t s 

ALL th; 

andmuch. 

It may have started life as a laugh, but in five years Aci'd 
cutting edge of new sounds, but also as an innovator, créa 

m and founder, Eddie Pillet 
documented that Eddie started the label "for a laugh". And while many a giggle has been garnered over the years, there has always been, and still is, a lot more to Acid Jazz than that. Five years ago, the two worlds of dance and pop music collided and the terms House and Acid House were coined. If there was a 'Mr House', he would be a zillionaire by now. Eléments of house style have permeated into virtually every part of contemporary music 
But for a certain kindof dance I fan, house still wasn't enough 

to keep him on his feet ail night long. Many found what they were really looking for at club mghts run by DJs like Gilles Peterson, Chris Bangs and Eddie Piller. "We had a good little following of people", Eddie recalls, "They were ail into soul, funk and jazz. I think as thewhole acid house thing just got bigger and bigger, an 
élément of the dance music audience began searching for an alternative." So it was that one record t redenck Lies Still (built on 

the original Curtis Mayfield groove Freddie's Dead) by a young poet named Galliano got made by a new label with a new and vaguely tongue-in- cheek name - Acid Jazz. Eddie Piller and Gilles Peterson set about building a profile for this new label while the ever eccentric Bangs not only produced some ofits earliest releases but came up with their first logo too - a bastardised 'Smiley' with bu teeth, fiât top, goatee and Lennon glasses! It crystallis what has subsequently snowballed into a truly 'Hig 
MUSIC WEEK 24 JULY1393 
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M JAZZ 

MUCH MORE 
ci d Jazz has established itself as a label not only at the 
reating new fashions and movements. By Mark Webster 

The Acid Jazz 
Street' scene. The aim of both Acid Jazz as a label - and the individual DJs who started it - was to reflect the same funky and cool Seventies fashion and musical vibes that attracted their crowd. So successful were they that Acid Jazz and its early fans can genuinely be held responsible for the Seventies nostalgia boom that has gripped the imagination for the last 18 months. "It was a genuine Street tliing and it was just too good not to happen," says Eddie. "The great thing is that we 
MUSIC WEEK 24 JULY1993 

have we retained our original audience, but we have been able to build on it as the look and sound have spread," he says. "We now have a genumely international interest in our rausic among people who are hip, who want to be hip or who simply like the fact that we are ail about making music with real musicians and real songs. There certainly seems to be plenty of them about nowadays." Simply releasing jazz music 

co-writer with Paul Weller. But Bangs is still a regular contributor to Acid Jazz, continuing to create the music he loves under various guises. A Bangs album, under the group name The Quiet Boys, 
to house beats and is a characteristic example of Acid Jazz's stylistic diversity. But Bangs is only one of the many artists who have found that the label is happy to give them a much-needed leg up into the world of recording. One of the earliest signings was D-Influence, now signed to East West and currently recording their second album. "We were working in a tiny little studio down in the East End, when these people just showed up and said 'Hello', we're a band. Would you listen to our tape?'" recalls Eddie Piller. "Since the/d had the front to corne and knock on the door, we thought they deserved a listen. I think we struck a deal to release their first single there and then." Other bands have come along, made real contributions to the label's profile and réputation and then moved on. But most importantly it has ail seemed to happen with smiles and handshakes ail 

The James Taylor Quartet were one of the first. Eddie knew Hammond organ man 

Taylor from his days at Stiff records and helped him sign a deal with Polydor through A&R man Kieron Hurley. Of course the band have since moved on to single success as JTQ with Big Life - while, quite coincidènfally, Hurley has since become général manager and général right hand man to Eddie at Acid Jazz. Then there are the Brand 
London Records and racking up healthy album and single sales around the world. And, of course, there is this year's phenomenon, the number one album-selling débutant Jamiroquai. His album has already spawned two Top 20 hits for his new label Sony Soho Square but it also contains his Acid Jazz début single When You Gonna 

"We just like to give people a go," says Piller. This has always been the Acid Jazz way. And it's been easier to do in the two years since the label opened up its own recording studio in a basement right next door to its Denmark Street offices. Under the watchful eye of Anne-Marie Bigby, who worked at Paul Weller's Solid Bond studio, this is a place that certainly lives up to the label's spirit of'the bussle'. AU raanner of performers in ► 

r 

is not the name of Acid Jazz's game. It goes without saying that just about every release incorporâtes recognisably jazz elements. But in reality the terra better reflects a style and an attitude. If you accept that improvisation is at the root of jazz, then reworking classic sounds and techniques into contemporary settings is what Acid Jazz is ail about. Chris Bangs was one of the label's earliest contributors. Since then his career has flourished, both as a producer for Galliano on Talking Loud, Kiss Of Life on Virgin, and a 
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2A/B HILLGATE PLACE 
LONDON SW12 9ER 
TEL 081 -675 9947 
FAX 081 -675 9948 
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just hanging out and soaking up the atmosphère. One person who is definitely a fan of the Acid Jazz vibe is Matt Deighton, leader of the group Mother Earth. This band are a classic example of 

the Acid Jazz school of on- going artist development. "The initial idea came around Christmas 1990 " says Deighton. "We started to work as Mother Earth but it was actually on stage at the Acid Jazz Christmas party a year later that I found myself looking around and realising l'd finally got a real group together." As a live act Mother Earth have developed considerably over the last 18 months and have just completed their second Acid Jazz album. Not only have the tapes generated real excitement on Denmark Street but the band are poised to strike a big deal in the US too. Deighton attributes American label nterest to the musicanship values which Mother Earth espouse. "Wïthourfirst album, there were a lot of samples - as well as the odd contribution from James Taylor - but Acid Jazz bas always encouraged us to develop a genuine band sound," continues Deighton. "They gave us the time we needed to do it too. If we'd been signed to a major, I doubt we'd have reached the stage we are at now because we would have been under too 

Corduroy 
much pressure. Acid Jazz even allowed us the luxury of writing the songs while we were recording them. Much of what you'll hear on the album came out of jam sessions. There are not many labels that will let you do that." Not only is Matt able to testify on behalf of the Acid Jazz approach to artist development but he has also witnessed the label at work in front of the public. He likes whathesees. "Our music ranges from funk through to rock. Seing on Acid Jazz means we can get to 

an amazing range of people. We have been playing gigs around the country where bikers are stood next to guys with goatee beards and theyfre ail getting into it. "We also recently finished a small tour of Japan with another Acid Jazz band, Corduroy, who have sold a load of albums out there. It was unreal. Every gig was packed out and we couldn't walk down the street without getting stopped for autographe every 10 yards. It is just getting so 
Another way that the spirit 

(now there's something to crow about. 

J 

Harpy Birthdav from all of your friends AT 
Head Office ^ Head Office Portland 22/24 Portland Square BRISTOL BS28RZ England Tel; 0272 446777 (Export Sales/General Enquiries) 0272 441100 (U.K. Telesales) Fax: 0272 446888 (General) / 0272 446555 (Export) 

London Office Suite G, Tech West Centre 10 Warple Way Aoton LONDON W3 OUË England Tel: 081-746 0327 Fax; 081-746 0270 
MUSIC WEEK 



of Acid Jazz manifests itself is through a highly popular sériés of compilation albums called Totally Wired, now up to its tenth volume. Not only did label A&R and marketing man Dean Rudland provide studio time for a number of UK bands to record material specifically for the Totally Wired sériés but, in keeping with Acid Jazz's roots, each album also features a classic 'rare groove' track to whet the appetites of the most ardent collectors. These albums, it can be argued, h ave played a key rôle 

in establishing UK dance 
the world. And, what's more, they've got great sleeves. So five years on, Acid Jazz is the name to drop with the music to match. And. as if any were needed, that's excuse enough for a party. By way of celebrating the event, the label has instigated a few happening events that will help signpost its move into its sixth year and on into the future. Firstly, the desperately cool Smith's Gallery in Cove 1 

PROMOTIONAL SUPPLEMENT 
Garden will house a four day photographie exhibition by Philippe McClelland on July 28/29/30/31 featuring the Acid Jazz rester in ail their glory. Also, August 6 will mark the opening night of Magic Bus - a new Acid Jazz club night in London's West End organised by the label's 'local character' Bunny and including the label boss himself back on the decks. There will also be a party to launch Acid Jazz's new venture - a rock-orientated label called Focus that will give the grandaddy of popular music a big injection of hip. Finally, the whole thing goes on the road when many of the bands join up for a UK tour which will offer fans ail over the island the chance to join in the célébrations. Of course there will still be ail the usual comings and goings, the discussions and the arguments, the laughter and tears, not to mention sports and récréation. (Anybody interested in putting up a cricket team for a match should contact Salena). It's ail part of being Acid Jazz. 

1 

M 

Of course, this may not be everyone's idea of how to run a record company. But in five whirlwind years, it has given 

this little label the kind of profile and réputation that many a corporate record company would chop off their accounting department for, Perhaps Acid Jazz is doing " right aller ail! 

Hggra 
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the brand new heavies 

congratulate ACID JAZZ records on their 5th hirthday 

CONGRATULATIONS 
[HO jazz 

FUNKY YEARS 
INTERNATIONAL REPRESENTATION REAL TIME tel; + 44 71 323 0310 fax; + 44 71 636 5608 
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BRAND NEW LOV 
Huge fan demand has seen Acid Jaasa merchandising arna. Spacehead,^ 
Spacehead Merchandise (until recently known as Acid Jazz Merchandising), was established in 1992 as the merchandising arm of Acid Jazz in response to huge demand from fans of the label. 
responsible for sending out the monthly newsletter containing information on artists, tours, release dates for records, free goodies and of course merchandise catalogues. The mailing list has proved to be so popular that it currently has more than 6,000 members. Each receives information on a regular basis. Spacehead is always happy to hear from people who want to know more about the label, the merchandise or who just want to be added to the mailing list. Spacehead aims to offer a more varied and more interesting sélection of merchandise than that offered by its contemporaries. The latest catalogue, due to be sent out at the end of July, contains over 20 new designs. Lucky mailing list members should check out the 5th Anniversary Acid Jazz shirt designed exclusively by those clever people at The Duffer of St George. Further new items include two T shirts specially produced by top designers Mau Mau as well as a sériés of Top Geezer shirts. Fans should be warned that everything will be a limited édition and will only be available through the catalogue. Spacehead will also offer a sélection of accessories ranging from Acid Jazz Zippo lighters and denim record bags right through to jackets. 
will take the opportunity to maintain an individuality in dress which will match their taste in music, After ail, who wants to tum up to a club only to find the the rest of the 

TQEEP SIGNING! KEEPINDEPENDENT! KEEP OUTTAMYWAY! HAPPY BIRTHDAY!" Roger Ames, chairman, PolyGram UK. !Tn the past five years Eddie Piller and Kieron Hurley have run one of the most /ative labels to have come out oftheUK in the last decade. The last indie label to release as good records as theirs would be StifTRecords in the earlier 

JAZZ 
i 

m 

crowd wearing the same gear as you? Spacehead seeks to avoid this by updating the range regularly. Fans often write in with new product ideas. Ail suggestions are taken very seriously indeed since it is Spacehead's aim to give customers what they want rather than just blindly selling what the company 

feels they want. Most record stores now recognise that merchandise can make up a significant part of monthly turnover. The Spacehead range is known to enjoy a very short shelf life, especially as the company is always ready to offer stores exclusive designs. Such can be the demand that many stockists regularly place re- 

TRIBUTES 
Eighties. Kill corporate rock!!" Jereray Pearce Sony Music. 

Loeb&Loeb, New York. 

"Eddie Piller and Kieron Hurley have a remarkable ability to discover, develop and market talent. Their label is going to have a major impact on the US market and I am very pleased that they have selected Loeb and Loeb to represent them here." Kenneth B Anderson 

"Acid Jazz, made from the funkiest stuff. The stuffwe love to loop!" Roger Sanchez Remixer/producer. 
"Even though I never play their records and despite Piller's taste in football teams ... there is no doubt that acid jazz is a beautiful thang!" Pete Tong Radio 1FM DJ. 
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YALTY 
fenirish. By Mark Lusty 

A(lD 

A NATION UNDER 

THE ACID GROOVE 

orders within two weeks of taking delivery! So if your store is not already among the lucky ones stocking the Spacehead range, then you really ought to get in touch today. Spacehead can be contacted at PO Box 162, London WC2H 8NF or by calling Mark or Phil on 071-379 5673. But be quick before it sells 

Acid Jazz is now becoming established internationally, tarifes Real Times' Richard Powell. Through Real Time, its international représentation company, the label bas recently entered, short-term exclusive distribution or licensing arrangements with Rough Trade, Dischi Ricordi, SPV, Musidisc, Tuxedo -COD, Ixthuluh, MNW, Shock, and Penguin in Bénélux, Italy, Germany, France, Switzerland, Austria, Sweden, Australia and Greece respectively. Further partnerships re being actively pursued in other itries with the USA being a priority. Says Simon Edwards of Real Time, "We have had fantastic response to our présentation of Acid Jazz product ail around the world. There are very countries where the label's name and musical style is not already well 

established. "We are very excited by the possibilities, particularly as the label's rester of artists is currently stronger than ever." Pan European Acid Jazz tours and spécial retail campaigns are planned for the autumn. Despite the gloomy économie forecast in Europe, Acid Jazz's active support for its partners abroad has seen them achieve significant increases in sales. "International development is a major priority for the label " says Acid Jazz's Kieron Hurley. " We feel that we are able to offer our partners abroad a level of support which matches their enthusiasm for the label. Our objectives are clear: over the next five years we aim to develop the Acid Jazz réputation as a label with a really strong and recognised international presence." 

Press Counsel PR 

wish 

Acid Jazz 
ail the best on 
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Fifth Birthday 
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of influence and friendship" 
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Welcome 

A<ID 

JAZZ 

Happy 5th birthday 

< 

•p. 
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AUDIO SERVICES LTD 
is proud to be associated with 

the success of ACID JAZZ 
For ail your manufacturing needs: 

Vinyl, Cassettes, C.D.s, Print, 
Mastering, corne to the U.K.'s leading 

independent for QUALITY, 
SERVICE & PRICE. 

Call Mel Gale or Lee Richards Tel: 071-739 9672 Fax: 071-739 4070 

ACID JAZZ 

JAZID 1T Frederick Lies StUl Galliano 
JAZW2T Kitty Bey Byron Morris 
JAZID 3T Psychedelic Jack Extasis & Nirvana 
JAZID 4T A.P.BVBefore You Know It A Man Called Adam 
JAZID 5T Pree Your Mind Johnny Daglo 
JAZID 6 Playing For Real (mini LP) The Jazz Renegades 
JAZID 7 Rejoice In Righteousness (mini LP) Bukky Léo 
JAZED LP/CD 8 Freedom Express The Last Poets 
JAZID 9T Like A Gun King Truman 
JAZID 10T Let The Good Times Roll The Quiet Boys, featuring Galliano 
JAZID HT Cut And Run Lazee Muthas 
JAZID LP/CD 12 Hippy House and Happy Hop Various artists 
JAZID LP/CD 13 Totally Wired Various 

JAZID 15T Earthly Powers A Man Called Adam 
JAZID LP/CD 16 Totally Wired 2 Various 
JAZID 17T People Get Ready The Brand New Heavies 
JAZID LP/CD 18 Loaded The Night Trains 
JAZID LP/CD 19 Ritmo Snowbo' Snowhoy & The Latin Section 

JAZID 20T Never Stop Steve White and Gary Wallace 
JAZID LP 21 Open Channel D What's What 
JAZID LP/CD 22 Totally Wired 3 Various 
JAZID LP/CD/MC23 The Brand New Heavies The Brand New Heavies 
JAZID LP/CD 24 Mind How You Go The Beaujolais Band 
JAZID 25/25T/25CD Dream Come True The Brand New Heavies 
JAZID 26T Accept It Like This Piece OfMind 
JAZID 27T I Don't Want To See Myself (WithoutYou) Terry Callier 

qu 

JAZID LP/CD/MC 28 Totally Wired 4 Various artists 
JAZID LP/CD/MC 29 Best Of Acid Jazz Various artists 
JAZID SOT Tm The One D Influence 
JAZID LP/CD/MC 31 Totally Wired 5 Various 
JAZID LP/CD 32 The Apostles The Apostles 
JAZID LP/CD 33 Party To The Bus Stop The New Jersey Kings 
JAZID 34T Modal The Quiet Boys 
JAZID 35T Everything Going To The Beat Dharma B featuring Ace Of Clubs 
JAZID LP/CD/MC 36 Totally Wired 6 Various 
JAZID 37/37T/37CD/37R Living Life Your Own Way Rose Windross 
JAZID LP/CD 38 Acid Jazz :Jazz Various 

Tir Fritt 
Tioth 
eor 
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OGRAPHY 

JAZID 39T Never Stop The Brand New Heavies 
JAZID LP/CD 40 Descarga Marabito Snowboy & The Latin Section 

JAZID 41T Beads Things and Flowers Humble Soûls 
JAZID 42T Lucky Fellow Snowboy featuring Noël Mekoy 

JAZID LP/CD 43 Totally Wired 7 Various 

JAZID LP/CD 54 Hippy House & Happy Hop II Various 
JAZID 55T/CD 55 Hope You're Feeling Better Mother Earth 

JAZID 56T/CD 56 Masterplan Diana Brown & Barrie K Sharpe 
JAZID LP/CD/MC 57 Totally Wired 9 Various 
JAZID 58T/CD 58 The 3 Faces Of Snowboy EP Snowboy 
JAZID 59T/CD How Now? Humble Soûls 
JAZID LP/CD 60 Dadmancat Corduroy 
JAZID 62T/CD 62 Mr Freedom EP Mother Earth 
JAZID LP/CD/MC 63 Vibraphonic Vibraphonic 
JAZID 64T/CD 64 Jazz Jupiter A-Zel 
JAZID 65T/CD 65 Trust Me- Vibraphonic Alison Limerick 
JAZID LP/CD/MC 66 Best OfAcid Jazz 2 Various 
JAZID LP/CD/MC 67 Thoughts And Sound Paintings Humble Sounds 
JAZID 68T/CD 68 Something In My Eye Corduroy 
JAZID 69T/CD 69 Use Me Raw Stylus 
JAZID 71T Taurus Woman (EP) The Subterraneans 
JAZID LP/CD 72 Totally Wired 10 Various 
JAZID LP/CD 73 Dangerous Dub Vol,2 Hazardous Dub Company 
JAZID LP/CD 74 Ulf Sandberg Quartet Ulf Sandberg Quartet 
JAZID LP/CD 77 Llego La India 
JAZID LP/CD 78 Millenium Cloud 9 

A very 
Happy Birthday 

from 
Switzerland 

and good wishes 
for the future 

COD-TUXEDO AG 
Steinhauserstr. 21, CH-6330 CHAM 

COD-TUXEDO AG 
Baumettes 15. CH-1020 RENENS 

Happy 5th Birthday 
ACID JAZZ 

From your Licensees 
Down Under 

Voted No 1 Distributor by the 
Australian Music Industry 

Directory for 1993 

i 
S T R A L I A 

Looking for great distribution in 
Australia - Look no further: 

SHOCK RECORDS 
24 High St, Northcote, Victoria 3070 
Fax: (613) 482 3873 Phone (613) 482 3666 

Contact Harvey Saward at NMS 1993 
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-k-k ACID JAZZ congratulations on 5 years of exceedingly good sleeve designs THE UNKNOWN 
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JAZZ 

CONGRATULATIONS 
F E L I C I T AT IO N S 

|G E F E L i C IT E E R D 

Distributors in Holland, Belgium & Luxembourg 

v 

Basehead 
Music Ltd. 
wishes 
Acid Jazz 
a gloriously 
successful 
5th Birthday. 
Long may 
you continue 
lo spread 
love & peace 
in your asylum ACID cally I lor Ihe 
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CONGRATULATIONS ON REACHiNG 
YOUR 5TH BIRTHDAY For ail merchandise needs either Wholesale or retail contact us on 

OTi 379 5673 

PO BOX 162 • LÔNDON WC2H 8NF 

THEA Dean Rudland providt 
sound of Acid Jazz, kit 

t's been five long years and many have passed through . those Acid Jazz doors, in 
Being of most notice recently, of course, is Jamiroquai, the behatted vocal wonder whose début 45 When You Gonna Learn was released on Acid Jazz last September. It was voted record of the year by The Face and charted twice to pave the way for this summer's mega success with Sony. But, if Jamiroquai's number one album is the most notable example of the Acid Jazz experience, the label has been picking future crowd pullers from its very first reiease: Galliano's Frederick Lies Still. In fact Acid Jazz has given a helping hand to so many acts hoping to get off the ground that almost everywhere you look there are people who have appeared under the JAZID 
Like Galliano, who are now consistent album sellers intemationally, with a new reiease which promises to be a 
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Matt Deighton of Mother Earth 
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HCID JAZZ TEST 
ovides an insider s view of what constitutes the unique 
z, kicking off with number one sensation, Jamiroquai monster. Or D-Influence. Not only are these boys now album artiste for EastWest, butthey have just re-mixed Mick jagger's new single at his ovvn request. Ail three of these acts may have had their careers kickstarted by the team at 21 Denmark Street, but we're not looking at sériés of one-offs here. Don't forget the James Taylor Quartet. Although they never actually recorded for Acid Jazz, the band were signed to the label's management company from the day they first started playing little local gigs and released their first two albums Mission Impossible and The Moneyspyder on Acid Jazz's subsidiary label, Re-elect The Président. Now that James enjoys global famé, these releases have become sought after collectors' items and are to be re-released in August on Acid Jazz. James and the boys may no longer be with us, but they will always be part of the 

•VVi 

Simon Bartholomew of Brand N'Dea Davenport ofBrand New Heavies New Heavies 
As are The Brand New Heavies. They signed to Acid Jazz when no-one else believed they could sell and are now our favourite suppliers of gold dises. Their first single People Get Ready was released when the label was barely a year old, while their début LP has been a consistent seller since it first appeared in mid 1990. These are of course just a few choice names. Others like A Man Called Adam and Sandals have passed through to reach their own level of notoriety. While others too famous - or too contractually obligated - to mention, have used Acid Jazz's "laissez-faire" enough, 1, 

damn full of great songs that we know their albums will sell for years. Corduroy, on the other hand, sound like the band you'd expect to hear at ail the grooviest parties. Rising up from the ashes of late Eighties cuit heroes Boys' Wonder, Corduroy write the kind of danceable pop tunes that make you think of an era that didn't really exist. Their fortheoming second album High Havoc is the soundtrack to an imaginary film, and includes the radio friendly singles Something In My Eye and The Frighteners. And as if ail this wasn't 
attitude to make r outside of the constraints of their normal projects. And still they continue. With Mother Earth and Corduroy both ready to unveil their marvellous new albums upon the world, Acid Jazz has so much more up its sleeve. Mother Earth are a classic example of the label's commitment to try absolutely anything. The band's first LP was recorded for £800 in a small studio in northeast London, by a group of fnends assembled by Acid Jazz mainstay Bunny This album, Stoned Woman, was a massive success. It led to live gigs and sell out tours of Japan and Europe, two more marvellous 
EPs and a brilliant new album The People Tree due out this autumn. The band, now a four piece, MattDeighton, Neil Corcoran, Chris White and Bryn Barklam, are just so 

launch of our new label Focus, which will move in an altogether rockier direction. Singles are already lined up by new hopefuls Sub Jagger and Love Craft. On top of this Acid Jazz is ail looking forward to exciting new albums by The Nightrains and Cloud 9. The Acid Jazz juggemaut trundles ever onwards. May it 

musieweek 
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HAPPY 5TH BIRTHDAÏ 

WISHING YOUALL 
THE SUCCESS FOR NOW 

AND THE FUTURE 
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Congratulations on 5 years 

ofbeing totally wired... 

Here's to the next 5 years., 

E THE $IMKIN$ 

PARTNER$HIP 

Congratulations on your first 5 years 
With our best wishes for a very successful future. 

| manufacturing 
Nimbus Manufacturing (UK) Limited 
Llantarnam Park 
Cwmbran 
Gwent NP44 3AB 
Téléphone (0633) 877121 
Facsimile (0633) 876131 
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  g 'Lucas With The Lid Off (white label). This is the most original and infectious rap track you'll hear ail year. It is built around an ancien! swing-period jazz break which is neatly fused with tough hip hop beats and a suitable scatty rap. The B-side's harder-hitting Skat Mix also throws in a booming ragga bassiine forgood measure. New York-based Lucas is part of Solid Productions' team and has worked with the likes of Chubb Rock and UMCs jjg 
 S 'Gef On Up' (Slip 'n' Slide). How does Digger Barnes possibly follow the excellent 'Soweto'? Easy. He teams up with ravers Twin Bass and cornes up with the most accessible techno acid track for a long while. With bass and vocals too insistent to ignore, this is another stormer with great mixss   m 
Groovy' (Essential Records). It's been around for a while but this feast of (légal) Hendrix samples finally sounds like a Project whose time has corne. Weil Hung Parliament's mix provides a steadying hand and pumps up the funk to make 'Rilly Groovy' a sloned but beautiful successor to 'Funky Guitar', 'Ail Funked Dp' and the rest. The flip side has the spacier 'Dig This'. Move on over, and let Jimi take 

'T-Baby' (deConstruciton). Ariel are great at produoing chunky indie/dance-type tracks awash with guitars and heavy synths and underlaid with funky rhythms. Weil, T-Baby' is more of the same, perhaps not quite so effective as previous outings, but the B-side features a Dust Brothers mix that strips down the track and develops it into a long, building groove that will work a lot better on the floor nra 

i m p o r t 
this track docks in weil short of three minutes. Short, but definitely not sweet gg 

'Dont Desert Me' (Higher State). Ignore the silly name - this is a serious tune. The Disco Funky Guitar Mix kicks off with a nice mellow wah wah riff and evolves into a cool organ-stabbed garage track with pleading female vocals. The Vocal Sorbet is a NY-style dub with neatly dissected vocals. The flip-side's tougher house instrumentais are less impressive   
llfttiiHîillB "Everything's Gonna Be Alright' (MCA). Heavily reliant on the groove from Chic's 'Good Times', this is 

. Once again the sample is taking the place of any real original ideas but that said this one kicks a cool groove |^| 

the Attack The Track rub on side B adds a low-down bassiine to inject new life into what should have been a winner from 

'Together (Mount Rushmore Remixes)' (ffrr). The 'Vibe That's Flowing' crew add a touch that allows this more soulful outing from Sasha to live up to some of its promise. Side A is little more than a blend of 'Vibe' with the original tune, but 

l»i:<=y-lHli'ii 'Dry EP' (Djax Upbeats). Consistent as ever, Like A Tim score a hit with 'Sonic Boom' on the A-side where the off-beat hookline balanced with the heavy boom hold your attention. The other three tracks aren't as mémorable, but big beats throughout will ensure the EP's success rj;| 

'Big City'/ 'Ruffneck Radio' (Dorado). Talented jazz vocalist Cleveland Watkiss links up with Outside mainman Matt Cooper on another extremely classy, smooth Nineties jazz funk track from Dorado. 'Big City' vibes out on a mellow dreamy instrumental groove while 'Ruffneck Radio' is 
workout |7f7| 

• OUTSIDE 

â'Ak Ha Ha!'(US Interscope), This is a rough and punky rap along the lines of Onyx. Produced by the Large Professor, late of Main Source, the rap is completely out to lunch and certainly won't be winning any awards for political correctness, but has already picked up many fans. Continuing a trend for ever-shorter singles, 6 RM DANCE UPDATE 

The compact dise manufacture 

'Slave To The Vibe' (Virgin). A big buzz surrounded this track on import, so many have eageriy awaited its UK release. The strength of this track lies in the song - an excellent, infectious melody sung with a light, almost falsetto, voice. The production is in typical New York style and ranges from garage to a slow and low hip hop mix. A possible big cross-over 

BffiQIEESI^i'Freak Mode'/'The Funkiest' (US Immortal/Epic). The 'Which Doobie U B' album's dopest cuts get the remix treatment from House Of Pain's DJ Lethal and Funkdoobiest's Ralph M. 'The Funkiest', previously only available as a limited clearvinyl promo, is included here in its essential original form and as a useful remix, alongside future jeep classic 'Freak Mode', the alternative boom track. The current single 'Bow Wow Wow' is good but this is slammin' |jfi| 



9 ARIEL 
a stalwart on the NY garage/ house scene - he sang 'Break 4 Love' among many others. On the A-side of this timeless garage track, his stylish vocale map out the ups and downs of life. The B-side has more of a disco feel, with différent lyrics sung by India, of 'I Can't Get No Sleep' famé, Tony Humphries, Todd Terry and Masters At Work are ail involved along the way. Pure class... 
  I 'Never Give Up' (Cooltempo). Loosely based on George Benson's Seventies disco/soul classic of (nearly) the same title, Monie delivers another bright and snappy combination of her own rapping and some soulful backing vocale over a garage rhythm. Catchy, commercial and sure to be a hit. Farley & Heller also conjure up another of their long ekipping mixee that'll do the busineee in the clube  

Hardcore Pte 1 & 27'The Dark Stranger' (Suburban Base). AH three tracke are on the dark tip: there are plenty of mad effecte on the beats and what sounds like the 'Flight Of The Bumble Bee' on 'Real Flardcore' - both parts 1 & 2 sound well madl 'Dark Stranger' is even darker.with Q-Bass and D'Cruze making a top team bth 

3 'Drexciya, Bubble Mefropolis' (Underground Résistance). Two tracks worth noting on the latest LP offering from Mad Mike are 'Beyond The Abyss', with weird futuristic beats, and the mesmerising title track, 'Bubble Metropolis'. Overall, a well-produced album - each track has its own identily with haunting mélodies and mismatched sounds that 

No r t 'TX5018'(Trax). New from Trax, the original Chicago house and acld label are eight previously unreleased untitled, anonymous tracks. Théy range from mélodie house through jazz-inspired material to electric acld Fortunately thls time thêy've sorted out the pressing - no crackles on the vinyl now. It's well worth picking up if you're a Trax spotter —_ 
u 'Take Ail The Love' (Mother Alpha Delta). Like 'Chrome Séduction' before it, this second release on MAD works by combining strong vocals with a deep moody bass on what is basically a pop tune. The former Technotronic vocalist really cornes of âge on this with Baby Sean's Ultra Boogie NY-style Mix providing the club action |^j 

track from probably their most inleresting and original outfit. This is a kind of garage trance groove with a neat vocal hook and hypnotic piano and synth lines, Add some acoustic guitar and you have a superb production that's subtle and smooth    KO 
 'Paradigm Shuffle'/'Hope' (Nation Records). Tribal beats and chant samples fuse with Natacha Atlas's Eastern-flavoured vocals on 'Hope' while subtle use of Martin Luther King dialogue blends in sublimely on the eerie, moody trance of 'Paradigm Shutfle'. Fascinating  

Mot Hyp-sters; Richard Russell, Mark (Nexus 21), Matthew Cole, Steve Bicknell, Tony Farsides, Tim Jeffery, Andy Beevers, Brad Beatnik. 
• RISING HIGH COLLECTIVE 

'FeverCalled Love' (Rising High). Plavkaand Caspar Pound get the Flardfloor trealment on a track which begins as a mid- tempo, sparse techno jam before slow boiling to an acid frenzy culminating in a trancey glide through the classic 'Fever' lyrics. The AA-side original doesn't  even get a look in |m 
l'Still A Friend Of Mine' (Talkin Loud). Thankfully sparing us another cover version, Incognito return with their most accomplished single yet. Self-penned and given the Ray Flayden touch, this sumptuous mid-tempo track with vocals to die for has class written ail over it. Flow the pop audience will respond to this piece of breezy two-step will remain to be seen  B ES 
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&Party BMG Video 
g Videos I Geffen 
g Videos II Geffen 

lith PolyGram Video 0865113 
istHitsTour BMG Video 

g Attraction Telstar 

Over 35,000 the essential évent... NOW ON VIDEO 
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SLIGHT confusion over at T&B Vinyl lately. State Of Flux, who released their 'Mind Weeds' track last week, rejected remixes by label bosses Twitch & Brainstorm. But T&B have decided to release them regardless under the name 330ml and retitled 'Grow More Pot'. It's out nexl week...The Radio Authority was slightly bemused to receive a complaint from a Kiss FM listener when the station refused to play a record he had sent them. The authority's reply was no doubt more polite than the one Kiss could have given...New Polydor act Mind Body & Soul not only have a new single. 'Sacred Love', out but mainman Greg Wilson is producing the new white label from former Happy Monday Shaun Ryder and InterStella...Fantazia launched their new 'Twice As Nice' album at The Design Muséum, London. Wonder how the nipple sleeve went down among the art cognoscentL.Be prepared for the latest triplepack from Joey Negro. Virgin is promoing his new album in a 1,000 limited édition of the format...XL would like it known that The Prodigy go through Elektra in the US and not Atlantic as stated last week.„Max at London's Flying Records shop is moving from retail to record label Slip 'N' » MIND BODY & SOUL 

Slide as A&R manager...Scotland's The Time Frequency have linked-up with dance/metal act Marcha Fresca for their new 'Love Is..." single on United Rhythm...New monthly club Escape at London's Forum has confirmed its opening line-up for Friday (23). DJs Trevor Fung and Craig Walsh will be supported by a PA from Urban Cookie Collective...Steve Jervier's Streethype label has signed Xavier featuring IV Real whose 'Peace & Free' is out on August 9...Dave Roberts is now the main man behind Love Energy '93 at Milton Keynes on August 28. His former partner Tony Colton- Hater says he's gone into retirement-.Female rap collective New Wave Sisters which includes Trouble & Bass, Cookie Crew and Dee 11 headline a "slackness free zone" gig at the Marquée on July 28...Hip Hop Connection will be celebrating its fifth birthday with the help of Normski and friends on July 29 at London's Subterania-.Jamiroquai's new single is a re- 
recording of his album's title track 'Emergency On Planet Earth'. The single also includes a previously unreleased version of 'Révolution'... This year's International DJ Expo will be held al the Universal City Hilton & Towers in LA, August 23-26...AND THE BEAT GOES ON! 

THE LONG-AWAITED DEBUT SOLO LP 

MA&TUA WASH' 

ISFINALLY RELEASED ON JULY 19th 

CARRYON, GIVEITTOYOU, RUNAROUND 
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TOP 30 VIDEO 
THE OFFICIAI ftiusicweek CHART 

| g | Category/running time Cafnol s a | ARTIST TITLE £35 Catogory/runninq time cUb.i 
i STr-TRÊD DWARF1 : The End BBC ; U |NEW| comedy/l hr29min BBCV4914 16 15 15 WAY^NPS^WORLD CIC VHR2628 -^^TDOCTORWHOiTheSilunans BBC 2IEl3sci-Fi(2hr47min BBCV4990 17 13 3 Drara/îhrîenY Hollywood Pictures 

.1 BLADERUNNER-DIRECTOR'SCUT WarnerHomeVideo O 1 Sci-Fi/1 hrSlmîn PES12682 18 n 5 c'î|i|GUW4:
1
Pin9UTtleChef BBC BBCV4975 '1, ~ PETER PAN Walt Disney 4 3 Children's/1 hr14tnin D 202452 19 9 3 F-in3 Videos 1 ^ Geffen 

c . BEETHOVEN CIC 3 2 Chîldren's/1 hr23min VHR1580 20 i» 3 GUNSN^ROSES: F,..ing Videosll Geffen GEFV 39524 C FULLMETALJACKET WarnerHomeVideo 0 4 8 Action/1 hr52min PES11760 21 i6 1 ^^ERFITNESSiBody Confidence Speciallmerest/I hr30min FoxVideo 
-j 6 î MANUTDFCtEndOfSeason ManchesterUtd 22 CSl CHERFITNESS: A New Attitude Staa Spécial lnterest/1 hr 28 min FoxVideo 2576 Q . STAR TREK VI : Undiscovered Country CIC 0 5 8 Sci-Fi/1 hr48min VHR2760 23CSIRGVEDA 

MANV?^14 Q MYBESTFRIENDS BVA 3 7 Children's/2hr10mîn NCH742 24 CUR1-Y SUE Warner Home Video ' !■■■■ Comedy/1 hr37 min S012218 
1 n r™ SAPPHIRE AND STEEL: Adventure Six ITC | U yjj Sci,m hrsjmm ITC8125 25 „ 4 RANGERS FC - 5 IN A ROW CameronComm *■'' Sport/1 hr CWRFC003 11 H!?8! B0TT0M2: Digger BBC 1 1 liai Comedy/l hr27 min BBCV4994 26 „ , LETHALWEAPON3 WarnerHomeVideo " 1 Aclion/lhr53min PES12475 

" i TAKETHAT: TakeThat&Party BMGVideo 27 rî?1 dirtydozen £.1 UàJ Action/2 hr26mm MGM/UA SO 50008 
13 , , FAR AND AWAY ^CIC OQ 26 .CINDERELLA Walt Disney £-u ' Children's/1hr30min 0 204102 
14 ,2 ,FRIED GREEN TOMATOES Video Collection 2Q ra ÛUtETMAN CinemaClub ta KUI Drama/2 hr CC1000 
IRifli TERMINATOR2-JUDGMENTDAY Guild 1 «1 ' | Sci.Fi/2hr 10 min GLD51162 30 133 K'CKBOXER ^1868843 

TOP 15 

MUSIC VIDEO 

D, TAKETHAT:TakeThat&Party BMGVideo Compilation/1 hr 12min 74321120863 

!E ■ 3 MICHAELBOLTON:Thisls... 
2 BON JOVj: KeepTheFaith PolyGram Video 

, GUNSN'ROSES:GardenOfEden Geffen 
6 PINKY&PERKY: The Pig Attraction Telstar 
. 2UNLIIVIITED: NoLimits PWL Continental 
, GREEN JELLY: Cereal Killer 

4 NE1L YOUNG: Unplugged 

,3 CLIFFRICHARD: AccessAIIAreas 

omvtitsE 

îiGLOBAL^ 
nceparty 

RLD CONE MAP 

GLOBAL 

.ANGE PARTY 

URThéBétJïiing-D:Ream 
\ Bl,st - iW® I Sonzofa Loopde Loop Era 

Recorded live at The Tribal Gathéffng anâ 
Time Machine events this year. 
Release Date: 26th July D.P. £7.48 S.R.P. £10.99 CatNo; PV 2801 1 
Order now on telesales 081-810 5061 or your regular wholesaler 

_ «PKVWOK 
. the essentiel évent... NOW ON VIDEO 
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TOP 75 ARTIST ALBUMS 
THE OFFICIAI ftiusicweek CHART 

1 | Title % | Artist(Producer) Label/CD (Distributor) CassA/inyl •J= « S Art?ct/D a \ Label/CD (Distributor) |5 3 3 ArtistlProducer) Cass/Vinyl „ _ 1 Title Label/CD (Distributor) jÊ 3 | ArtistlProducer) CassA/inyl 
ICI PROMISES AND LIES# DEP International DEPCD15 IF| UB40 (UBTOJ CADEP 15/lPDEP 15 

26 n 11 BREATHLESS» Arista07822186462(BMGI —  Kenny G (Kenny G/Afanasieff/Foster/Shea) 07822lfi64fi4/- IÏ9 38 n REPUBLIC» CentredataCo/London8284132(F) New Order (Hogue/New Order) 8284134/8284131 
IJ 27 23 TofREYOUGONNAGOMYWAY» MrginCovussoiF) Lenny Kravilz (Kravitz) VUSMC 60/VUSLP 60 fi 3 33 3TEASEME Mango CIOM 1102 (RIO/P) ChalaDEtmisSPliersIDunbar/Wiis/Sbakuspearal MCI IKE/MIPS1102 

2 , ,ZOOROPA ★ U2 (Flood/The Edge/Eno) Island CIDU2g (F) UC2 9/U2 9 28 33 bUTAH SAINTS O ffrr8283792(F) Utah Saints (Utah Saints) 8283794/8283791 fifl 45 94 STARS *10 EastWast 9031752842 (W) Simply Red (Levine/Hucknall) WX427CAW(427 
3 , , ALWAYS O Michael Bail ISm'ith) Polydor 5196662 (F) 5196684/- 29 25 ,0, THE BEST OF ERIC CLAPTON *3 Polydor 5110724(F) J Eric Clapton (Various) gt 10722/- fifi 53 5 LIBERATOR VirginCOV2715(F) J ^ Orchestral Manoeuvres In The Oark (McCluskey/teonlTCV 27154/ 2715 
4 , a UNPLUGGED„.AND SEATEO • Wa Rod Stewart (Léonard) nar Bros 9362452892 |W) 9362452894/9362452891 30 24 4MUDDYWATERSBLUES London8284242|F) ^v Paul Rodgers (Shatwood) 8284244/- fifi rn LEVELLING THE LAND • China wolcdl 1022(P) OU The Levellers (Scott) WOLMCL1022/W0L1022 
5 5 12 POCKET FULL OF KRYPTONITE • Epie 4682502 (smi Spin Doctors (Spin Doctors/Denenberg/la Rockal 4682504/4682501 31 43 29 KSJHEREVERY0UARE# Mercury5,25072(F) INXS lOpitz/INXS) 5125074/5125071 fi7 69 93 NEVERMIND *2 dgcogco24425ibmgi •" Nirvana IVig/Nirvana) DGCC 2442EYDGC 24425 
6 , ; EMERGENCYONPIANETEARTH» SonyS2 4740692(SMi Jamiroquai (JK/NielseiVSmrtli) 4740634/4740691 32 40 24 RAGE AGAINST THE MACHINE O Epie4722242(SMI Rage Agamst The Machine (Brooks) 4722244/4722241 99/5 71 ACHTUNG BABY *3 lslandCIDU28(F) UO L)2(Lanois/Eno) UC2afU28 
7 ]0 2BIGGER,BETTER,FASTER,MORE! In erscopa 7567921122 (W) 7567921124/- 33 41 20 e0HV/pD|E,cU;î^ * Epie 4726262 ISM) SadalPela/Sade) 4726264/4726261 fiQ 56 67 DIVA *3 RCAPD75326(BMG) Annie LennoxIUpson) PK 75326rPL 75326 
8 6 ,, AUTOMATIC FOR THE PEUPLE *3 rem (Litt/BEMi Warner Bros 9362450552/WX 488C/WX 488 (W) 34 52 "1, , Mercury8327212(F) INXS (Thomas) MERHC114/- fins/ 76 USE YOUR ILLUSION 1* GeflenGEFO 24415 (BMG) WU GunsN-RosesICBnk/GunsN'Roses) GEFC2441ÏGEF24415 
9 8 2DTENSUMMONER'STALES★ ASM5400752(F) Sting (Padgham/Sting) 5400754/5400751 35 23 uKAMAKIRIADO Reprisa9362452302(W) Donald Fagen(Backer) 93624523(W9362452301 fil 50 ,24 APPETiTE FOR DESTRUCTION *2 Gatianibmgi ui GunsN-Roses (Clink) GEfD24148/GEFC24148/GEF24148 

10 9 3 BACKTO BROADWAY Battra Streisand (Various) Cblumbia 4738802 (SM! 3fi 42 2 IT'S ABOUTTIME RCA7863660742(BMG) OU SWV (Morgan) 7863660744/- fi 9 /o 101 THE BEST OF UBAO VOL 1 *4 Virgin dubtv 1 (R O t. UB40 (Various) UBTVC1/UBTV1 
11 3 2 DEBUT OneLi BjorlcIHooper/Bjork) Ole lndianTPLP31C0(P) TPLP 31C7TPLP31 37,9 H SYMPHONY OR DAMN 0 Colun,bia4735612(SM) Terence Tram D'arby (O'arby) 4735614/4735611 fi3 65 34 INGENUE» Sire7599268402(W) "U kd iang (Penny/Mink/iang) WX465C/WX465 
12 ,3 5 UNPLUGGEDO Neil Young (Briggs) Reprise 9362453102 |W| 9362453104/9362453101 38 se 42 GOLD - GREATEST HITS *2 Polydor5170072if) v»" Abba (Andarsson/Ulvaeus/Anderson) 5170074/5170071 fi ZI 74 75 SIMPLY THE BEST *5 Capitol coestvhe) Ut Tina Tumer (Variousl TCESTV1/ESTV1 
13 2» 4, TAKETHAT AND PARTY *2 RCA74321109232(BMGI TakeTliatIVarious) 74321109234774321109231 30 30 4 CEREAL KILLER SOUNDTRACK Zoo72445110382(BMG) Green Jelly (Massey/Buscaglia) 72445110384/- gg s, )6 SUED^E » Nud^uD^raimw/p) 
14 „ 6 WHATS LOVE GOT TO 00 WITH iï • PiittteCOdSDISffl TCPCSD OTCSD 128 39 47 121 OUTOFTIME *4 Warner Bros 7599264962 (W) REM (Lht/REM) WX404CAVX404 fifi 7, ,9, LEGEND *5 TuffGongBMWCO 1/BMWCX1/BMWX 1 (F) OU Bob MarleyAnd The Waders (Marley/Wailers/Blaclcwell/Smilhl 
15 rrm THE SOUND OFSPEED Blanc The Jésus And Mar/ Chain (Raid/Raid) o Y Negro 4509931052 (W) 4509931054/4509931041 /Il 39 8 DREAM HARDER GeffenGED24476(BMGI ^ ■ The Waterboys (Scott/Price) 6EC 24476/GEF 24476 fi7 PTSTI PURE PLEASURE GreensleavasGRELCD 184(BM6/JS) U f ■"lill Shaggy(StingInternational) GREEN 184/GREL184 
16 18 « UNPLUGGED ★ Eric Clapton (Titelmanl Duck 9362450242 (W) WX 480C/WX 480 /IO 27 4 GOLD AGAINST THE SOUL coiumbia 4740642 (smi Manie Street PreacharelEringa) 4740644/4740641 fis 73 185 BATOUTOFHELL *6 Epiecdx82419(SM) OO Meatloaf (Rundgren/Galfas) 4182419/- 
17 15 34 KEEP THE FAITH • Jambeo 5141972 IF) 5141974/5141971 Il Km 67 39 TEN» Epie 4688842 ISM) Pearl Jam (Parasbar/Pearl Jaml 4688844/4688841 fiQ 63 8 MORE ABBA GOLD - MORE ABBA HITS O Ou Abba (Andersson/Ulvaeus) Polydor 5193532/5133534/- (F) 
18 ,4 ,0 NO LIMITS PWL Continental HFCD 27 (W) 2Unlimited (Wilde/De Costerl HFC27/HF27 A A 32 2 SUBSTANCE 1907 Factory/London5200082(F) '»'♦ New Order (Various) 5200084/- 7(1 59 37 GREAîlXPECTATI0NS»EMICDEMC3624/rC£MC362«MC3624(El » W Tasmin Archer (Mendelsohn/Kaye/Wickens/Hughes/Fitzmaurice) 
19 16 30 C0NNECTED • Tha Stereo MCs (Tha Stereo MCsl 4th+B'way BRCD589IFI BRCA 589/BRLP 589 niz 8 26 USE YOUR ILLUSION 11* GaffanGEFO 24420 (BMG) •♦3 GunsN'Roses (Clink/GunsN'Roses) GEFC24420/GEF24420 71 m THE BEST OF VAN MORRISON» Poiydor84i9702(R 1 | Van Morrison (Variousl 8419704/841970, 
20 ,2 3 MITIERRA Epie 4737992ISM) Gloria Estefan (Estelan Jr/Casas/Ostwaid) 4737994/4737991 /[fi 3, 7 T00 LONG IN EXILE O Exila/Polvdor5192192|F| Van Morrison (Morrison) 5192194/5192191 79 68 11 BANBA RCA74321139612(BMG) Clannad (Brennan) 74321139614/- 
21 26 87 DANGEROUS *5 n/BoM^wSwio^l m 6, 62 METALLICA • Vertige 5100222 (F) T' Metallica (Rock/Hetbald/Uirich) 5100224/5100221 73 fnj TIMELESS |THE CLASSICS) *3 Coiumbia 4723022 (SMI IO MichaelBoltonlBoltorVAfanasieff/Foster) 4723024/4723021 
22 ,7 i6 WALTHAMSTOW • London 8284262 (F) 8284264/8283731 /IO 2, 2 THE FIRST DAY VirginCOVX2712IR to DavidSylvian&RobenFripp(SyMan/Bottrill) TCV2712/VS2712 7 ZI (TM AMERICA'S LEAST WANTED Vertigo 51257,2 (R /t 1 ,™UglyKidJoe(Dodson/Oom/UglyKidJoel 51257W125711 
23 ,9 9JANET. (j ^ ^ ) WTCVC272(W22720 /[Q 37 6 ELEMENTALO Mercury5148752 (F) Hî» Tears ForFears (Palmar/Onabal/Griffilbs) 5148754/5148751 7fl E0 ioSHAKEYOURMONEYMAKERO De(American8425152(F) 't The Black CrowasIDrakouliasl 8425154/8425151 
24 PCTl LETS RUMBLE ^ RCA743211Kn2^BMG| en si 90 THECOMMITMENTS(OST)*2 mcamcad 10286(bmgj OU 51 TheCommitments(BushnclilKillen/Parker) MCAC10286/MCA10286 r- os, =3^^ 
25 20 26 S0CLOSE* Dina Catroll (Lowis/Mackinlosh/Cole/CI A8.M 5400342 (F) Mes) 5400344/5400341 CI .. o FATE OF NATIONS O EsParanza/Fomana5148672(F) 01 46 8 Robert Plant (Hughes/Plant) 5148674^148671 

TOP 20 COMPILATIONS 
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BEST DANCE ALBUM... 2 EVER! 

EMWirgin/FolyGram CDNOD 9 (E) 
35THEBODYGUARD(OST) 

MangoCIDTV5(F) icnvwrvs 

, THE BLUES EXPERIENCE O PoiyGmmivsteMlF) 5162284/- 

10 E 
11 8 

12 
13 12 

14 
15 13 

16 EE 
17 E 
18 ' 
19 15 

20 ' 

3 HEART FULL OF SOUL 

5 SOUL INSPIRATION • 

,INNA DANCEHALL STYLE 
. BLUES BROTHER SOUL SISTER 

ARTISTS A-Z 
ASM/PolyGiam TV 5163052 (f) 

EMl/Virgin/PolyGram CDNOW 24 (E) TCNOW2WOW2T 

~FÂNTflZIA - TWICE AS NICE 
^WOMAN TO WOMAN • PolvCram1V51616i2/51616W-(P) lov&hate'. 

Dino DINCD 56/DINMC 56/- (PI 
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2" JUIY199!» SPECIALIST CHARTS 

COMPUTER CONSOLES 
NEW MICRO MACHINES 2 C001SPOT NEW STARWING 3 ALIEN 3 5 SONIC THE HEDGEHOG 2 4 LEMMINGS 6 SUPER KICK OFF 9 FLASHBACK NEW WWF ROYAL RUMBLE 11 PGA TOUR GOLF 2 

COUNTRY 
OTHER VOICES/OTHER ROOMS ACROSS THE BORDERLINE EOLLOW YOUR DREAM COME ON COME ON INFAMOUS ANGEL SHADOWLANO 1 SOMEGAVEALL I NEED YOU : ROPIN' THE WIND NECK AND NECK 

MO 
MO SG NI GAGG MO SG GG MDSG SN NI GA GG SG SN NI GAGG MO MO SN 

Nanci Griffith MCA MCD10796 (BMG) Willie Nelson CoIuribia4729422(SM) Daniel O'Donnell RilzRITZBCD701 (P) Mary-Chapin Carpenler Columbia 4718982 |SM) IrisDement Warner Bros 9362452382 (W) KO Lang Warner Bros 9257242 (W) Billy RayCyrus Mercury 5106352 (F) Daniel O'Donnell RitzRITICDIOAlP) Garth Brooks Capitol CDESTU 2162 (E) ChetAtkins/MarkKnopller Columbia 4674352 |SM) 

Sega Electronic Arts Konami 

12 ECCO 14 SUPER MARIO LAND 2 GA 10 SUPER STAR WARS SN 17 SUPER MARIO KART SN 8 SUPER STAR WARS SN 16 MICKEY MOUSE2 SG GG 13 DESERT STRIKE MDSf 

10 TINY TOONS: BUSTER BUSTS SN 40 MOHAMMED ALI BOXING MO iu 22 TINYTOONSiBUSTERSTREASURE MD Source: ELSPA.Compiled by Galhip  

15 THELASTWALTZ Daniel O'Donnell Ritz RITZCD 0058 (P) 11 NO FENCES GarthBrooks CapitolCDEST2136(E) 10 ABSOLUTE TORCH AND TWANG KD Lang and The Reclines Sire 9258772 (W) 9 SLOW DANCING WITH THE MOONDolly Parton Columbia 4729442(SM| 14 THE CHASE GarthBrooks Liberty CDESTU 2184 (E) 17 DONT FORGET TO REMEMBER Daniel O'Donnell Ritz RITZCD 105 (P) 19 THIS TIME DwightYoakam Reprise9362452412(W) RE SHOOTING STRAIGHT IN THE DARK Mary-Chapin Carpenler Columbia 4674682|SM) 18 FAVOUR1TES Daniel O'Donnell Ritz RITZCD 0052 (P) 20 20 V01CES IN THE WIND SuzyBugguss Liberty C 298585 (E) 
ource: © CM Cor. 

THE JUNGLE BOOK OriginalSaundtract&Stoiy Pic» THE ANIMALS OF FARTHING WOOD Colin Dunn WHAT TIME IS IT, ECCLES? HANCOCK'S HALF HOUR 5 RED DWARF THE QUEEN AND I DAD'S ARMY 3 N BUSMAN'S HONEYMOON VICTORIA WOOD LIVE AT HAMMERSMITH 1989 

îUDisneyland PDC 305 (PK) BBC YBBC1452 (P) Original Radio Cast BBC ZBBC1406 (P) Original Radio Cast BBC ZBBC 1128 (P) Chris Barrie Laughing Stock LAFFC 14(P) Original Radio Cast BBC ZBBC 1410 (P) Original Radio Cast BBC ZBBC 1455 (P) lan Charmichael BBC ZBBC 1462 (P) VICTORIA WOOD BBCZBBC1263(P) BenElton Laughing Stock LAFFC 16 (P) 
INDEPENDENT: SINGLES 

TheLevellers China WOKCD 2034 (P) Pulse8CDLOSE48(P) Motiv 8 feat Angie Brown Nuff Respect NUFF002CD (P) Mega City Four Big Life MEGAD 6 (RE/APT) Smashing Pumpkins Hut HUTCD 31 (RTM/P) Moby Equator/Instinct/Mute AXISCD 001 (P) Junior Boy-sO Dédier 

BASS GO BOOM 

CALL U WHAT YOU WANT rvE got nr N Compiled by ERA from Gallup da. 

DieCheer 
jb Création CRESCD130 (P) One Little Indian 112TP7CD (P) Guérilla GREP 001 CD (RE/APT) r Abstract ABSCD 009 (P) Suburban Base SUBBASE 25R (SRD) Hawkwind 4 Real 4R1 CD (SRD) Manix Reinforced RIVET 1243CD (SRD) PuroSesso One OffFOFF 005 (RTM/P) Seranade Mission CDMISH 2 (P) CréditTo The Nation One Little Indian 94 TP7CD (P) RollingGear UFG UFG5(GA) 

ROUND THE HORNE 6 Original Radio Cast ELUS PETERS - THE VIRGIN IN THE ICEOriginal Radio Cast GREAT MEADOW/A POSTILION ... DirkBogarde I DR WHO - THE TOMB OF THE CYBERMENPatrick Troughton 5 NEW MISS MARPLE'S FINAL CASE Various RE BLACKADDER THE THIRD ORIGINAL TV CAST 13 TALES FROM THE PERILOUS REALMOriginal Radio Cast NEW THE WORLD OF JEEVES AND WOOSTERStephen Fry And Hugh Laurie 12 THE TALE OF PETER RABBIT & ... Various 20 15 ROUND THE HORNE Original Radio Cast Source: © CIN. Compiled by ERA from Gallup figures 
INDEPENDENT: ALBUMS 

BBC ZBBC 1463(P) BBC ZBBC 1451 (P) BBC ZBBC 1466 (P) BBC ZBBC 1343 (P) HarperCoilinsO BBC ZBBC 1270 (P) BBC ZBBC 1461 (P) EMITCEMC3623IEI BBC YBBC 1438 (P) BBCZBBCIOIO(P) 

i SUEDE TALES OF EPHIL EVERYTHING IS 

5 SONGS OF FAITH AND DEVOTION PAINKILLERS ) SOTOUGH GINGER 

Nude NUDE ICO (RTM/P) rogynous EBV CDEBV1 (RTM/P) Butterfly/Big Life BFLCO 3 (RE/APTI 

DepecheMode BabeslnToyland 

Heidi Berr 
RE 1 A WEAPON CALLED THE WORD TheLeve 17 4 FOXBASE ALPHA Saint EUc 15 2 ABDUCTION EatStalic 16 5 PATR10T GAMES Gunshot ce: ® CIN Compiled by ERA from Gallup dala from indep 

Heavenly HVNLP 6CD (PI Warp WARPCD14 (RTM/PI Internai TRUCD 2 (RTM/P) Dischord OIS 70CD (SRDI 4AD CAD 3002CD (RTM/P) 4AD CAD 3009CD (RTM/PI Dovetail DOVECD 6 (P) Musidisc 105571 (RE/APTI Heavenly HVNLP1CD(P| UltimateBARKCOI (RTM/P) lyl Solution STEAM 43CD (RTM/PI 
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The best show in town 

ik .. 
CD 

^ Cassette 
^ VHS tape 

Merchandising 
• COST EFFECTIVE - low cost per CD/cassette/VHS 
• PRACTICAL - gives full frontal sélection 
• FLEXIBLE - allows easy store re-configuration 
• QUALITY - superb finîshes, very strong structure 
• CHOICE - standard or custom designs 

' Flipper just call for détails or visit our showrooms 
Axi0 I Axio Limited' Castle 'ndustrial Park, Pear Tree Lane, Newbury. Tel: 0635 40079 
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SINGLES 
highlights Single releasesfor 26 July 1993-1 August 1993: 98 
ARTIST TITLE LABEL CAT NOS. DEALER PR,CE —S- CATEOORV COMMENT 
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TOP 60 DANCE SINGLES 

24JULY1993 

THE OFFICIAI rnusic week C H A R T 

|i[|e8ls
CONNECTION(EL 26 9 JWANNALOVEYOU G|am74321151661 (BMG, 

27 24 4 eS(°MEWHERE Virgin VST 1463(Fl 
35 2 Glady Wax GW 003T ur;/^ 
36 

28 2 37 « itmction/RCA 74321154601 IBMci 
n DOWN THAÏ ROAD Cooltempo 12COOL 275 (El 29 2 2 WINDOW IN THE SKY 'production House PNTOSl (Selfl 381 uniorBovsOwnJBOl2(GfWMm 

Logic/Arista 74321153601 (BMG) 

30 " ' 
31 sjIIyLE BULLET Guarilla GRRR 561RË7APT) 
oo ,2 2 MANTRA A. 32 2 Material Axiom 12AXM 

39 2 

40 2 

Blue Nota/Capitoll 2CI686 (E) 33 RCA 74321153701 |BMG| 42 CBS! ^ 

ior Boy's Own CQLLECT 002 (MO) 

14» 

10^: Mercury MERX 390 (F) 
17 4 3 IF I CANT HAVE YOU MCA KIMT18(BMG) 
18' Gol Dises G0DX99(F) 
19 
20 CE] L'esperanga 
21 » Mango 12MNG 806 (R10/F) 
22 sONENIGHTINHEAVEN ruction/RCA 74321151851 (BMG) 
23IMISFallme Motown TMGX1417 (F) 
24 2» Logic/Arista 74321148501 (BMG) 
OC ,3 4 EVERYBODY DANCE Evolution Deconstrui 

TOP 10 DANCE 

ALBUMS 

D 
ralT'S ABOUT TIME SWV RCA 7 RCA 7863660741/-(BMGI 

Strictly Rhythm SREP 2/- (Import) 
^ PM Pete Nice/Paddy Def Jam (USA) C53454/- (Import) 

/VarpWARPLP MWARPMC 14(RTM/P| 

101 Cooltempo CTLP 34/CTTC 34 (E) 

44 - 
45 3 DANCE YOUR SOCKS OFF Guérilla GREP 001 (RE/APT) 

Centredate Co/London NU0X2IF) 
47 YOU COME FROM EARTH 

50 4 

51 2 Tabu/A&M 5877151 (F) 
52 3 

53 
54 34 MCA MCST1778IBMGI 
ne 33 2 BUMP & GRIMD (REMIXES) PureSesso OneOffR 
56 [ Network NWia43IPI 
57 3 Bosing BSTNT01Q1SM) 
58 4 

Formation FORM12023 [TRC/BMG1 
59 4 

60 3 41 CAN SEE CLEARLY 
© CIN, Compiled by ERA from 
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Indies befriend majors 

for talent breakthrough 

When it cornes to breaking talent, the old 'them and us' divide between major and indie 
bas been replaced by a new co-operation — with the acts the winner. By Adrian Thrills 
When the PJ Harvey album Rid OfMe, their first release on Island Records, entered the national chart at number three in May its success Consolidated the group's position as one of the best new acts in Britain. The chart position marked a vital breakthrough for Polly Harvey and her band. But it also had a wider significance for it was a prime example of just how much independent and major labels are now working together to develop new artists. Nevertheless it still raised questions about the relationship between the two sectors. Like how much do the majors need independent acumen to help them develop new acts? And how much do independent labels need major muscle to secure commercial success both at home and abroad? And furthermore, what can the smaller labels do to protect their interest in the bands they discover and 

In the case of PJ Harvey, of course, Island was involved almost from the beginning. An Island scout had seen the group's sixth gig and preliminary talks with the band had already taken place before the release of their début Too Pure single, Dress. And, when they ultimately signed to Island early in 1992, it was agreed that their first album, Dry, should appear on Too Pure, with whom the band had a longstanding verbal agreement. The advantages of such an arrangement were immediately obvious. Secure in the knowledge that they had a longterm future with one of the country's most respected major labels, Harvey and her band were still able to grow their music organically, free of many of the commercial pressures that roight bave applied had they signed immediately to a major. Island Records stood to benefit too. Too Pure'sfully independent status meanl that Harvey's profile could be oeveloped modestly and inexpensively through the independent charts and a music press that is perceived 
MUSIC WEEK 24 JULY1993 

MUTE AND NUDE TAKE TOP INDIE LABEL HONOURS 
proved them ail wrong. With only one act-albeit the incandescent Suede- on its roster, the fledgling label has not only leapt into the independent album chart from nowhere in the first hall of the year, but it has beaten all-comers in the singles chart too. And that includes dance highfliers like Puise 8, Robs, Suburban Base and Network. Of course records which top any sales chart always sell more that week than anything lower down the listing. But what may corne as a sur- prise is the size of independent chart sales differentials where a number one can outsell the number 20 by as many asIOto one. Otherwise, dance labels bave, as expected, taken the lion's share of the singles market while tradilional indie rock labels have retained overall control of the album charts. Nevertheless the top of both charts is still dominated by Mute, Création, 4AD and One Little Indian with high profile acts like Erasure, Depeche Mode, Sugar, Belly and The Shamen. 

SINGLES Isbe' Principal Acts 1 NUDE Suede 2 MUTE ( NOVA MUTEI Erasure/DepecheMode 3 ONE LITTLE INDIAN Shamen/Crédit To The Nation 4 PULSE8 Rage/Gloworm 5 ROBS SubSufa&Melanie Williams 6 INTERNAL Cappella/RobAcid 7 HEAVENLY St Etienne 8 NETWORK Altem 8/Reese Projcct/KWS STramps 9 4AD Belly/Frank Black 10 FAZE2 UrbanHype/GroundLevel 11 SUBURBANBASE Smart EWCruze/DJ Hype 12 HARTHOUSE UK Hardfloor/Barbarella 13 CREATION BooRadleys/Sugar/Adorable 14 ACIDJAZZ Snowboy/Jamiroquai 14 PRODUCTION HOUSE Baby D / House Crew 16 VINYL SOLUTION Bizarre Inc/Gunshot 17 PROFILE RunOMC/PragaKhan 17 LIMBO Mukkaa/Havana/Harri 19 BOYS OWN/JUNIOR BOYS OWN Denim/X Press 2 19 CITY SLANG Superchunk/Hole 19 WARP OIY/Polygon Window 19 GUERILLA DrumClub/Atomic/Spooky 

Label PrincipleActs MUTE Erasure/Inspiral Carpets/Depeche Mode CREATION Primai Scream/Sugar/Slowdive 4AD Belly/Frank Black ONE LITTLE INDIAN The Shamen CHINA Levellers / Chuck Prophet NUDE Suede HEAVENLY Hea SILVERTONE John Lee Hooker/Stone Roses BIG CAT Pavement / Carter WARP PolygonWindow /Black Dog Productions/Bit Ozric Tentacles The levellers Toiling Midgets/The Auteurs PJ Harvey/Stereolab Aphex Twin APOLLO/R&S AMB UNION CITY EQUATION ALTER EGO ULTIMATE 
Ed Alleyne-Jof Jools Holland EatStatic RunOMC 

to be biased in favour of the independent artist. Mutually co-operative and bénéficiai arrangements like this have become one of the dominant features of artist development in the UK over the last two or three years. According to Nick Angel, head of A&R at Island Records, they have largely^ replaced the "them and us" attitudes with which the majors and the indépendants used to face each other in the Eighties. But some of the old animosities linger on and Angel angrily dismisses a notion much touted in the music press that the majors have lost touch with the grass roots and simply "steal" their talent from indie labels. 'Tm sick ofhearing about the major labels stealing bands from indies," he says. "We do not regard the indies as an automatic A&R source. That is a patronising assumption perpetuated by the indie labels. They cannot compete against the muscle and distribution of the majors, so they claim we are offthe case and don't understand what's happening on the 
Phonogram director of A&R David Bâtes says major label 

scouting Systems are now so finely-tuned that no new band of note can escape their 
"If there is a sign oflife in Bolton or Rochdale, there are immediately a dozen scouts on the case," he says. "The problem is that bands have been educated into thinking that an indie is the best place to start by a music press that 

has a complété blind spot to anything on a major. That's fine to begin with but when they want to climb a little further up the ladder and eam a little money they realise the shortcomings of the indies. It happens to them ail. "One of the most revered independent groups of the last 10 years were the Cocteau Twins. Yet even they have 

turned their back on the independents and signed to a major," he says. But while they may be perfectly aware of what is going on in the clubs, rehearsal rooms and demo studios of the nation, major labels on their own are not always fully equipped or geared to take full advantage of potentially ' 
SONY: THE INDIE-FRIENDLY MAJOR 

Since its formation in February 1992, Sony Music's Licensed Répertoire Division has lorged the closestlies of any of the UK majors with the independent sector, A variety of label deals with Création, Nude, Network and Inévitable and a partnership with the independent sales and slrikeforce company 3MV have gone a long way towards establishing Sony as the "indie-friendly major". Sony involvements range from a 
'international licensing with Nude, with both labels retaining indepen- dent distribution through Pinnacle in theUK. The deals with Network and the Inévitable label also cover selling and distribution in the UK, with the Network agreement now extended to cover foreiqn licensing.  

The partnership with 3MV allows the sales and slrikeforce company to provide ils services to Sony's licensed labels while oHering new labels a complété package of their marketing services and Sony 
Jeremy Pearce, the managing director of LRD, says the company is striving to redress the "us and them" mentality that olten clouds relations between the two sectors, building 

partnerships with satellite labels rather that one-sided agreements. "Wewanttoestablish relationships with independent companies. When majors got involved in the past they would start imposing too many tules and stifle a the crealivity. " 11 Suede had signed directly to a major, the expectalions within the company would have been too high. But under our agreement with Nude, Suede have not made expensive videos nor have they been asked to promote their first album with a 
As a conséquence of their partnerships with Sony, the licensed labels get major distribution. In relurn, Sony gains access to the enlrepreneurial and management skills that have built up labels like Création and Network.  
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l: THE TALENT STARTS HERE 
Wiiija, the enletprising west London label that bas grown out oi the Rough Trade record shop, is one that carved itsell an enviable réputation as a talent source when it discoveted and nurtured two of 1992's most impressive independent guitar bands Silvetfish and Therapy? This yearthe label is currently concentrating on building the profiles of a clutch of bands including Huggy Bear, Cornershop, Linus, Skin Teen, Cornet Gain and Pussycat Trash. Attuned to the needs and demands of grassroots record buyers, Wiiija label manager Gary Walker puts bis faith in a format which the majors now largely ignore. He believes that seven inch vinyl is the key ta initial success in the independent marketplace. And bypeggingbackrecording costs, 

Therapy?: big through Wiiija 
Walker estimâtes that he can start looking at a profit after selling just 4,000 copies of each recording. "You can't break a band unlil you'ue built a fanbase," he says. " The best and most cost-elfective way to do that is to release a sériés of singles. Fotget aboul formats and CD singles. From an independent viewpoint, a seven inch single is the easiest and most cost-effective way to get 

Keepingholdoltheir best bands 
once biggor companies start snitfing round is the perennîal problem for those small labels who sign acts to 
very simple or short terni agreements that rarely guarantee anything but thesmallest advances. Nevertheless Walker believes that there is a new génération of bands who are simply not inlerested in major labels: "There are a lot of groups who are trying to bypass the traditional routes to success. They are not so interested in the press, which they see as being fashion-led, but prefer to put on their own shows and get involved with (anzines. It's very much an underground scene. They have also seen bands being dropped by the majors and don't want to fall into thatlrap." 

►exciting new acts. Former major A&R staffers tumed independent label directors like Saul Galpern (Nude) and Korda Marshall (Infections) recall the frustrations of working at the cutting edge for the big companies. "Most talent scouts know what's new and good if only because there's a very strong grapevine and the guys tend to hunt in packs," says Galpern, who spent the Eighties at Elektra, Island and RCA before starting up Nude and signing Suede. "But more often than not they're prevented from signing and developing the best new bands by senior executives who are more out of touch with what is happening than at any time since punk," he says Indeed, if Korda Marshall is to be believed, then boardroom attitudes to new bands have hardened considerably since the free-wheeling days when, as head of A&R for BMG/ RCA, he signed Pop Will Eat Itself, The Wedding Présent, The Primitives and London Beat, "Creativity and originality used to be what you looked for above everything else in a new band,° he says. "But today ail anybody talks about are the financial aspects. A&R has become about minimising risks. The way most majors are set up it could cost at least 

a million pounds to develop a band over three albums, so they're very reluctant to make longterm commitments. Independent labels, on the other hand, don't have access to those kind of budgets. So they can afford to take greater artistic risks and take a longer view precisely because they don't have so much money at stake and don't have to sell so many copies to break even." But there is evidence to suggest that the majors have 

learned a thing or two from the independent example. Gone are the days, for instance, of open-ended recording budgets and studio schedules that lasted for a year or more. Phonogram's most recent House Of Love album Audience With The Mind, for example, was recorded in 12 days while the Cocteau Twins were left to make an album in their own studio September Sound with minimum interférence. 

But if majors are becoming more cost-conscious, indies too are becoming more conventionally business-like. As recently as the mid Eighties, Mute Records MD Daniel Miller relied entirely on his personal relationship and handshake deals with artists like Depeche Mode and Yazoo to keep his rester intact. Recording contracts were only introduced at the insistence ofband lawyers. Now, although the personal 

relationship still remains fundamental, Miller has written contracts simply to protect Mute's long term interest in a band's career. And that's an interest which is now global. "The international market is getting more difficult and to expect a small label to develop a band intemationally in their own right is probably asking too much," he says. In the US, Mute has a deal with Elektra for ail its acts except Depeche Mode, who are released through Sire. In Europe, however, Miller has negotiated separate deals for each territory in the belief that no single label was strong right across the continent. Labels likeWiiija hope to follow a similar route. MD Gary Walker is already considering a nuraber of différent US label deals, but remains keen to retain as much autonomy as possible. Dealing with the majors inevitably involves delegating responsibilities and even diluting some of a label's driving spirit. But it also brings financial security which allows independents to keep recording the best of the new bands. Independent labels used to pride themselves that they existed outside the System. Now they find they've not only got full access to it but they're an intégral part of it too. H 

GIVE ME iGOOD REASON WHYISHOULD BUY FROM 

SCANDINAVIAS NO 11NDEPENDENT DISTRIBUTOR? 

1 WE STOCK ALL MAJOR AND INDIE LABELS. 

1 OVER 25.000 TITLES IN STOCK. 

1 FULLY C0MPUTERIZED. 

1 SCANDINAVIAS MAJOR 
1 MAXISINGEL DISTRIBUTOR. 

1 EXPORT ENQUIRESWELCOME. 
NEXT STOP. BOX 7172. 103 88 STOCKHOLM. SWEDEN. PHONE +46-8-24 85 90. FAX +46-8-762 83 22 



E is for export 

With the UK spearheading the global dance boom, a strong export deal is vital for many 
small labels wanting to break into tough overseas markets, reports Pete Lawrence 
It seems like only yesterday that the rest of the world's record industry was ^ ^ 
the way acid house singles with no obvions international appeal were clogging up the UKcharts. But where British pop leads, everybody else eventually follows. And now that dance is booming globally. UK records are once more in great demand abroad. Much of this new international interest in UK dance product has been driven by exportées. Direct exporting is not only ideally suited to fast turnover dance music but it's a vital lifeline to fledgling dance labels, who have yet to establish sufïicient réputation and pedigree to merit long- term licensing deals. Feedback from overseas importées is invaluable, for it can give an immédiate indication of a release's commercial potential abroad long before it has secured a chart position at home . Consequently exportées like Lightning, ZVX and Lasgo Exporta now regularly service their Worldwide network of wholesalers with pre-UK release white labels in or-der to gauge the international sales potential for a new dance title. Lasgo sales manager Charlie Paulinski says, "We like to be able to get back to a label within days with reliable information about which territories like a new release and how it can be expeoted to sell abroad. "If they want to try for a licensing deal at that point then that's their décision. We don't get involved in deal- makingper se, because we're really only here to sell finished product. But we can point people in the right direction. when a record is very bot, We can offer advice about publishing deals too. "But the business is moving faster ail the time. People now realise that what might be a ot platter on Monday could 
byCSay"SeleSSS,ab0fVinyl 

Raz Gold, managing airector of Great Asset, agréés that exportera have to be quicker off their 
customers abroad. Sometimes, 
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TOP 20 UK DANCE SINGLES IN THE US CHARTS - JAN-JUNE1993 
Title/Anist 
1 l'MGONNA GET YOU-Bizarre Inc 
2 REGRET-NewOrder 
3 BOSS DRUM/PHOREVER PEOPLE - The Shamen 
4 1FEELYOU - Depeche Mode 

FAITH (IN THE POWER OF LOVE) - Rozalla 
6 LOVE U MORE-Sunscreem 
7 BORN 2 B.R.E.E.D. - Monie Love 

TOOKMY LOVE-Bizarre Inc 
9 JUMP THEY SAY-David Bowie 
10 LITTLE BIRD - Annie Lennox 
11 DON'T YOU WANT ME - Félix featuring Jomanda 
12 THINGGOIN'ON-BettyBoo 
13 PUSH THE FEELING ON - Nightcrawlers 
14 CATCH ME-Betty Boo 
15 TEMPLE OF DREAMS - The Messiah 
16 CONNECTED - Stereo MCs 
17 FOREVERGREEN - Finitribe 
18 U R THE BESTTHING - DiReam 
19 WALKING IN MY SHOES - Depeche Mode 
20 ARE YOU READYTOFLY-Rozalla 

US label/UK label Columbia/Vinyl Solution 
Qwest/Centredate Co. 
Epic/One Little Indian 

Mute/Sire-Mute 
Epic/Pulse 8 

Columbia/Sony S 
Warner Bros/Cooltempo 
Columbia/Vinyl Solution 

i-Savage-BMG Int. 
Arista/RCA 

Pyrotech/deConstruction 
Sire/WEA 

Great Jones/4th & B'way 
Sire/WEA 

Def American-Warner Bros/Kickin 
Gee Street/4th & B'way 

Epic/One Little Indian 
Sire-Giant/FXU-Magnet' 

Mute-Sire/Mute 
Epic/Pulse 8 

The UK has one of the lasfest moving and mostinnovafive dance markets in the world, so it's no surprise that UK dance is doing so well in America. In lact, in the first half of 1993, British acts and labels accounted for a more tban respectable 17% of Billboanfs maxi-singles dance chart. As such they played a key rôle in revitalising a US singles market which grew by 15.5% last year, driven primarily by the explosive increase in sales of "maxi-singles" - the CDs, cassettes and 12-inch vinyl that carry extended/multiple mixes ol songs. While the growth of the maxi-single has been tough on traditional pop and 
rock acts, numerous British arfists have benefrted from America s increasing receptiveness to dance. Even so, the majority of British- originated dance material released in the US can broadly be classified as house or garage music - closely related genres that are yet to break through into the US mainstream. Top DJ, producer and artist David Morales explains, "Black kids prefer rap and swing while white kids go for 

Even Strictly Rhythm.the most prolilic house and garage label in the US, struggles to sell 10,009 copies of many releases Stateside, and America accounts for a mere 11% of ils business, a figure which continues to décliné. But there are hopeful signs - British rappers such as Monie Love, Betty Boo and the Stereo MCs have ail gained a foothold, while British jack swing acts like Kreuz, signed to Motown's UK subsidiary, are looking tofollow in their wake. Ifs noticeable that the vast majority of British dance records which succeed in the US are proraoted and distributed by Sony Music and Warner Brothers, which jointly take care of 75% of records in the Top 20. Sony is especiaily faullish, picking up acts from UK independents like Puise 8, One Little Indien and Vinyl Solution. As more dance hits feed through 

The UICs top three Stateside (from top): Bizarre Inc, New Order and The Shamen 

success measured by the Hot 100, ifs likely that dance music will help to improve lurther the UK's share of the world's most lucrative market. 

when time is particularly tight, we've been known to get orders by playing tracks down the phone," he says. Frank Sansom, managing director of Puise 8, currently home to Sue Chaloner and Urban Cookie Collective, is one label boss who advocates using exports to build profile overseas, which can later be used to advantage when negotiating licensing deals. "When we started, we probably had a doser relationship with our exporter than we did with our UK distributor," he says. "Exports were vital for us. Not only did they create cash- flow, but they got us known in the most important territories too. Consequently we'd already effectively broken Rozalla (now signed to Sony) internationally by the time we were ready to talk long-term deals. She provided us with a great calling card." The shape and size of international deals obviously differ according to each label's requirements, the stage of its development and its level of success in the UK. Most British labels make their first direct entry into the international arena with single-by-single licences - often including clauses giving limited options on further releases - which can be worth between a few hundred and a few thousand pounds each depending on the territory and the size of its market. It's only after gaining a foothold both at home and abroad with a sériés of high- profile releases that a label can expect to talk megabuck deals with album options over five or seven years. But, cash advances aside, most corapanies seeking longer and more meaningful relationships outside the UK believe that retaining their own label identity and securing a long-term commitment to future releases are two of the most important items on the agenda. There's little point in agreeing to a deal which fails to meet both those objectives," says Sansom. "After ail, when you're building a label, your main aim is surely to develop a concept and a sound that is recognised and respected. It would be impossible to 
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develop any kind of creative continuity if people were simply cherry picking from your catalogue to suit themselves." On the other hand many labels find that growing overseas demand for British dance releases means they can bounce a new act straight into an international licensing deal on the strength of the chart success achieved by other artists' previous releases. "Thanks to Altem 8 and KWS, we've built up a strong network of overseas contacts," says Network managing director Neil Rushton. "Companies who we were already dealing with kept asking what our next big project was. So when the Reese Project album was finished, we were able to do deals virtually immediately in seven or eight key temtories. "You don't often get that chance with dance music because so much is based on the appeal of one single. But once potential foreign licencees recognise the strengths ofyour A&R policy, they can offer the opportunity to plug straight into a proven System." But doing business across borders is not entirely risk- free siijce industry practices and légal précédents can differ from territory to territory. It is therefore essential that ail 

Overseas breakers (clockwise from left): Reese Project, House OfPain and Rozalla 

"We tr al foot 
i under English law," says Sansom. "It's costly but at least you know that you stand or fall on your own terms. The UKhas become a very sophisticated market, and it's a lot more complicated now you have to include the extra costs of clearing samples, remixing and so on. "These aspects were never 

part of standard c the past and dance music has certainly brought them into focus. It always amazes me how many people release product without covering themselves for ail the eventualities. "If the.record doesn't do very well they can probably get away with it. But once you have a hit everyone starts diving in at once and you can find yourself in a huge tangle." 

EXPORT 

SeelisAtNMS 

CONTACTS; 

Mike Gettiing, Phi Evans, Steve Parsons, Tom Smith 

Allât the Sheraton 

Units 34 Northgate Business Centre, Crown Rosd, Enfield, Middlesex, EN11TG, 
Tel: 0B1B05 8005 Fax: 081 8055252/081 8059944 

No two licensing deals are the same, but there are a few basic guidelines which artists and labels can both follow. "Ifyou're trying to license a finished master in Europe, then territory-by-territory deals are becoming more difficult to put together and a nightmare to administrate," says solicitor Charles Law of Harbottle and Lewis. "Single market régulations now rnake it virtually impossible to stop imports and exports between separate EC countries. Increasingly I find myself advising clients to go for a single Europe-wide deal with a company which is big enough to guarantee a release ail the most important 
Law notes that in toda/s marketplace a £10,000 advance for the exclusive European rights to one single is not an unattainable figure. But he stresses that the more the licensee label pays upfront - and the doser the royalties get to a generally accepted high watermark of 20% of dealer price — the longer it will seek to retain its rights in the product and the harder it will fight to secure options on future releases. "But beyond advances, points and rétention periods, there are a whole host of little détails that can often be overlooked," says Law. "Labels should insist they receive a pro-rata share of any compilation album advances, for example. And they should retain the right of consent to remixes as well as the right of approval of ail recoupable costs. "Ideally you'd want to have sight of the licencee's own third party licence deals too. On no account should it have automatic rights to do anything commercially with your product anywhere outside Europe. And most certainly not in the US" Of course, itis success in 
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North America which is every UK independent's dream. But as the punk and indie rock labels of the late Seventies found out to their cost, the US is a law unto itself. Ail attempts by outsiders to buck the System have invariably met with failure. "Music is very big business in the US and the rules are very clearly defined," says Sansom. "So you have to play the game their way or not at ail. Nobody can go in and shake the foundations like you can in the UK. You have to start slowly and tip-toe your way up." Having already established an international réputation with acts like The Prodigy and House OfPain, XL has just closed a deal in Los Angeles with Rick Rubin's Def American label. Rather than rush into things with his eyes closed, XL managing director Tim Palmer adopted a more cautions approach. He researched the mechanism of the US music industry and waited for the right partner to 
C0"lT Europe we like to be as hands-onas possible. Sowe visit licencees often to make sure theyfre taking care of business and that XL's image, and the identityof our artists, is being kept up properly. "Unfortunately we found it impossible to get a deal in the US with any of the majors based on those criteria." Palmer reports that XL received a number of very tempting offers from a sélection of US companies but they were ail based primarily on money. Considération for the needs of the music itself seemed to take a back seat. 'The first question they ail asked was how many albums they would get from the deal," he says. "I appreciate they have tremendous overheads and the only way to pay for them is by developing new album-selling acts. But with Def American our discussions revolved around a common enthusiasm and understanding for the music and its potential US audience. "Def American has committed to putting out 50% of our releases, which means a minimum of 10 singles and two albums a year. Time will tell if the deal works or not. The important thing is that they're excited about it and we feel totally comfortable." There is no doubtthatUK dance music is currently riding the crest of a wave of international popularity. How long it will go on - and whether the remix and rave culture will prove as mass- marketable as rock V roll - remains to be seen. But one thing's for sure, as long as they're having hits at home, British dance labels wu always have something to sço abroad. " 
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Who will score in '94? 
Leading industry figures try to predict the stars and trends for 1994. By Mike Hobbs - j|r—•!" Doug D'Arcy   MD, Dedicated Records GeoffTravis MD.RoughTrade 
«I think there'll be an upsurge "There's lots of talent about of high quality young bands ^ but the business approaches singingclassic folk pop Tips For The Top: The Thieves 
Andy Ross 

Tips For The Top: Radiohead, Honky, Senser, Elastica, Collapsed Lung, The Divine Comedy 
Andrew Lauder MDJhisWayllp Records 
Tips For The Top: Fatima Mansions, Dodgy, The 4 Of Us, Senser 
Keith Cullen MD, Setanta Records 
There'll be less looking towards the US. More British bands will emerge like Blur and The Auteurs." Tips For The Top: Radiohead, Spiritualized 

Saul Galpern MD, Mode Records "I expect some ambient art rockers and a surge of folk- 

things in the wrong way. We think too much in terms of trends and don't look for good long term acts." Tips For the Top: Primai 

Lindsay Wesker Head of programming, Kiss FM 
"Blue Mink got it right with Melting Pop. We've already seen white ragga, Asian house, West Indian rock and music will be even more mixed up in 1994." Tips For The Top: Michèle Gayle, Gabrielle, Juliet Roberts, Lena Fiagbe, Watergates, Shara Nelson, Jamiroquai, Fat Planet, Howard Francis, Bryan Powell. 
Marc Marot MD, Island Records 
Tips For The Top: Ultramarine, General Levy, Salad, Sunchilde, Urban Species. 
Graham Carpenter Head of A&R, Polydor Records 
"Rock music in général will get even more hardcore - bring back punk!" 

Vince Power Chairman, The Mean Fiddle Organisation "My hope is that quality country music like John Prine is given the coverage it deserves." Tips For The Top: Marxman 
guitar band will make it as 
Tips For The Top: The Aphex Twin, Sunchilde 
Ed Bickneli Manager, Dire Straits 
"I can't see anything coming through. The industry needs something like punk to shake 

MarkGoodier DJ, Radio One FM 

Stephen Street Producer 
"1 guess it's almost time for an early Eighties revival. Music was more open when bands like ABC, Soft Cell, and Echo & The Bunnymen got on Top Of The Pops." Tips For Top: Elastica, Pulp, Ride 
Paul Burger Chairman and CEO, Sony Music UK 
"I see a retum to song craftsmanship as opposed to production-dominated music" 
Peter Reichardt MD.EMI Music Publishing 
"The future will be kinda jazzy though not necessarily that sophisticated. Reggae always rises to the top when there's nothing else around - we desperately need something like punk." 

StuartHornall MD, Rondor Music 
"1994 will prove to be a huge pot-pourri of music mixes, from rave to bhangra, soûl to reggae with more healthy fusions. Oh, and a stand-up 

Henry Semmence MD, The Total Record Company "There will be a move back to new songs: cover versions will fade away." Tips For The Top: Love Decade 

Muff Winwood MD.SonySoho Square "1994 will be an open market - anything spécial, fresh and good will break through." 

- 

« A 
StuartSIater Président Chrysalis, Music 
" There will be a continued mixing of dance club and indie rock styles and the ambient thing will get bigger led by The Orb, . Aphex Twin, Flûte and Ultramarine. Otherwise I hope A&R people will insist that every album has at least one spécial song on it and that songs and writers will be respected more." Tips For The Top: Senser, Lena Fiagbe, Michelle Oldland 

Tips For The Top: 'T can't think of anyone good we haven't got signed already." 
Pat Collier Producer 
"The Seventies revival has been too clothes orientated. There's bound to be an explosion of brilliant young British guitar bands any minute now. Otherwise if you can play punk on a sequencer - get in touch immediately!" Tips For The Top: Shampoo | 

The David Grediam Entertainment Group (Ptj) Ltd. 
Incorooratinq: The David Gresham Record Company (Pty) Ltd. / 

Little Monster Music / The Talking Book Company / 
Stylus Recording Studios / David Gresham Distributors 

PO Box 46020, Orange Grove, 2119, South Africa Téléphoné: (2711) 444-2630 Fax; (2711) 444-1932 

WE HOLD YOUR H—U TO THE 
SOUTHERN AFRICAN MARKET !!! 
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MARKET SURVEY APR-JUNE 1993 

London and ColuiH 

If there was one European territory Ace Of Base could have had trouble cracking, it was probably the UK. But it was with apparent ease that the Swedish popslers completed their clean sweep of Europe, topping the UK chart for three weeks in May. Their single, Ail That She Wants, went on to become the biggest seller of the second quarter, taking a 4.5% chunk of the whole singles market and propelling London Records to the top of the labels league for the first time since its Stay-induced reign at the beginning of 1992. With another of the quarter's biggest sellers also under its belt - the VW-inspired Bluebells' reviva) Young At Heart - London more than doubled its year-on-year share to take just over 10% of the market. London's performance was impressive, but there were other strong performers among the leading labels: Virgin logged its best for five years in second place tlianks to its UB40 platinum-seller Can't Help Falling In Love and its first Janet Jackson single, That's The Way Love Goes. Parlophone meanwhile improved its year-on-year share by more than 500% with help from the George Michael & Queen charity Five Live EP. Go! Dises' shrewd snapping- up of Gabrielle's Dreams gave it a four-fold year-on-year increase. In the company rankings, ail but two of the top 10 improved their shares over the last quarter. PolyGram strengthened its lead with a 23.4% chunk of the market which is almost twice that of Warner Music, its nearest rival; BMG slipped from the heights of the past six months but nevertheless clocked up a 65.7% year- on-year improvement; Virgin mirrored its success among labels by more than doubling its share year-on-year and Robs Records makes its first appearance in lOth place, thanks to Sub Sub and Melanie Williams. At the top of the distributors' rankings it's business as usual, PolyGram ousting BMG from the pôle position it held for just one quarter with an assertive 31.9% share, PolyGram's largest for 18 months. It was not a strong quarter for independent distribution, however, with Pinnacle and Southern both suffering year-on-year falls in share. 
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SINGLES CHART PERFORMANCE 

3 George Michael and Queen 4 InnerCircle 5 Gabrietle 6 Haddaway 7 The Bluebells 8 Spin Doctors 
10 Shabba Ranks 

PR0DUCERS 
1 Pop/Joker/Buddha 2 UB40 3 Michael/Queen 4 Lewis/Harvey/Lewis 
6 Halligan/Torello 7 Fairley/Andrews 8 Deneberg/Spin Doctors/la Rocka 9 Jam/Lewis/Jackson 
10 Wilde/De Coster 

TOP 10 SINGLES 1 ALL THAT SHE WANTS Ace 01 Base (London) 2 CAN'T HELP FALLING... UB40 (DEP Int) 3 FIVE LIVE EP George Michael & Queen (Parlophone) 4 SWEAT (A LA U LA LA LONG) Inner Circle (Magnel/East West) 5 DREAMS Gabrielle (Go! Beat) 6 WHAT1S LOVE Haddaway (Logic/Aristal 7 YOUNG AT HEART The Bll bel s (London) 
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9 THAT'S THE WAY LOVE GOES Janet Jackson (Virigin) 10 TRIBAL DANCE 2 Unlimited (PWL Continental) 
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ALBUMS: QUARTERLY SNAPSHOT 
lEADING companies 
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LEADING DISTRIBUTORS 

ALBUMS: 12 MONTH TREND 
LEADING COMPANIES LEADING LABELS LEADING DISTRIBUTORS 

0 D » î 
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ARTISTS PRODUCERS 
2 2Unlimited 3 Rod Stewart 
5 JanetJackson 6 RinaCarroll 7 NewOrder 3 Jamiroquai 9 Spin Doctors 1(|TinaTurner 
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1 Litt/REM 
2 Wilde/De Coster 
3 Padgham/Sting 4 Jam/Lewis/Jackson 
B Lowis/Mackintosh/Cole/Clivilles 
6 Hague/New Order 7 Léonard 
8 JK/Nielsen/Smith 
9 Denenberg/Spin Doctors/La Rocka 
10 Richard/Moessl/Welch/Kershaw 

Last quarter something happened which for long had seemed unthinkable: Columbia lost its crown as the UK's biggest albums label. The Sony label is back on top in the latest round of figures, but its dominance no longer seems so assured with a clutch of labels hot on its heels. Not least among them is Warner Bros, just 0.3% behind, whose latest REM album is again the biggest selling artist album of the quarter - nine months afler it was released. In fact Automatic For The People has strengthened its position, taking 1.7% of the market - 0.2% more than when it also topped the best sellers list for the first quarter of 1993. The biggest album overall was, however, a compilation, the EMI/Virgin/PolyGram joint venture's Now...24 which alone took 2.1% of the albums market. The combination of that album and Now Dance 93, the quarter's third-biggest compilation, spurred the trio towards 3.9% of the market to take third place alongside last quarter's victor, Virgin, whose successful run continued thanks to its new Janet Jackson album. Among companies, PolyGram is down 10% year-on-year with its 25.2% share, but it still pulls away from the pack with Warner Music (13.12%) marginally ahead of EMI (13.07%) in second place. PWL, with the quarter's second-biggest sellers 2 Unlimited, just one of several pop/dance acts to do well in the albums league, takes its place among the leaders with 1.2% of the market. Dino, meanwhiie, increased its share year-on-year by 80% to take 2.7% of the market, just behind its rival Telstar. There are few surprises in the distributor rankings, although Sony, which was overhauled by Pinnacle last quarter, is now back on a par with the independent. Classical distributor Conifer increased its share year-on- year by 50% and budget specialist Tring International also sneaks into the top 10 for the first time, with 0.2% of the market.   

TOP 10 COMPILATIONS 1 NOW THAT'SWHATICALL MUSIC! 24 (EMI/Virgin/PolyGram) 2 THE 80DYGUARD (0ST) (Arista) 3 NOW DANCE 93 (EMI/Virgin/PolyGram) 4 0RIGINALS (Columbia) 5 100% DANCE HITS (Telstar) 6 ENERGY RUSH PRESENTS DANCE HITS 93 (Dino) 7 HITS 93 VOL 2 (Telstar/BMG) 8 BLUES BROTHER SOUL SISTER (Dino) 9 ENERGY RUSH PHASE 4 (Dino) 10 THE CHART SHOW ULTIMATE ROCK ALBUM (The Hit Label/London) 

© CIN1993. Compiled by Era from statistics supplier! by Gallup based on a weekly sample of singles sales and full-price and mîd-price albums sales tbrough 1,000 outlets in the UK from April to June 1993 inclusive. Minimum prises (or LP and cassette albums £2.50;forCDs£4.   

TOP 10 ARTIST/ 1 AUTOMATIC FOR THE PEOPLE REM (Warner Bros) 2 N0 LIMITS 2 Unlimited (PWL Continental) 3 TEN SUMMONER'S TALES Sting (A&M) 4 JANET Janet Jackson (Virgin) 5S0 CLOSE DinaCarroll (A&M) 6 REPUBLIC New Order (London) 7 UNPLUGGED... AND UNSEATED Rod Stewart (Warner Bros) 8 EMERGENCY ON PLANET EARTH Jamiroquai (Sony Soho Square) 9 POCKET FULLOFKRYPTONITE Spin Doctors (Epie) 10 THE ALBUM Cliff Richard (EMI) 



JAZZ 

WHY JAZZ 

IS MILES 

BETTER 

Thanks to the enduring appeal of its legends and dance's bip rappers, 
jazz is no longer the stuff of small sales, writes Chas de Whalley 
It don't mean a thing if it ain't got that swing. At least that's one thing jazz fans can agree 

what costs substantiaUy less than a page ad in Q or The Not that there is any problem of flnding a définition Wïre, I can get right to the   shortage of good jazz product ofjazzagreeabletothe target audience. And I Othenvise, the audience for available. Catalogue guide industry at large, chart gjjj > - u  """ ' what must be the most varied Music Master estimâtes that compiler GIN says that jazz ' " ■ at least 2,000 new jazz titles sales are neither concentrated 
they buy because many write 

and créative of ail popular music forms is hopelessly split. It's not hard to work out why. Jazz merges with the MOR and nostalgia markets 

re released every year. But even though majors such as EMI, PolyGram, BMG, Wamers, MCA and Sony together probably at one extreme and advances account for at least 30% of into the in those releases - the rest 

r varied enough to justify the expensive and labour intensive process of sifting through the full Gallup retums to compile a stand- alonejazz listing. 

Recent éditions of Jazz Newsletter have also begun to include news and reviews of forthcoming releases on BMG's contemporary jazz label Novus by such names as Delfeayo Marsalis and UK 

, ,1^ 

Forever blue: Miles Davis's Kind Of.ue 
...     "Asitis, thecombinedjazz pianist Jason Rebello. realms of avant garde classics coming courtesy of specialist and blues charts don't show "Now that l've gained UK indépendant labels such enough movementto justify is Calligraph, EFZ, HEP and compiling them on a weekly Jpotlight or else directly basis," says CIN's Phil imported from the US, Europe Matcham. "A jazz-only chart 

at the other, its outer limits furtherblurredby blues, _ . . fusion, hip hop and house. It's Spotlight or else directly little wonder that one man's imported from the US, Eur_r.   . . _ cool can easily become another and Japan — the BPI collects would be so static it wouldn t and collâtes surprisingly few be of much use to anybody." facts and figures on jazz. In the absence of précisé "We reckon jazz holds sales data, the majors each steady at around 1% of the UK apply their own ci 
l's cacophony. Which London's Jazz FM discovered to its cost when the 

years ago. The then management believed they could rely on a core of purist listeners and draw the less committed in around the edges, says programming director Graeme Moreland. 

record market and is consequently worth about £10m at retail," says BPI director of developraent and research Peter Scaping. "That's really only an indication. We've never fully "But unfortunately if you play analysed the market because 

There much Kenny G, the buffs accuse you of selling out." Furthermore, says PolyGram head of jazz Richard Cook, many who consider themselves fans dislike huge tracts of jazz, There's an even greater number with hardened preconceptions who will tell you that they don't like jazz a ail until you question them further and discover that they really go for Ella Fitzgerald, Dave Brubeck or even Miles Davis! So working out the demographics is a big problem, which in tum makes Midnighl Moods: struck gold 

release schedules. And market which is split almost another to equally between reissues and marketplace < new recordings, they ail find    that Imaginative use of meagre resources invariably helps to bolster sales. BMG jazz marketing executive Jo Kennedy, for instance, produces a high- quality quarterly freesheet, Jazz Newsletter, which the company mails out to the 6,500 buyers of mid-price reissues from the classic Bluebird label - by such artists as Duke Ellington, Fats Waller, Coleman Hawkins or Sidney Bechet - who retumed tear off 

[customers'] trust and loyalty," says Kennedy, "I feel it's time to make them aware of newer sounds and styles." But it's one thing to re- introduce an ageing audience to the sounds of their youth on CD and entice them further with promise of rare or unreleased tracks. It's quite in the something untried. Ail the majors have been criticised, for deciding not to give a UK release to albums that are readily available in the US or Europe. "You have to draw the line somewhere with new product," says Wendy Furness, EMI's product manager with spécial responsibility for the respected Blue Note label. "There are some releases you know won't sell in any great numbers, but it's imperative that they are available. In those instances our US company will have effectively    absorbed the majority of the "You can't assume that production costs, so we don't everybody who's interested have to worry too much about in jazz reads Jazz Journal not making money on them " or Jazz CD," says Kennedy. But Furness says it is often "Outside the big cities you the case that pedigree names can't guarantee that with nevertheless they're always dipping into impénétrable styles will a record store that stocks jazz ironically, sell more thaii intelligently either. So for neweomers who are more 

immediately accessible. Of course, few current jazz artists hope to match the 100,000 units Columbia has shifted of crooner Harry Connick Jnr's latest album, Forever For Now. Indeed most labels would count themselves lucky to sell 10,000 copies in this country of even the best- known modem jazzers like Joe Henderson or Pat Metheny, while some are proud to hit the 500 mark on more specialist releases. On the other hand, both PolyGram's Verve and BMG's Bluebird labels have recently nudged the gold standard with compilations such as Midnight Moods and The Ultimate Glenn Miller respectively. Admittedly both were TV advertised, but they succeeded because their audiences had been carefully targeted. Similarly, last year Blue Note released Blue Break Beats, a sélection of the most sampled - or sample-able - tracks from its legendary Be Bop back catalogue, aimed squarely at the jazz end of the dance market. It notched up sales well in excess of 20,000 - some 50% of which, says Wendy Furness, were on vinyl. Not surprisingly a further Blue Break Beats Volume 2 is included among this month's mid-price Blues Sériés. "Dance has certainly 
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s still a steady seller 
rekindled interest in jazz," adds Fumess. "It's helped to shake off its old fashioned image of honking and squawking." And. since that historié nightin 1989 when DJ Gilles Peterson first coined the phrase "Acid Jazz", the music has shed the aloof image which became such a key style accessory in the mid-Eighties. At its funky tip, jazz is now a fun free-for-all where virtually anything goes. It has to keep progressing to survive," says Peterson, smce 1990 head of Phonogram's Talkin Loud label, home to groundbreaking acts such as Galliano and incognito. "Jazz in the old aense ran out 6f ideas when MUes Davis died. There's a new expérimental spirit now, wmch is attracting a whole new audience." Of course there are those 0 doubtwhetherthe average Jamiroquai fan is eyerlikelytocheckoutan ^u™by Lester Young, Or waa ef 8 Kenny G fan will j 0n 10 Sonny Rollins. Indeed, it remains to be seen now many 0f ja22>s new devoteeswill staywiththe 
banà0 0nCe the fashion oandwagon rolls on. 
the™'those who do will find the * enough good music theretolastalifetime. m 
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Long life is 

jazz's forte 
Jazz may only appeal to a minority but it's a sizeable minority and a committed one at that. Sales for jazz records have held surprisingly steady during a recession in which other music styles have taken more of a beating. 'The specialist music fan knows what he likes and tends to buy on a regular basis regardless of what's going on around him, unlike the more impulsive or fashion-conscious pop fan," says Gary Rolfe, the assistant manager at HMV Oxford Circus with responsibility for jazz. "But that means you can't get away with merely stocking the best-sellers. You need to offer as wide a range of styles and as broad a spectrum of artists as possible," he says. "People come back to you because they feel you will have what they want when they want it." Which is especially important when a typical jazz purchase is just as likely to be a 30-year-old title by Dinah Washington as the latest album by Keith Jarrett or Jeff Lorber. For, unlike pop and rock, recognised and respected jazz titles do not have a limited shelf life. They often continue to sell consistently, long after their initial release. "We probably get through more of Miles Davis's Kind Of Blue than any other single recording," says Mike Chadwick, co-owner of Decoy Records, Manchester's leading jazz outlet. Tt seems to be an automatic choice for people who are buying a serious jazz album for the first time. So it trickles out steadily in twos ^ and threes week after week." Despite the usual complaint that by phasing out LPs record companies have limited consumer choice, the advent of CD continues to prove a shot in the arm for the jazz market. "From the reissue point of view, interest in jazz is greater than it's ever been," says Jeremy Elliot, managing director of The Complété Record Company, the distributor of Ace's catalogue of classic jazz albums. "Intelligent CD reissues at fair prices have proved to be popular not just with jazz specialist stores but with the multiples too," says Elliot. "Maybe most are still a little too esoteric for Woolworths, but WH Smith has started to take a few titles while HMV, Tower, Virgin and the smaller 

Jeff Lorber: cutting edge 
chains like And/s have proved very responsive." Nevertheless there are those in the industry who feel that the veiy word jazz still scares off as many potential customers as it attracts. And that while it makes sense to focus attention on the genre by racking releases together, valuable opportunities to sell to a curious but not necessarily convinced public are lost. Tower Records in London's Piccadilly is one store which has experimented with adding selected jazz and fusion releases into its standard rock and soul departments. "We ran a three-week campaign on MCA's GRP label in June where we racked the entire catalogue from the Yellowjackets to Dave Grusin and Chick Corea in with the rock and soul releases," says Tower's jazz and blues department manager Adam Sieff. "We played tracks over the in-store system too. GRP is a user-friendly label anyway but we saw a marked increase in sales among those people you really want to get to, who^ are not normally jazz buyers." Ultimately, though, it's greater public awareness of the music itself which will grow the market for jazz. "Nothing beats actually hearing the music," says Eddie Wilkinson, managing director of indépendant distributor New Note. "When Radio One started playing the Lee Ritenour single with Maxi Priest, Waiting In Vain, interest in his catalogue grew immediately." Wilkinson commends Jazz FM - and other individual broadcasters across the BBC and independent networks — to popularise the music. But he believes more joint marketing and promotional campaigns involving retailers, labels, distributors and concert promoters could work wonders on a market ripe for development. 

THE pi ||C SERIES 
Rii-UL 

continues with... 
BLUE BREAK BEATS - A Volume 2 (Vou Gotta Hear Blue Note To Dig DefJam) Follow up to the best selling 'Blue Breai leats'. A classic blend of actual reaks and high quality funk. eatures Donald Byrd, Bobbi lumphrey, Jimmy McGriff, 

CORDON BLUE E (Sàvour The Soul Sauce With Blue Note) Tastes as good as it 

moon blue BLUE MOON (B/ue Note, The Night And The Music) Fiftaen moonstruck songs from 

► BLUE EYES {Sinatra Songs The Blue Note Way) 
■ ' ' zz Interpretationf 

THE BLUE TESTAMENT - Blue Note Plays 1 4APSODY IN BLUE - Blue Nota Plays The Music Of George A CALIFORN1A COOL - Presenting The Hlp Sounds OfTho W'esl Coast • AFRO BLUE - Explore The RootsAnd Rhythms OfJazz • 

MAJOR CAMPAIGN RUNS ACROSS THE WHOLE SERIES THROUGHOUT JULY/AUGUST INCLUDING ADVERTISING ll\ VOX, JAZZ MAGAZINE ® / STRAIGHT NO CHASER, ~ TOUCH AND JAZZ CD + POSTERS, LEAFLETS 1 + CONSUMER COMPETITION FOR 
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JAZZ 

Paying lip service to jazz 

There'sno shortage ofjazz-influencedrappersraisingthemusic's profile says lanMcCann 
Jazz may be in the house relaxed horns, and the but its arrivai on the unsigned UMCs, who have dancefloor has yet to developed a cuit following. mean anything other than an In the UK, there's no occasionâl diversion to raving shortage of jazz-influenced rappers willing to pit their wits against classic breakbeats. Talkin Loud's influential stable of Galliano and Urban Species has yet to crack the singles charts but really can eut it live, in keeping with Gilles Peterson's original manifeste. As can UK jazz-funk vétérans Incognito, who are starting to make in- roads into the huge US jazz- soul market. Brothers Like Outlaw (Gee Street) and Dodge City Productions (4th & Broadway) soul brothers, although Gang also oflfer a successful mixture 

or ragga for most clubbers. But there's certainly no shortage of supply. Perhaps acts such as James Taylor Quartet, Galliano and Snowboy aren't jazz as Charlie Parker might have meant it, but he'd probably have appreciated their groove 
It's tempting to think of US jazz rap acts as superior to their UK counterparts. But many American jazz-hoppers are often lyrically more self- ' rs than their Anglo 

Starr's Guru shows considérable maturity on his latest project, Jazzmatazz (Cooltempo), where he is joined by such vétéran jazz- funkers as Roy Ayers and Donald Byrd. Others taking the jazz-rap fusion to new heights are Digable Planets (WEA), with their mixture of poetry and 

of jazz-influenced rare groove and soul rap. But it's the James Taylor Quartet whose Hammond organ-driven groove puts them miles ahead of the field. Now signed te Big Life, the James Taylor Quartet's breakthrough is long overdue. Eddie Piller's Acid Jazz label continues to make the 

Urban Species: adding rap tojazz backbeats 
running too, with Latin- influenced acts such as Snowboy and India, the faintly tongue-in-cheek 

RESPECTINGTHEPAST with classic releases 

American iaiz In Paris For H» (ht tm 8» crapltte («a ussins on C IMms Kûok, l« Soitz, Colniai HnfeSCsiïMgan, 
CREATING THE FUTURE L Ihe most ewitiiig yomg playm aie B ' ^    sgned to Noius. Alperforaiingintite f| J V ^ ' llKig'93. fcseetbemlneBlohear 

Jazz Futures - Lise In Concert MJgrew Mier - Hand In Hand featsaing Roy Harpore, Mooio featuring Joe HemJtrson, Kenny Gauttt & Benny Green & Christian McBnde 
Also on Novus Isoo Bebello - Keepmg fine Jolm FtearelB - HaturaBy Petfeayo Maisaïs - Pootiiis FSates' De Haros Roberts .Ulcoaldbentbyou Tbe Roy Harpoie Qintet lin - Of Kiodred Soûls 
FuS catalogue available from Ist Septenter 

Corduroy and an altogether rough'er and funkier Mother Earth. This suramer's hot tip for the top must surely be US3 (London) whose début album, Hand To The Torch, mixes jazz grooves and ragga raps with an inexhaustible supply of street-legal Blue Note samples. In New York, on the other 

hand, DJ-producers like Pal Joey use jazz beats in bizarre ways on obscure 12-inch releases, while the 8 Bail and E labels are not afraid to mix jazz and house in an unlikely 
However, those live players who aren't following the Marsalis brothers down the serions jazz trail still tend towards the Greg Osby (alto)/ Kenny G (ténor) style of bland MORjazz. Singers like Anita Baker and Oleta Adams concentrate on the soul market, more adventurous performers such as Amina Claudine Myers are largely ignored, while the so- called Brooklyn school of hip jazz has yet to deliver much to write home about. But as with so much else these days, tomorrow's sounds could well be on their way from Japan where there is a thriving jazz-dance scene. United Future Organisation are one of the few acts to have hit the import racks here with their mix of French and English lyrics, American grooves and Japanese technology. They've just been snapped up by Talkin Loud, which just goes to prove that virtually anything goes at jazz's funky cutting edge. And usually 

BLOWING HOT AND COLD Most serious young jazz musicians US today are deeply rooted in the legendary Blue Note Sound of the hard hop Fifties and Sixties. So young Turks such as Roy Hargrove, Antonio Hart and Stephen Scott have been tagged "re- boppers" and majors like BMG and PolyGram have outbid each other to sign the newest - and hottest - jazz fsontheblock. By comparison, the UK's latest génération of jazzers are as quirky and uncategorisable in their approach as any of their peers in ' eindierock or dance lields. Sadly the mid-Eighties boom - when a clutch of young, gifted and black players were signed to major labels like Island and Polydor and delivered pop chart positions to 
Despite continuing to draw big crowds, high-profile ligures like Courtney Pine, Steve Williamson and Andy Shepherd are ail currently between deals. Part of the problem is that most modem jazzers don't want to be put into any particular category. Purists at heatt, Ihey recognise the value of crossing over and have made albums which are increasingly diverse. 

BMG/RCA-Novus's Jason Rebello, for instance, started his career as a McCoy Tyner-influenced pianist But by flirting with funk. R'n'B, soul and Latin on his latest album, Keeping Time, he is in danger of trying to please everybody atonce. East Wesl's Julian Joseph, on the other hand, seems determined not to compromise. His new release Reality may be a serious jazz statement - but there's always the risk that will limit its appeal. Other black Brits in Ihe frame are guitarist Tony Remy and flautist Phil Bent, signed to MCA's New York- based GRP label, who variously add rock, funk and even hip hop influences to the mix, while muili- styled musicians who deserve deals include keyboardist Matthew Cooper, tromhonist Dennis Rollins and trumpeter Byron Wallen, leader of the intelligent Sound Advice 
Most appear with some regularity in London clubs like Camden's Jazz Cafo, Dingwalls or Subterrania and may even get their feet occasionally in the door at Ronnie Scotfs. still the ultiraate accolade (or a straightahead jazzman. Tony Hall 
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APPOINTMENTS 
A leading specialist dance music nromotion company is looking for a radio promotions manager You need to be hard working, enthusiastic and selt-motivating and 

have a thorough understanding of the workings of the music business and radio stations. Relevant experience is useful but not essential, and we would be prepared to consider an exceptional collège leaver with relevant qualifications. Salary is low, hours are long but prospects are excellent. 
Write to Box No. MWK 143 

n 

DANCE SALES 
REPRESENTATIVECS)? 

Required for Central North England leading Dance Sales and Marketing Company require an enthusiastic, reliable salesperson with knowledge of current dance scene for central North England. Must have own vehicle. 
Excellent renumeration and prospects for the right candidate. 

Please send C.V. to:- 

The British Academy of Songwriters, Composers and Authors 
representing UK Songwriters requires a 
GENERAL SECRETARY 
Someone with a good knowledge of music industry practices, who is self motivated and thrives under pressure is needed to co-ordinate ail aspects of the Academy's opérations. Par further détails ring Amanada McCarthy (071) 436 2261 

Indépendant label seeks self-motivated persdn to take care of administrative responsibilities including bookkeeping, crédit control, royalty accounting and stock control. Experience with computers, word processing, spreadsheets etc. is essential, as is initiative and attention to détail. Please write to: 
PIRE RECORDS, 21a MAURY ROAD, LONDON N16 7BP  (Fax: 081 806 8021)  

EUROPES MID-PRICE/BUDGET MARKET LEADER 
D1SKY 

COMMUNICATIONS 
LTD Due to expansion, we require a Sales Person for the London & Home Counties area. The successful applicant must have the necessary sldlls to sell and promote régulai new releases at store level, plus the ability to negotiate multi- title range campaigns to indépendants and small chains alike. Ideally based in or around the London area, should be of smart appearance and aged between 25-35. The package includes fully expensed company car, Salary negotiable. Please reply in writing enclosing your C.V. To. Martyn Edwards DISKY COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED 

Butterfly Studios requires a 
Chief Engineer with 

programming and some 
maintenance experience. 

Please send cv's to 
Krissy Underdown at Butterfly, 

184 Brixton Road, 
London SW9 6AT 

■XMDIQa 
EXPERIENCED PROMOTERS 

Required for 1993 Winter Season, Monday to Thursday from 30 August 1993. 
Excellent sound and light System, 200-700 capacity on two levels, 24 hour M and 0. Please contact John Sheridan, Paradise Club 081-994 5370 

BUSINESS TO BUSINESS 

Covering: 
PROMOTION 

DISTRIBUTION 
A&R 

LICENSING 
SAMPLING 

ETC 
For more détails call 

071-583 0236 The Global Entertainment Group 
— ea^ng the way in music industry training" 

BEATLES 
MATERIAL WANTED 
Including autographe, written matenal, rare records, scarce paper items, Personal effects, négatives with copyright, instruments, gold dises, etc. Similar items required relating to HENDRIX. PRESLEY, COÇHRAN, HOLLY, MADONNA, PRINCE, ROLLING STONES and ail major rock celebrities. 

PLEASE CONTACT: PAUL at TRACKS Tel: (0257) 269726 Fax: (0257) 231340 or write to: TRACKS P O. BOX 117, CHORLEY, 1 a^II'HIRE, ENGLAND, PR7 2QZ 

Profit from 
our experience 

CALL US NOW ON TEL: 0296 615151 FAX: 0296 612865 LIFT 
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rMAN 
PRIAM Computer System for Record Shops pCompIet| Compulerised 

Hardware 

Upgrades Purchase Order Processing. Marketing Training 

L1BRARY CASES 3 + A4 VIDEO 
SEGA & NINTENDO 
VIDEO SLIP CASES 

PIM LTD (Best Prlces) UNIT D5, ROAD 7, HORTONWOOD, TELFORD TF1 AGP 

"THE 
BUNKER' 

LOOK NO 
FURTHER 
VIDEO 

PROMOS 
FROM £450 

ALLIN 
Complété video focility, 
broodcast spec, and the production focilities to create the best. Also in-house digital sound studio FROM £150 PER 10 HOUR DAY Great engineer / 

BUSINESS TO BUSINESS 
THE WAY TO PROFIT . . . 
RECORD DEALERS! 

WANTED We will collect and pay CASH for your unwanted C.D. or Audio Cassette stands. 
Phone TONY WALSH on 0493 720388 or 0692 62373 
BLACKWING THE RECORDING STUDIO Customers include: 

MARRsfl 
Inspiral Carpels, Daisy Cnainsaw, Swallow.^ 

BHANGRA IS GETTING BIGGER & BIGGER Is your finger on the puise? For ail Bhangra enquiries — artists, production, promol distribution and currenl catalogue; NACHURAL RECORDS Leaders In new wave bhangra 

OFFICES TO LET 
Portobello Green 600 sq. ft. Bright open plan architects offices. Panoramic Windows. Short/medium term lease of £9.00 sq.ft. ise contact: Rnth Blunkett or Frederick Stafîord Tel: 081 968 757S  

WANTED! BEST value in london" and a Reward 

■ m - 

É 
HUSIC SHOPFITTING ■ or custom SPECIAUSTS ■ made with BROWSERS . WALL DISPLAYS ■ IHART DISPLAYS . COUNTERS ■ '090' STORAGE UNITS I Competiliv 
STANDARD RANGE OR CUSTOM BUILT IN HOUSE DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE 

FREE STORE DESIGN 
TEL. 0480 414204 FAX. 0480 414205 

C B SOUND 
24 TRACK STUDIO 

Albums induded Buffy Sainte Marte Sinead O'Connor Siedah Garrett Kiss of Life We are reknowned for vocal production » Soundtf- 80 inp 
keyboards/samplers i DIGITAL EDITING SUITE MAC/SOUNDTOOLS 

Call lan or Chris on 
(081) 549 0251 for further information 

SI IN 

Including 
Fan Club Mailings, Advertising and mailshots. Ail Aspects of Fulfillment and Despatch. Overseas Mail at Reduced Prices. • Printing • Photocopying • Storage 

ETC ETc Etc etc 
TEL: 081 566 2270 FAX: 081 566 1044 

ANNOUNCEMENTS NOTICE BOARD 
DOOBIE WAH LIVE AT THE RED LION, BRENTFORD 

WEDNESDAY 2IST JULY 
ONSTAGE 10 O'CLOCK 

"Brilliant Global Pop" 
Catch them whilst you can afford to!! 

CONTACT: ALEX FIELD, AFL MANAGEMENT TEL: 0935 881482 

MANAGER 
WANTED 

For 
Acoustic / Electric / Soultul Commercial Rock Band. 

Album / Tour — October / November Singles released Radio 1 Airplay etc. 
Téléphoné: 071 328 2302 

WANTED 
For movie appearance and soundtrack. Young ail girl groups with Bangles and Riot Girll influences. Send tape to: Polski Rap c/o WEM, 134 Lots Road, London SW10 ORJ 

If you are replying to an 
advertisement with a Box No. 
phase send your correspondence 
to the relevant Box Numher at: 

[llnisicweek 
Classified Dept 
Benn House9 Sovereign Way, 
Tonbridge, Kent TN9 1RW 



ber where you heard it: itn  successor to Johnny 

PQQLEY'S DIARY 

,-0 to be named over the next B ks Will it or won't it be Bill two gir johnny himself was in 
^•atthe Radio Academy fine;Ll looking forward to a new gïcingradioandTV 
gammes. In the meantime heis 
Cdins offto Canada to go fishing ith Bruno Brookes. Incidentally, 
Rperling déniés rumours he is SngtoUniquetoheadanewTV 
^vision...Clive "Mr DCC" Swan 
reveals that his move into the brown 
goods market has so far been 
successful. Sales at his Capital 
Caméras store in Crawley rose 30% 
after its refit...Watch ont for a large 

d outspoken Scotsman to 

even appeared...Fiction Records is 
hotly denying reports that it has 
dropped The God Machine and 
Eat, saying that redundancies, 
including A&R scout Kate Dale and 
marketing manager Nik Myers, 
were made because "staff were 
surplus to requirement". Myers 
awaits calls on 081-788 
3546...Among 4-Play's many 
creditors is one Norman Walker of 
Blackburn, who is owed just £1. 
Under the ternis of last week's 
settlement, Mr Walker will receive 
the grand sum of 25p... Songwriter's 
friend Brian Engel reckons EMFs 
switchboard policy is costing them 
business. So peeved was he to be 
told "we can't give out names" when 

It was lime ta bring out the balloons (blue and white) and blazers when Windswept Pacilîc Music hosted its officiai launch party at its new London office. Around 100 guests including Ricordi MD FredericoMonti,Nlusic Sales chief Bob Wise, MCPS deputychief i „ finJ ont who had replaced executive Tom Bradley and assorted Japanese pop stars attended 7 £ 7/^ s j v. J A^R Uc'c thebashattheWestLondonpremises.Picturedpreparingtocrack Nick Gatfield as heau > opan the Champagne are (l-r): Jonathan Stone, Creative head at yOWed to take his hot masters 01 the lony rOWeil. Windswept Pacilic Music U, UK MD Bob Grâce, Worldwide presi- flr „v- „ p-l p from Cliff Richard WTiter dent EvanMedow and IchiAsatsuma, chief executive ofFuiisankei , i   ml   imjnications International. 

To help them relax before the week- end, Dur Price head office staff were serenaded by the ever photogenic Robbie, Richie and Lee from Let loose (front row) last Friday lunchtime. To judge Iront the expressions on some of those piclured, it was a moving expéri- ence. Pictured (back l-r) are: Dur Price product manager Nicola Johnstone, Phonogram product manager Candice Strickland and national accounts man- ager Tim Tuer, Dur Price senior buying manager Steve Gallant tour manager Dominique Aveillan, Dur Price product manager Dave Adams and buyer Neil James, Let Loose manager Kim Glover and Dur Price product co-ordinator Emma Camfield. 
most respected catalogue marketeers 
due to have festivities sprung upon 
them at the weekend...A&M is 
celebrating its second platinum 
album of the year with Sting's Ten 
Summoner's Taies (Dina Carroll 
was the first). It's also something of a 
coup for PolyGram as another of its 
labels, Island, celebrated platinum 
success with U2's Zooropa last 
week...Sad to hear of the death of 
MCA opérations manager Rod 
Cunningham last week after a fight 
against cancer. Cunningham, 47, 
joined Polydor as sales 
administration manager in 1971, 
subsequently working at RCA and 
IDS before joining MCA in 1985. "His 
dedication, experience, knowledge 
and sense of humour will be missed 
by everyone at MCA," says label MD 

publish détails of some major staff 
changes soon...Could EMI be 
approaching the end of an era at 
Manchester Square as it considers new office premises in West 
London?..,The newly-independent M&G is looking to score a hit with 
Arsenal's answer to Vinny Jones, 
lootballer lan Wright...Freelance 

ack Alan Jackson was celebrating Mst week after winning damages 
and costs against The Sun. The 
nPe^."borrowed" from sister title 
• e 'mes excerpts from his er^ew with Holly Johnson in 
AfSo ^ be s^nSer revealed he had before the original piece had 

execufive offujisankei elseWhere...There was 
a good média turnout for PWL's 
Slamm réception at St George s 
Hôtel in Langham Place, where 
stacks of bods from Radios One and 
Five GMTV, Smash Hits and 
and learned...ITC MC Tony Wilson 
notorious A Rockstar Dies hypothetical at this week s NMS 
with a line-up including Cocteau CnsUagPerRayCoffer,Tommy 
Boy président Tom Silverman and Warner Bros business affairs v.p. 
Rick Stryker.Jt was the week of the 
secret party, with both the doyen of 
UK music retailers and one of the 

music week ®Spoiiighl pul ll Incorporâting Record Mirror ^ ^^ sE] gVR 
  

up appelai projecta cUitor: Ka I ABC| 
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Dont you know Mr.M? 

88' NO.1 CD IMPORT AWARD 
89' NO.1 CD IMPORT AWARD 
90' NO.1 CD IMPORT AWARD 
91' NO.1 CD IMPORT AWARD 
92' NO.1 CD IMPORT AWARD 
93-\l2 NO.1 CD IMPORT AWARD 

Ecnd St. 

Bond Street, Inc. 
Import Sales Dept. 
2-14-10 Uchi-Kanda, 
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 101, Japan 
Phone:03-3252-0701 
Fax :03-3252-0721 


